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1978 Annual Dedication

Like many of his colleagues on the Kieve council, Frank Rutan has spent a

lot of his time and a lot of himself here. He is a particulary good counselor

because he has never forgotten how it feels to be a young boy growing up. He
is amusing but sincere and serious, and he instinctively meets people on the

appropriate wave length. Those of us who have known Frank through the

years have been fortunate indeed to be on the receiving end of this loyal

friend. He, like so many other young men and women at Kieve, has first

learned and then taught others how to give more than they receive.
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Campers, 1978

FIRST SESSION

East Bunker Hill:

1st row: Fearey, P., Milhon, Lapham
2nd row: Heher, H., Murphy, J., Goodman, Sinkiewicz

3rd row: Kennedy, Shenton, Traverse
4th row: Whiting, Cooper, Begien

West Bunker Hill:

1st row: Kagan, Kaloust, Parsons, C.

2nd row: Hodges, Wike, D., Rimmer, Clark, T., Mandle
3rd row: Robinson, Bartlett

4th row: Woodward, Clark, C, Schwab, Crowley, D.
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South Glenayr:

Kneeling: Middleton, Guthrie, Zuckert, R., Conant, Speiss

1st row: Ludington, M., Lee, Hunnewell, Watts, Walsh, Lickdyke
In door: Warren, Malovaney, Goodrich, R., Wheeler

North Glenayr:

Kneeling: Scully, Kratovil

1st row: Papin, Vastine, von der Schulenburg, Cromwell, G., Foulke,
Crowley, J., Parker, Kreusser, Carey

2nd row: Goodrich, D., Cashman, von Oppenheim
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South Bunker Hill:

Kneeling: Van Alen, Bundy, Smith, C, Johnson, Kahrl, B.

Standings Batchelder, McClure, B., Thayer, Avantaggio, Talbot, R.,

McNulty, C, Sanborn, Thomas, Rutan

North Bunker Hill:

1st row: Wike, T., King, Sage, Schwarz, Peabody
2nd row: Kahrl, G., Ludington, N., Cullen, Dowd, Holguin, Seamans

3rd row: Sparkman, Wallis, Murphy, S.
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South Harris:

Kneeling: Russell, W., Brace, Cook, Cromwell, M.,

Standing: Brown, Richardson, McClure, P., Russell, R., Southwick,

Moore, Fearey, T.

In door: Heher, G

North Harris:

1st row: Hallowell, Munroe, Gilligan, Hallowell, Moller, Harvey
2nd row: Harris, Renneisen, Kennedy, D., Peters, C, Tanch
3rd row: Peters, D., Forbes
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SECOND SESSION

Old Bunker Hill:

1st row: Fulmer, Beier

2nd row: Robinson, Maiden, T., Bunker, Roberts, Begien, Nastasi, G.

3rd row: Kennedy, H., Crowley, D., Walsh, Habgood
4th row: Koelle, Cooper, Sibley

South Glenayr:

Kneeling: Kaloust, Maiden, M., Parsons, B., Durey
Standing: Traverso, Fisher, McKee, MacAvoy, Gal, Malovany,

Lickdyke
In door: Wheeler
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South Bunker Hill:

1st row: Parker, Dowd, Wilkins

2nd row: Batchelder, Mack, Newton, Nastasi, J., Gordon, Carey
In door: Sanborn, McNulty

North Bunker Hill:

1st row: O'Grady, Giles, Schofield

2nd row: Kahrl, G., Vastine, Hadik, Y., Anthony, Wallis, Goldsmith,
Seamans

3rd row: Boyden, Crowley, J., Zuckert, G.
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South Harris:

1st row: Mayer, Menendez, Bent, Rose, Hagar
2nd row: Brown, Hadik, M., Mitchell, Ireton, Morrisse, Wilgis, Barrett

In doop: Heher, G.

North Harris:

1st row: Pell, Coolidge, Nelson, Tanch
2nd row: Edmonds, Kennedy, D., Peters, C, Renneisen, Smith, B.,

Wills

In door: Peters, D., Forbes
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Chapel
The following talk in chapel represents the recurring theme of all our chapel

services this year. Many people in our community made important contributions

to our short periods of group worship on each Sunday, and thoughts and
feelings, both expressed and unexpressed, were born at Kieve and will flourish

throughout the winter.
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Watersports
I think it might be valuable for us to spend a few minutes together this

morning discussing what Kieve means, why we do what we do, our reason for

being. These are our goals, and I am always disappointed when we fall short.

Nevertheless, if you or I or any institution is to make an important contribution,

we must have goals, we must understand them, and we must remind ourselves

about them from time to time.

The clues to Kieve's goals are found in our two scriptural readings this

morning — both from the New Testament. In both cases the authors. Saint Luke
and Saint Paul are saying something very important about how people should
act. Their messages were written for people almost two thousand years ago
around the rim of the Meditteranean Sea, but their messages have the quality of
universality; they are as true for Kieve boys and parents from Philadelphia or

New York or Boston in 1978 as they are for Corinthians or Jewish Lawyers two
thousand years ago.

Remember the question that Luke asks about the lost sheep. He asks us if we
had a herd of 100 sheep if we wouldn't spend a disproportionate amount of

energy on the one that was lost, thereby apparently not giving the other 99 their

due? The Kieve answer to that question is that we design our program to help

each boy find himself when he is lost so that he can rejoin his group and feel

secure within himself and within the group. The fellow who is homesick or who
is in agony over the island swim or is having a tough time hitting the riflery

target or who"" doesn't know how to pull his weight on the camping trip is the

most important person at that particular time; he is like the one sheep in the

herd. The other ninety-nine must not resent the emphasis on the one for two
reasons. In the first place, each young boy must realize that his time will come.

He's going to need some extra instruction from the ceramics counselor or

perhaps his cabin counselor will have to restore his confindence after he has wet

his bed for the third night in a row. Also, of course when the hurt in one of us

has been healed the entire group benefits and is reunited.

St. Paul in his letter to the small band of Christians who lived in Corinth,

Greece gave a name to the behavior which is responsible for finding that sheep

when he is lost; Paul calls it "charity"; we would probably call it "caring".

Whatever name we give it, I have seen it work miracles at Kieve. It is easy to

get "down in the dumps" when somebody is thoughtless or selfish, in other

words when we at Kieve fall short of our goal. But the thrilling thing is that

every day we all have a chance to celebrate a victory in the life of some young
boy. Every day my spirits are restored when some little guy hears a counselor

recognize his achievement in photography or swimming or archery. The
counselor's announcement is always followed by a generous round of applause

by everybody else in the community, and think what that means to the person

receiving the applause. Also think what it means for each of us who is

applauding. Remember what St. Luke said "And when he cometh home, he

called together his friends and neighbors, saying unto them, "Rejoice with me;

for I have found my sheep which was lost.".

Let us pray — Dear Lord, thank you for bringing us together at Kieve. We pray

that the lessons that we have learned here will prove to be lasting ones, and that

the concern of each here for the other will be a model upon which we can build

in the future. Amen,
^^^^ KENNEDY
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Archery
When the campers arrived at camp this summer, they found the archery range

a vegetable garden and the landsports field the new archery range. After some
deliberation about which way to shoot, it was decided to shoot towards the cars

rather than the tennis players.

Archery has always been a popular activity and both sessions proved that still

to be true. Almost every boy during the first session received a qualification, and
some boys kept trying and trying to receive the zenith, Kieve Archer. Max
Ludington was the best archer Kieve has seen for a long time. He reached his

gold arrow, and only time prevented him from getting his Kieve Archer.

Second session began with a brand new quiver of arrows. Like the first session,

most boys achieved some level in archery.

On the whole, this summer was super productive. Three gold arrows in one
summer is quite an achievement, as is the total number of qualifications.

Thanks must go to Dave Peters, Greg Heher, Tim Shenton, and Artie Walsh
who filled in for me when I was on trips.

ROOTS

WHITE

Harris

Harvey
T. Clark

Begien

Goodman
Lapham
Watts

M. Cromwell
Sanborn
Van Alen
Cashman
G. Cromwell

J. Crowley
Kratovil

Parker

von Oppenheim
S. Murphy
Cooper
Sibley

Koelle

N. Maiden
McKee
B. Parsons

Y. Hadik
M. Hadik
Ireton

O'Grady

BOYS' HIGHEST QUALIFICATIONS
BLACK BLUE

C. Hallowell

Kagan
C. Parsons

Rimmer
P. Fearey

Millhon

Conant
Hunnewell
Lee
Middleton
Brace

Kreusser

N. Ludington
C. Smith
Bunker
Fulmer
T. Maiden
G. Nastasi

von der Schulenburg
Fisher

Gal

MacAvoy
Malovany
Gordon
Anthony
Goldsmith
Mitchell

N. Hallowell

D. Wike
Woodward
Whiting
Warren
R. Russell

Holguin
Sage
Wallis

Thayer
Dowd
Wilkins

Boyden
Scholfield

RED

Moller

Tanch
P. McClure
Moore
Foulke

T. Wike
Mayer
Rose

GOLD

Kaloust

M. Ludington
Morrisse
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Campcraft

Campcraft was very non-structured to say the least. Every time it was assigned,

it happened to be about ninety degrees with eighty-five per cent humidity, so we
all became quite skilled at the art of canoe flipping.

The boys were taught how to handle a canoe in most any situation from lakes

to rivers to panic situations. They all listened and learned well, but could hardly

wait to get to the "righting a capsized canoe." Most of the other skills were
learned in the very successful tripping program throughout the summer.

HENRY KENNEDY
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Drama and Music

This year's extravaganza started to be titled Thursday Night Typhoid Fever by

John Pedrick, but due to the July heat wave it was renamed Saturday Night

Sauna.

The production took shape because of three phenomena: the arrival of

Katarina Arvedsen and her Daddy bringing the music of ABBA from Sweden,

the Hallowell twins, and a satellite that landed in Yellow Knife, Canada.

The satellite caused mutation of Kieve campers and cloned a set of campers,

Chris and Ned Hallowell (first session) and councillors Mark Robinson and
George Kahrl (second session). The North Harris mad scientists gave us warning
with computers and then a watermelon dropped from the sky. Tony Moller was
the outstanding designer. Michaelangelo and Leonardo used their expertise to

make these clones into Renaissance men. First session, the roles were acted by

Tony Fearey and Chris Richardson and second session by Perry O'Grady and
Chris Giles.

The clone although introduced to the arts of dressing, physical fitness, artistic

Kieve skills, cooking, playing lacrosse, baseball, and soccer, and finally the

literary geniuses, Spiderman, Ritchie Rich, Alfred Hitchcock, and others, never

seemed to be lifted from his depression. C. J. Pedrick and Kiddie Kamp solved

his sadness by producing Katarina, a beautiful lady, and second session two
clones, Jenny Kahrl and Nanney Kennedy.

After a wild disco dance generated by Greg Heher on the drums and cheered
on by Nancy Pedrick, the campers settled down with Ben's slides of the summer,
and finally a reprise of this summer's song:

Thank you for the music

The song Vm singing

Thank you for the joy it's bringing

Who can live without it

I ask in all honesty

What would life be
'

Without a song or dance what are we
So I say Thank you for the music for giving it to me

Thank you for giving me a wonderful time. Kieve theatricals are the gift of a

lifetime to me. Thank you all campers, and particularly Mark and Greg —
you're the tops.

NANCY KENNEDY
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Fishing

At the start of the season, the fishing was disappointing. As the summer
moved on, though, more and more campers returned to the waterfront with

sizable fish.

The fish that was most often caught was the perch. Occasionally a good-sized

bass or pickerel would pop up. The largest fish of the summer was a 23"

pickerel.

Success was enjoyed by all to a degree. One of the most important lessons

learned was that fishing takes patience. More often than not, the patient

fisherman was rewarded.

A lot of thanks should go to cook Peter Nelson who always was willing to

prepare and fry the fish that were brought in to him by proud and hungry
campers.

CHRIS LICKDYKE
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Landsports
A very active summer of landsports got off to a running start as a result of the

brand new baseball and lacrosse areas on Walker Field next to Harriet House.

Great weather and a tremendous amount of enthusiasm led to some terrific

athletic contests. The first of these were the Olympics, where each of the eight

teams battled out a series of soccer and softball games. Because of the consistent

effort displayed by the campers and a few superb athletes such as Chris Peters,

Chris Richardson, Billy Parsons, Ricky Malovany, and Chris von Oppenheim, the

Olympics, thanks to Frank, proved to be a truly exciting and worthwhile activity.

Although most of the landsports evolved around the evening activity period,

the afternoon lacrosse and mud soccer games were definitely as entertaining,

while they also illustrated a great deal of competitive spirit and skill. Another
favorite was townball in which an entire team (possibly half the camp) bats

during each inning, and every hit, large, small or foul, is good. The intensity

grows as the number of runners on one base increases and all have to be on
their toes, for even the smallest hit might bring in seven or eight runs.

In closing, we would like to thank the many counselors and campers who
helped us in making this year's landsports a great success!

BOB HABGOOD
GREG HEHER
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Nature
There s this about the music - and oh it's true! -

It never stays stopped. Just listen, and you

Will hear it start over, as sweet and new
As the first pale leaves and the first spring dew.

John Ciardi, 'John J. Plenty and Fiddler Dan"

In this year's nature program, I tried to emphasize the music and harmony of

the outdoors. We had a marvelous new facility full of pictures, books, and
animals. We had an acquarium and two terraria, which were nearly always full of

some kind of animal, be it reptile, amphibian or insect. As the summer passed

by, we had at various times a dock spider and eggs, a giant water scorpion,

various frogs (from tadpole to adult), and grasshoppers, dragonflies, and bees.

The qualifications emphasized an individual approach to the outdoors, for

each boy had to find a certain numer of things in each of three categories —
Insects (including spiders and kin). Animals (birds, mammals, reptiles, and
amphibians), and Plants (trees and flowers). They each found living things that

interested them, then researched them and learned their fieldmarks and habits.

Although there were never many boys on any given aftertnoon, they were
constantly bringing in new plants or animals that they had found, full of

questions as to what they were. I hope that they caught a little of the bug that

keeps every naturalist inquisitive and questioning of the things around him.

BOYS' HIGHEST QUALIFICATION

CHIPMUNK PURPLE FINCH

P. Fearey M. Cromwell Bunker J. Nastasi

Heher W. Russell Cooper Newton
C. Talbot Southwick D. Crowley Anthony
Hodges Brace Koelle Boyden
Kaloust P. McClure T. Maiden Goldsmith
D. Wike Gilligan G. Nastasi Y. Hadik
Lee Moller Roberts Bent
Hunnewell Cashman Sibley M. Hadik
Middleton Sage M. Maiden Hagar
Van Alen Kreusser Malovany Rose
Sparkman Scully Parsons
Holguin von der Schulenburg Gordon
King von Oppenheim C. McNulty
T. Fearey Begien

Spiess

Guthrie

Conant
Kahrl

Cullen

Richardson

Sanborn
Wallis

KINGBIRD

Parker

Wilkins

Fisher

JENNY KAHRL
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Photography
Enjoying its second year of vastly improved facilities, photography once more

served as the catalyst for youthful, abundant, and unabridged creativity. Intrinsic

to this process were the 990 plastic cameras, which facilitated the learning of

photographic basics — focusing, aperature, developing, and enlarging (in

contrast to the mindless and yet prevalent instamatics that promise to visually

regress and imagerily overkill the world by virtue of ease).

Regardless of such earth-shattering prophecies and the extreme heat of first

session, campers flooded the darkroom to work on their Alfred Stieglitz

qualifications, and to, indubitably, supplement their deep tans with the beneficial

rays of safelights and enlarger bulbs. Those less intimidated by my overbearing

stature and standards, David Foulke and Emil Kratovil, managed to please my
one-dimensional eyesight, as it were, earning the highest distinctions of the

summer, the Henri-Cartier Bresson qualification. Sean McNulty, though bedrid-

den the last week, was once again a constant aid around the darkroom; alas

missing the Kieve Photographer this summer largely due to the corrupting

influences of his new 35 mm.

Second session boys proved to be less prolific in numbers, and consequently in

achievements. Not to be undone by clouds or time restrictions, Chris Giles

breezed his way through the darkroom snagging the highest qualification of the

session, an Edward Weston.

Special thanks must be bestowed upon Harry Bartlett without whose assistance

I most certainly would have mentally ruptured. To Trippy Carey, I am indebted

for my clarity of mind which could only have been nurtured by the emulating of

the opposite of his.

BEN BATCHELDER

Please, let me get that flashbulb for you

BOYS' HIGHEST QUALIFICATIONS

ALFRED STIEGLITZ

Begien

Boyden
Bundy
Bunker
C. Clark

Cook

Cullen

Fulmer
Gal

D. Goodrich
M. Hadik
Hagar
Hodges
Holguin

Rimmer
C. Smith
R. Talbot

Kaloust

Kreusser

Malovaney
Papin

Cooper
D. Crowley Woodward

EDWARD WESTON

Giles Parker

HENRI-CARTIER BRESSON

Foulke Kratovil
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Pottery
The Kieve Pottery got off to a quick start this summer. In a remarkably brief

period of time our corner cupboard was filled to capacity with artistic works of

all dimensions. A whole army of pots stormed the counters, the shelves — the

walls! — and the rapid pace of work in the studio continued throughout both
sessions. Under the inspirational guidance of "Claw" (a frightfully realistic hand,
modeled by the summer's Kieve Potter, Tony Moller) the quality of the work
matched the quantity.

Bowls, mugs, jars, and boxes magically appeared from the hands of such

skilled artisans as Ken Watts, David Foulke, David Conant, and Amos Scully.

And also: Ricy Koelle, Darrell Crowley, Chris Giles, and Ford Wilgis. In the

background of all this activity, the steady hum of our new electric wheel could be

heard. This luxurious acquisition proved itself to be the star of the shop as it

enabled many ambitious potters to work on a wheel — regardless of the length

of their legs! Each session ended with a slew of pots to be glazed and fired, both

in our electric kiln and in the small outdoor sawdust kiln.

I wish to thank all those who spent time helping to clean up the shop, and
thanks too, to those who restrained from creating artwork on the walls and
ceiling — however reluctantly!

PAM BABIN

BOYS' HIGHEST QUALIFICATIONS i

APPRENTICE CRAFTSMAN

Gilligan Richardson Durey Foulke

Papin Woodward Parker Scully

Clark, C. Parsons, C. Maiden, T. Southwick

Tanch Lapham Anthony Conant

Millhon Ludington, M. Hadik, M. Watts

Heher, H. Kahrl, B. Morrisse Mandle
Goodman Peabody Hadik, Y. Lee

Munroe Cooper Nastasi, J. Hunnewell

Middleton Begien Roberts Sanborn

Cromwell, G. Dowd Koelle

McClure, B. Gal Crowley, D.

Kratovil Maiden, M. Kaloust

Smith, C. Rose Crowley, J.

Sinkiewicz McKee
Cashman Parsons, B.

Moller
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Printing
This summer the Kieve Print Shop, in its second year, was a busy and lively

place. The addition of four new hand presses enabled more campers to print.

After frustration and problems, the campers were excited when they com-
pleted name cards with their name on it, or a shopping list for mom. Some other

projects made were pads, stationery, and funny cards.

During the first session, Chris Gk)odman in East Bunker Hill was the first boy
to receive his Journeyman. John Crowley and John Parker after working all

summer in the print shop received their Master Printers. Chris Peters received

his Kieve Printer for being such a great helper and assistant when he wasn't on
the Allagash or in Canada.

Printing this summer was productive because the campers were so enthusiastic

and interested in their projects and the art itself.

SARAH BLISS

BOYS' HIGHEST QUALIFICATIONS

DEVILS COMPOSITORS JOURNEYMEN

Cooper Moller

Goodman Scully

H. Heher Papin

Millhon Sinkiewicz

Whiting Watts

Hodges Cook
Kaloust Bundy
Mandle Begien
Hunnewell D. Crowley
Lee Roberts

Malovaney Fisher

R. Zuckert M. Maiden
Cashman Durey
Kreusser McKee
Parker B. Parsons
von der Schulenburg J. Nastasi

von Oppenheim Anthony
Avantaggio Goldsmith
Johnson Boyden
B. Kahrl G. Zuckert
B. McCIure Hagar
C. Smith Schwarz Ireton

Wallis Mayer
Brace Mitchell

R. Russell Morrisse
W. Russell Rose
Harris Wilgis

P. Fearey

T. Clark

Kagan
C. Parsons

Guthrie

G. Cromwell
Kratovil

Conant
Mack
McNulty
O'Grady
Wallis

Giles

Bent
M. Hadik
Menendez
Newton

Goodman
H. Heher
von der Schulenburg
Mandle
Parker

McKee

MASTER PRINTER

J. Crowley
Parker
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Riflery

The range was definitely an active place at camp this summer. It was not

unusual during the first session to see up to seventeen campers shooting during

afternoon activity. The qualifications were spread out through the eight cabin

groups. The most feared shooter was David Foulke who ended the session with

two targets for his Bar I.

The second session was a little different because of the smaller number of

boys. All the cabins went wild, and just about every camper was able'to get at

least one qualification. There were some outstanding marksmen: Geoff Edmonds
got a double pinwheel while sitting, and Greg Zuckert rushed through the

qualifications up to his Bar II, plus getting a camp high of 48.

I believe the rifle range has been a great asset at camp this summer and hope
that the enthusiasm continues. Thanks!

WHEELS

Please, let me get that list for you, Bob.
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Ropes
This summer was a time of change for the ropes course program. With the

change, ropes has finally seated itself comfortably into the list of Kieve activities.

By dropping ropes from the afternoon, the program is able to operate exclu-

sively on a cabin basis. With a group supportive atmosphere, the ropes course is

at its best.

Each cabin, or half cabin group, that visited the ropes course throughout both

sessions worked well together on the apparatus, but there were cabin groups that

deserve special mention. In the first session, the boys of South Glenayr 2

reached the mark of White Piton and would have gone further had time al-

lowed. Also in the first session, the campers of South Harris 1 peaked at the

rank of Silver Piton, the highest rank reached by a cabin this summer. In the

second session, fewer campers allowed full cabin groups to participate. Of these

groups, North Bunker Hill excelled. However, it was South Harris which set the

record for the wall by climbing it in a mere one minute and fifty-six seconds.

Throughout the first session there was an afternoon program in which cam-
pers could improve on an individual basis. Justin Murphy, David Foulke, Niki

von der Schulenburg, Chris Clark, Max Ludington, and Robby Zuckart deserve

mention. They all put in super efforts in feats that often were physically and
mentally trying. Special mention go to North Harris trippers John Renneisen
and David Harris who not only excelled individually but who also helped in the

building and operation of the course.

In its third year of operation, then, the ropes course is still a new activity.

However, it has found its place as judged by the enthusiasm and achievement of

the many groups of campers this summer.

TONY TRAVERSO

BOYS' HIGHEST QUALIFICATIONS

GROUP WHITE INDIVIDUAL WHITE GROUP SILVER

Brace

Cook
M. Cromwell
T. Fearey

P. McClure
Warren
Malovany
Hunnewell
R. Zuckart

Middleton
Watts

C. Smith
Van Alen
Thomas
Thayer

MacAvoy
M. Maiden
Malovany
McKee
B. Parsons

Kaloust

Dowd
Gordon
Mack
McNuky
J. Nastasi

Newton
Parker

Sanborn

Schwab
D. Wike
Woodward
Durey
Fisher

Gal

Wilkins
J. Murphy

Anthony T. Clark
Boyden Hodges

J. Crowley Kagan
Giles C. Parsons
Goldsmith Woodward
Y. Hadik Foulke

Brace

Cook
M. Cromwell

T. Fearey

P. McClure

R. Talbot

Sanborn
Rimmer

C. Parsons

Mandle

O'Grady Avantaggio
^

Schofield Van Alen
Wallis C. Smith

^

G. Zuckart Dowd
Bent Sage

j

M. Hadik Sparkman ,

Hagar Wallis .

Ireton T. Wike
Mayer p. McClure
Menendez von Oppenheim
Mitchell von der Schulenburg
Morrissee

Rose
Wilgis

C. Clark

INDIVIDUAL SILVER

M. Ludington
R. Zuchart

P. McClure
Harris
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Sailing
Nautically speaking, this summer's sailing program was "genuinely awesome".

This year, those who zestfully ran down to the waterfront in hopes of battling

the often gusty and unpredictable winds of Lake Damariscotta found themselves

cleated to the docks until they learned some of the basics of sailing. Prospective

crew and skipper candidates had to learn the contents of a "points of sailing"

chart. A written quiz was sure to follow, as well as instruction on a myriad of
knots. This was all done in the interest of safety and in preparation for each

boy's first sail.

Campers in the first session were blessed by unusually fine weather, and
qualifications seemed to be the natural by-product. Mac Cromwell dazzled us

with his America's Cup sailing form, and David "Let me get that main sheet for

you before we capsize!" Foulke showed us how not to jibe.

Second session sailing was characterized by fewer windy days, and con-

sequently, less enthusiasm. In any case, Greg Zuckert's spirit and sailing ability

were an inspiration to us all.

Special thanks go to Bob Habgood and George Kahrl, who spent almost as

much time maintaining the fleet and teaching the kids as they did trying to find

the optimum tanning position.

No, Ben, Harvard was my third choice.

BOYS' HIGHEST QUALIFICATIONS

CREW

T. Anthony J Nastasi

B. Begien P. O'Grady
G. Beier C. von Oppenheim

J. Bundy J. Parker

B. Cashman A. Rimmer
G. Cromwell A. Rose

D. Crowley N. von der Schulenburg
D. Foulke

J. Gordon
R. Guthrie
A. Hodges
T. Holguin
P. Hunnewell SKIPPER
J. Kagan
B. Kahrl T. Clark

J. Kaloust M. Cromwell
R. Koelle F. Goldsmith
E. Kratovil C. Mayer
C. Kreusser G. Nastasi

H. Lapham C. Newton
J. Mack R. Russell

T. Maiden
J. Schwarz

B. McClure D. Southwick
M. Menendez R. Talbot

J. Middleton F. Wilgis

TRIPPY CAREY
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Shop
Woodworking is an important activity at Kieve. It helps boys to become

familiar with tools and how to use them properly. Most of all it teaches them
that patience and hard work are the key to producing a project of quality and
appeal.

At Kieve, we are fortunate to have such a well equipped shop which makes it

possible to construct many different things. This summer, cutting boards and
wall plaques were made, as well as boxes, stools, birdhouses, and birdfeeders.

The larger, more advanced projects were Mike Maiden and Ricky Malovany's

shelve units as well as John Kalousl and Teddy Thayer's benches. All in all, it

was a very productive year in the shop.

A special tolerance award goes to Sarah Bliss downstairs who kept her sanity

despite the banging and loud monotonous buzzing from the power tools

upstairs.

JOHN SEAMANS

BOYS' HIGHEST QUALIFICATIONS

APPRENTICE FIRST CLASS ASSISTANT CARPENTER CARPENTER

Anthony McNuky Boyden Southwick Kaloust

Begien Menendez Brace Thayer M. Maiden
Bent Middleton T. Clark von der Schulenburg Malovaney
Cashman Millhon Conant von Oppenheim Thomas
Cullen Mitchell Cooper Wallis

Durey Morrisse D. Crowley Whiting
Fulmer J. Nastasi

J. Crowley
Gal G. Nastasi Dowd
Giles Newton Fearey
R. Goodrich O'Grady Fisher

Goldsmith Papin D. Goodrich
Gordon B. Parsons Y. Hadik
M. Hadik Peabody Hagar
Holguin Richardson Hodges
Johnson Rimmer Kagan
B. Kahd Rose N. Ludington
Koelle Sanborn McKee
King Schofield S. Murphy
Lapham Schwarz

J. Murphy
Lee Sparkman Parker
Mack T. Wike W. Russell

McAvoy Wilgis Sage
T. Maiden Wilkins Schwab
Mandle Woodward Sibley

P. McClure
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Swimming
As a result of the particularly sunny, warm, and dry summer weather, the

waterfront saw constant activity. Swims took place at least twice a day, with many
cabins seeing fit to skinny dip after flag; it was a regular occurrence for the

North Harris group. Given the heat, swamping canoes, both on purpose and by

accident, became a popular pastime.

If we made a list of the most improved swimmers in camp, it would surely

have to include those boys who had difficulty swimming their island initially, but

then persevered to accomplish it by camp's end. On the list we would read

names like Peter Fearey, Jamie Spiess, Greg Beier, Dave McKee, and Tom
Sibley; but the hero was Tom Maiden, who swam the island the day the parents

arrived, thereby giving the camp 100% success. Congratulations to all.

BILL BROWN
ISLAND SWIM

Tom Anthony Ted Holquin John Parker

Billy Begien Peter Hunnewell Billy Parsons

Greg Beier Alan Ireton Charlie Parsons

Jon Bundy Josh Kagan Carter Peabody
Troy Bunker Ricky Koelle Andrew Rimmer
Bo Cashman Emil Kratovil Rad Roberts

Chris Clark Henry Lapham Alex Rose
Tim Clark George Lee Peter Sage

David Conant Max Ludington Stephen Schofield

Joe Cooper Nick Ludington Niki von der Schulenburg
Gordon Cromwell Mac MacAvoy Amos Scully

Darrell Crowley Mike Maiden Chris Scwab
Ned Cullen Tom Maiden Jim Scwarz

Jamie Dowd Ricky Malovany Tom Sibley

Cleave Durey Luke Mandle Mark Sinkiewicz

Peter Fearey David McKee Chris Smith

Philip Fisher Jonathan Middleton Dave Southwick

David Foulke Drew Millhon Jamie Spiess

Scott Fulmer Mark Mitchell Chipper Talbot

Christian Gal Billy Monroe Jimqiy Van Allen

Chris Goodman Dave Morrisse Tris Warren
Denny Goodrich Greg Nastasi Kenny Watts

Miska Hadik Joe Nastasi Paul Whiting

Jancsi Hadik Perry O'Grady David Wike
Harry Heher Christopher von Oppenheim John Woodward
Alex Hodges Nick Papin"
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Tennis
Four excellent courts, beautiful weather, and outstanding camper interest and

ability contributed to make a very successful tennis season at Kieve. The half

cabin groups in the morning enabled the boys to receive individual instruction

and to progress at a steady rate through the qualifications. Frank's two Olympic

days helped boys from different cabins meet each other, and subsequent play at

free time or during afternoons saw many mixed matches.

The gold racquet group was particularly impressive both sessions; it would be

fun to have all these boys at camp at the same time. My own wish would be to

see a doubles match that paired the Hallowells against Mark Mitchell and David
Morrisse and a singles match between Jim Schwarz and Billy Parsons. Standard
of play, sportsmanship, and interest in helping less able boys were particularly

commendable this year.

The beginner group was enthusiastic and dedicated; it is not easy to achieve

white and black racquets if you have never played tennis. As always, the red

racquet group played and played and played.

Thank you, Mark, Greg, and Bob for all your help, and, boys, keep on
playing!

BOB BISHOP
BOYS' HIGHEST QUALIFICATIONS

WHITE BLACK RED GOLD BLUE

Millhon

J. Murphy
Sinkiewicz

C. Talbot

T. Clark

Rimmer
D. Wike
Woodward
Kratovil

Parker

Scully

R. Talbot

Dowd
N. Ludington
Peabody
Beier

Bunker
Cooper
D. Crowley
R. Koelle

T. Maiden
G. Nastasi

Sibley

Gal

M. Maiden
McKee

J. Nastasi

Newton
Schofield

M. Hadik
Rose

P. Fearey Hunnewell Lee Hodges
Heher Cashman G. Cromwell von der Schulenburg
C. Clark C. Smith Schwarz von Oppenheim
Foulke T. Fearey M. Cromwell S. Murphy
Kahrl Begien Richardson Sparkman
Van Alen Fisher C. Hallowell P. McClure
King Malovany N. Hallowell Fulmer
Roberts Kaloust Harvey Gordon
Durey Sanborn B. Parsons Anthony
MacAvoy Wilkins Boyden Y. Hadik
Mack J. Crowley Mitchell O'Grady
Goldsmith Wallis Morrisse

Menendez Zuckert Kennedy
Wilgis Ireton Pell

Tanch Mayer
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Trip Notes
FIRST SESSION

June 29-30

East Bunker Hill-Windy Island

with Henry Kennedy, Tony Traverse

and Tim Shenton

The 1978 trips got off on the right

foot with the ruffians of East Bunker
Hill setting off for Windy Island. After

some rookie spiraling patterns (that's

O.K., Mark, you guys will get there

sooner or later . . ) we all reached the is-

land safe and sound. Justin proved to

all that he could steer a canoe as skill-

fully as a Kapitachouane Clubber as he

guided the only counselorless boat with

near perfection.

Finally on dry land once again,

everyone was set to the task of collecting

firewood while Tim, Tony, and H. R. K.

set up our humble abodes. "What do
you mean we're missing four poles?"

Good thing it's, only one night. Pretty

soon we had a pile of firewood that

would put the Kistler Point flame to

shame. Thanks to Billy, Joe, Peter and
Chris, it was all sawed into bite-sized

pieces and ready to shrink our
cheeseburgers.

With all the preliminary preparations

taken care of, everyone was ready for

what a camping trip is all about — fun

in the sun. Chipper and Drew and the

rest of the crew soon found out how
fun it is to make a bathtub in a sub-

merged canoe. And Henry discovered

the echo a depth charge makes on the

hull of a submarine. A dinner of

cheeseburgers-deluxe topped off by Pe-

ter's generosity sent a tired bunch of

youngsters off to their brand new
Hanold specials to dream of Simon, and

the rats with the fiery red eyes.

The morning showed us all how
Windy Island got its name. A beautiful

Maine morning combined with some
scrumptious Sugar Smacks paved the

way for a somewhat choppy trip back

home. Paul showed us all who really

knew how to stern a canoe while a

canoe full of Henrys played caboose for

the train of a tremendous trip.

HENRY KENNEDY

June 30-July 1

West Bunker Hill-Windy Island

with Mark Robinson, Bob Habgood
and Harry Bartlett

The sun god has been good to us
again, but "Zephyr," the wind god was
up and gave us a tail wind over to the

island. The six canoes rounded the

point and made the trip very well. All

our tents were set up from the previous

trip, and we spent the sunny day swim-
ming, collecting, and cooking.

The swim was in order after the pad-
dle over. Charlie "Barndoor" Parsons
led the campers and counsel in a "brief

swim. After drying off, we gathered at

the fire to dry our shoes on the rocks.

Chris Schwab cooked his burger to a

well done morsel while Darrell had his

rare. Chris Clark spent his time looking

for his blue coat, in his wet socks. Josh
was seen eating his deluxe with a top

bun — it must have zephyred off. Yes,

Luke, we are having dinner without
napkins . . . Oh, I'm sorry, guys, the

counselors ate the dessert . . . Please col-

lect 40 of the biggest stones you can
find on the island . . . building of the

shrine . . . Timmy's bass . . . Andrew
loved doing the dishes with Alex. Alex,

be careful not to fall in — whoops. . . .

Has anybody seen John Woodward? He
went to brush his teeth . . . John Kaloust

is playing cards again . . . David, help

find some more firewood, please.

Up at 7 and "Zephry" going wild —
oh, it's soooo nice. Bacon and eggs, but

too much pepper on Habgood's egg —
nice Harry. Stop over at John and Nan-
cy's for peaches and cookies on the way
back. Already looking forward to the

next trip.

MARK ROBINSON

July 3-4

South Glenayr-Windy Island

with Jeff Wheeler, Artie Walsh

and Chris Lickdyke

Off went seven canoes strong, across a
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lake where there are no boundaries —
the waves pushing four or five inches —
"the wind howHng at 5-7 miles an hour
— will we make it? Finally, the campsite

is set up and off the fishermen go to

seek out the big mouth bass — Tris did

catch a good sized one — dinner was

great, deluxe burgers with everything

on them, marshmallows for dessert, and

then the story of Hans Schmidt, which

had many young ones scared and look-

ing over their shoulders . . . thump,
thump, thump — early rise thanks to

Robby Zuckert's firecrackers — pack

and off we go on a beautiful day, which

happens often at Camp Kieve — great

trip!

WHEELS

July 4-5

North Glenayr-Windy Island

with Cole Vastine and Trippy Carey

North Glenayr's first encounter with

the "wild and wooly" outdoors proved
to be a successful one, as many of the

kids learned and refined the skills

necessary for outdoor survival. The trip

began successfully, despite the procras-

tinations of the likes of Denny "Where's

my fishing rod?" Goodrich. After a

short paddle into a head wind, we ar-

rived at Windy Island. Spirits remained
high as we set up camp and this same
spirit carried on through a vigorous
game of "capture the flag." Chris von
Oppenheim and David Foulke turned in

outstanding performances despite con-

stantly changing rules. John Crowley, in

a vain attempt to elude an opponent,
had a close encounter with a pine tree,

which resulted in a fat lip. Meanwhile,
Amos Scully found out the hard way
that fishing on slippery rocks near a

waters' edge can indeed be a wet ex-

perience. Dinner was highlighted by
culinary delights prepared by none
other than Niki von der Schulenburg,
Nick Papin, and Bo Cashman. Evening
activities included a swim and ghost
stories around a glowing campfire, and
culminated in a rousing rendition of the

Kieve song (in hopes that those at camp
would hear us) beneath a sky of fading

orange which reflected off of a quiet

lake of sparkling blue.

A slightly more organized game of
"capture the flag" followed a

heartwarming breakfast of oatmeal and
bacon. After finally finding Chris
Kruesser, the victim of the fabled "Jake

Garfield" curse, we, contented, headed
back to camp to resume our usual
routines.

TRIPPY CAREY

July 3-7

South Bunker Hill-Damariscotta River

with George Kahrl and Frank Rutan

First Day When are we going to leave?

Soon, real soon. Armada of SBH leaves

the beach at 2:30 p.m. Wind in our
faces down the lake. Frank and George
take off. Can we switch canoes, Roots?

How much further, Roots? Why don't

we stop here. Roots? Roots refused to

answer any more questions. Can we
switch canoes, George? How much
further, George? Portage at the Mills. I

can't carry this, get a counselor to carry

it across. Jimmy, can't you take more
than one paddle? B.J., see that point

over there; that's our campsite — now,
no more questions. Ben prepares ham-
burgers tartar by the light of the moon.
Late night visit from some local beauties

and Mark.
Second Day Late rise so to let the tide

change. B.J. and Jon do bacon — not

too bad. Overcast day. Down Salt Bay.

George and Skipper spot a bald eagle.

Fourth of July, not bad. Pass raft races

in Damariscotta. Long day, cold and
wet. Nervous^ breakdowns and stops

every V2 hour. Fort Island finally. Ted
does a disco in the canoe. Camp is set

quickly. Spaghetti for dinner. Ben and
Jon break out the fireworks to celebrate

USA's 202 birthday. Brad is very im-

aginative when it comes to sparklers.

Third Day Late rise, rest day. B.J. out

on the rocks early. Sun, sun, sun. Eric

gets chased by osprey family. Skipper

and Ted make repeated trips to the

spring. Jimmy studies flora and fauna
of Fort Island. Ricky braves the cold

water and the rip tide. Thank heavens
for Jon's radio! Ted and Frank make
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supply run to East Boothbay. Stew and
campfire on the rocks. Early to bed.

Fourth Day Up early to catch incoming

tide. Not a cloud in the sky. Left Fort

Island at 7:15 a.m. Quick paddle up the

river. William's canoe takes the lead. Jel-

lyfish hunting with Colin as the spotter.

Set up camp at Nelson's Point and made
lunch. Everyone sleeps on the deck.

3:30 swim at the Mills. B.J. does flips

off the board. Mystery tuna for dinner.

Tench pays us a visit and steals all our

paddles. Cocoa and off to bed.

Fifth Day Up early for the long pad-

dle. Portage done in 45 minutes, a

marked improvement. Wifid at our
backs. Avantaggio leads again. Quick
lunch stop. Camper canoes take off.

George, Frank, Brad, and Jimmy set sail

and coast home. Camp is a good sight to

see. Well done.
ROOTS

July 5-8

North Bunker Hill-Mt. Katahdin

with Jeff Wheeler, John Seamans
and Artie Walsh

Departure was at 10:30 with a beauti-

ful day ahead — John Seamans pulls

over: hey. Wheels, I forgot all my
equipment — lunch on Route 95 — ar-

rival around 4:00 — deluxe burgers for

dinner and early to bed because of the

long climb the next day — wake up at

5:30 with a quick breakfast and clean-up

— the final frontier: Katahdin (5267

feet) — we started up the Helon Taylor

Trail at 8:00 — hot, but as we came out

of the woods, the view was awesome,
nice, too! — Pamola Peak for cheese,

nabs, crackers, and needed water —
then the Knife Edge — scary, but fun

some remarked — a cool breeze gave us

the needed breath to reach the Peak,

more water and a sprint to the spring —
water, water, wat . . . wa . . .! the spring

and we drank it dry — when are the

rocks going to end, says Charlie —
candy bars for a break at Chimney
Pond, then to finish the last 3.3 miles —
boring, long, and monotonous — the

trip leader's feet hurt real bad — the

ranger was nice enough to tell us we
were at the wrong campsite upon our

return to Roaring Brook — we moved
everything and then a cleansing swim
made the day — a huge spaghetti din-

ner was a saving grace since lunch had
not been a real filler — early to bed be-

cause of the total exhaustion which the

climb had brought upon everyone — no
one stirred until 9:00 — pancakes for

breakfast which lasted until 11:00 —
made tuna sandwiches and off to Abv 1

Slide — a wild time, but some cloudi-

ness and cold water caused us to return

to Avalanche Field — after lunch the

game of the century held in none other

than the Avalanche Field Arena — the

Flattops against the Hats — the game
went right up to the final buzzer, 5-4

for the Flattops — freetime — another
huge dinner and two ghost stories,

Freddy Knowles and Hans Schmidt —
night now — thank you, NBH, for an
excellent four days.

WHEELS
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July 4-10

South Harris-Moose River

with Bill Brown, Greg Heher,
Bob Habgood

A prompt departure following break-

fast sent South Harris on their way to

Attean Landing and the start of the

Moose River trip. Mark Hagar and Ben
Batchelder dropped us off in the sunny
afternoon, which would be a common
occurrence throughout the trip. In fact,

we would see no rain until the final

evening once camp had been set.

We set off into Attean Pond, led by

Southwick's radio and auxiliary motor,

"Put-Put" Russell. The pond's islands

were ahead of us and the mountains at

our sides. One of them, Sally Mountain,
looked attractive enough to lure the
leader to the summit, along with the
rest of the group. So, about one hour
after pitching camp by the beach we
viewed the pond and much more from
the exposed peak of Sally Mountain.
Everyone was winded, yet pleased they

had made the rewarding climb. A quick
trip down brought us to the traditional

opening meal of hamburger and salad.

To bed exercised and ready for the fol-

lowing day's work.

Fortunately, since we were off to an
early start, we could take a stop to

explore a scary diving rock. The adven-
turous group, composed of Mac Crom-
well, Chris Richardson, Tony Fearey,

David Southwick, and Phil McClure
preceded their dives with a course on
lifesaving jumps, which came in handy
when avoiding the bottom. A short re-

fresher course on tying tumps sent us

afterwards on our way over the mile
and a quarter portage.

In the early going, Chris Richardson
helpfully steered others from knee-deep
mud by standing in it himself until

everyone had waked past him. He had
some trouble extricating himself once
the troops had passed. Thank you,
Chris. Special recognition should go to

Mac who crossed the portage -with an
aluminum canoe and admirable perse-

verance. Given the relatively dry trail,

all performed well on their first long
portage. The flies were kind by being
scarce. By 5:30 we had pitched in and
transported all gear across the trail. Phil

"Rolls" Moore and Chris Richardson fed

our faces with spaghetti and Italian

bread.

The third day saw sun, late risings,

and tired shoulders and backs. We sun-

ned and lounged on Flat Rock. After a

long line of individual pancakes the

stomachs rested and enjoyed being on
the good side of the carry. Once we had
dined on a leisurely lunch, an energetic

group of Dave Southwick, Mac Crom-
well, and yours truly journeyed across

the pond and up to a series of exposed
ledges which afforded a view of Holeb
Pond, Attean Mountain, and other such
sights. Beautiful natural sights including

"Rainbow Rock" ladyslippers, and large

rabbits were among the hike's attrac-

tions. Upon return, we found Greg and
Bob had organized a labor party
specializing in making wood piles. With
all of that wood we were assured of a

completely baked bean meal. In with the

beans and out with the gas. Even with

the following day's headwind the l^ean

propulsion sent us up the pond with lit-

tle paddling necessarv.

On the fourth day, we headed up-
wind for two miles before entering the

river. The canoe with overdrive led the

way and restfully waited for the others
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to follow. After a few wrong turns by
the trip leader, we were paddling
downstream. Most of the morning trip

was flat water until our lunch stop at

Camel Rips. Just before the rips we pul-

led over for another swim. Everyone
unsure about water depth asked willing

Richard Russell to check here, now
there, and how about here, Richard.
How many would have plunged had not

our depth-fmder been so obliging. Once
at the rips with luncheon meat and
mung, we eventually entered the

mainstream en masse on our rears. Not
everyone found complete body control

while sliding through the shute. Some
brave bodies descended the slabs head
first on their stomachs, both Phils and
Mac among them. Richard allowed his

sneaker to try the rips once by itself.

Bill, however, wanted all sneakers to

have buddies. More flat water and occa-

sional swims took us toward the short

carry around Holeb Falls. The lead

canoes of Mac and Phil and Dick Brace
and counselor left canoes on the shore

to ambush the rest and bombard them
with green pine cones from an open
ledge above the river. Onto the carry

and the church group which was
scheduled to be a day ahead of us.

Some wrong turns and a long evening
in the jaws of Holeb Falls placed them
at our intended site. Curried rice care

of Dick Brace brought smiles and full

stomachs. Thanks go to Lawrence Cook
for keeping an eye on dinner and insur-

ing that everything ran smoothly.

On the next morning we left early to

be ahead of the First Congregationalists.

Our first and longest stop of the day
was Spencer Rips, after we had slid

through Mosquito Rips unscathed. We
tied a bowline around a mid-rapid rock,

then slushed in the rinsing water. Spe-

cial care was needed to prevent Willy

Russell from floating too far

downstream. The spot was pretty
enough to attract us for lunch. So we
ate, then watched our pursuers pray
their way through the rips without
scouting. They obviously had trust in

someone or something. Then we be-

came their followers and finaPy met
them again at Attean Falls. They kindly

offered us our choice of sites just sec-

onds before a brief shower. The church
group moved on, yet the horseflies re-

mained in droves. Literally each canoe
was escorted by thirty horseflies. Chris
Richardson and Dinty Moore cooked
bush hash for all of us who had worked
up an appetite shooting and swimming
rapids. Then the group across the pool
called for our spirit; we said we had
some, yet twiddled our thumbs once
they took us up on our offer and came
over. We ran around with our heads cut

off until Chris Richardson sat down to a

serious game ojf poker. With matches at

stake our team of ten found extreme
confidence against the one opponent.
Sunday morning we left early for the

long day's journey into Long Pond. We
took a short stop at the Jackman bridge

to walk the town. A mile later we made
a very hot lunch stop by the air strip.

Phil McClure and Mac prepared tuna

fish while others watched the dog-
fighting remote control airplanes.

Thanks to Lawrence for wading in the

river for mung water. Once lunch had
ended, we paddled and swam our way
down the river. Hot and humid was the

entire trip. Having avoided the biocar-

niverous water lillies, we entered the

west end of Long Pond, some of us set-

ting sails for the downwind trip. Once
we arrived at the beach, the thirty

people already there persuaded us

(without saying anything) by their pre-

sence to push on to Frank's house.

There we started pitching tents on the

porch just minutes before heavy rains

fell. Under the porch for protection,

another attempt at the tents, and a sup-

per fire under the tarp for bush hash.

All were well fed before bed. Dick

Brace won the evening's strawberry
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picking contest having found a secret

patch of beauties. Freight trains at ten

and four, according to Dave Southwick,

startled several sleepers.

On the next morning North Bunker
Hill took our gear as we headed home,
via McDonald's, after seven successful

days in the wilderness.

BILL BROWN

July 9-11

West Bunker Hill-Loud's Island

with Tim Shenton, George Kahrl

and Mark Robinson

Dick Kennedy and John Pedrick took

us out to Louds Island on the Snow
Goose under a beautiful clear and shin-

ing day. The unloading of the gear
went very smoothly — not one pack,

tent, or camper fell into the blue green
water of Muscongus Bay. Everybody
pitched in with a helping hand and
cheerful smile to carry w^ter, tents,

wannigans, and packs to our campsite in

the pines. Tim Clark and David Wike
prepared marvelous hamburgers to fill

everybody's hungry stomachs while the

rest of the crew cut the essential

firewood. After all the hard work, din-

ner tasted very good. The meal ended
with a cup of hot cocoa while we sat

around the fire and watched the sun
sink.

Monday was our day to explore the

shores and woodlands of the island.

Andrew Rimmer, Charlie Parsons, and
company, eager to get the day under-
way, made sure that nobody overslept.

After tang, hot cereal, and bacon, the

campers had an hour to explore on
their own. Whittling, supervised by a

counseler, was a favorite activity.

Wooden knives and other implements
were made, but Chris Schwab topped it

off by making a lobster boat. With
sandwiches made and packed and Sierra

cups on our belt, we were ready for our
walk.

We retraced our steps along the beach
to our landing point and turned to walk
up the side of the island. The sand
turned to pebbles, the pebbles to stones

as we walked along the shore. John
Woodward turned out to be an avid

clammer, finding clam holes and pulling

clams out hand over fist. Tim and Chris
Clark found many smooth stones, dub-
bed feelie stones. John Kaloust and An-
drew Rimmer found two hermit crabs

which they showed the rest of us. Chris

Scwab stayed by George with his happy
earnest smile and cheerful soft spoken
questions.

We followed the shore for IV2 miles

then turned up a road which Tim knew
would take us across the island. The
scent of pine trees and ferns filled the

air as we started along the woods road.

Pine trees turned to hard woods which
then opened up to a beautiful meadow
scattered with wild flowers. A white

wood house with green trim stood at the

far end next to a fork in the road. It

became the first of several wrong turns.

We ended up walking half again as

far as we needed when we reached the

Raspberry Patch, Dick and Nancy Ken-
nedy's house. Before our lunch, we had
time to think back on the old car which
had bullet holes, three old ladies, one of

whom was wearing white gloves, out for

a Sunday stroll, a lost jacket, and a

graveyard. All of these were later spun
into the story of Louds Island. We had
also passed many weathered houses,
flowers, stone walls, a brook, birds, moss
covered stones, lichen covered trees —
these and the general ease of the day
were stashed away to be recalled on a

cold winter's evening.

After lunch we all settled down for a

nap. An hour later, the wind having
lowered the air temperature woke us

up. It was a stiff breeze bringing waves

up along the shore. Neither the wind
nor the waves held the campers back
from a wrestling match with Mark —
Luke Mandle and Josh Kagan were
right in the middle of the fray.

Due to the high tide and long morn-
ing walk, we followed a shorter route

home to our campsite. Feeling hot, we
all changed for a refreshing swim in the

ocean water. After the swim, the work
did not stop; rocks were collected to

build a fireplace. It was in this fireplace

that one of the best spaghetti dinners
was cooked. After dinner sticks were cut

tO roast marshmallows which Tim Clark

brought and generously shared with us.

The final part of the day was spent sil-
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ting around the glowing embers of the

fire and listening to a gruesome story

which Mark told. Thunder rolling in the

western skies added to the chilling ef-

fect, but it also told us to secure our
tents and to put our packs under cover.

Wednesday morning was spent clean-

ing and packing — and to leave the
campsite in even better condition than
the good condition in which we had
found it. We left under the same beauti-

ful sky which had been with us at the

outset of the journey. A fun and suc-

cessful trip it was; and one I will long
remember.

GEORGE KAHRL

July 11-13

South Glenayr-Louds Island

with Dick Kennedy, Artie Walsh
and Tony Traverso

After breakfast, SQuth Glenayr left

for a two night sojourn on Loud's Is-

land — they wfre excited by the pros-

pect of staying off the mainland.

We arrived in the late morning and
immediately faced the problem of ferry-

ing the South Glenayr boys and gear

onto the island while also taking off

West Bunker Hill who had been on the

island. This task was accomplished with

little casualty, the newly launched "yel-

low submarine" dory being the only ex-

ception.

We found little work in respects of

preparing the campsite. WBH had left

much wood and the tents were pitched.

With this pleasant welcoming gift, the

campers dispersed, each to find his own
fun. Max Ludington and Ram Goodrich
hit the waterfront in an effort to find

crabs among the rocks while Robbie
Guthrie gladly volunteered to trek the

island in search of blueberries. Mean-
while Peter Hunnewell, George Lee,
and Ken Watts stepped out in style,

looking for a warm rock on which to

sunbathe.

Tony Traverso took to preparing
spaghetti sauce in mid-afternoon in

preparation for an early dinner. Mean-
while Artie Walsh, David Conant, and
Rick Malovany began a baseball game
on the beach soon to be joined by
others.

A roaring campfire followed dinner,

the dry driftwood burned brightly in

the dusk, then dark. Ghost sories fol-

lowed marshmallows and although few

were sold, many campers were shaken

by the horror of the tales.

We began Wednesday with bacon and
pancakes; by 10:30 the group was ready

to roll. Our goal for the day was
Monhegan Island, 22 miles off the

coast. Each camper looked forward to

spending his trip allowance in the candy
stores of Monhegan.
The trip took only one hour at full

speed on the Snow Goose. We docked
for gas while Dick left to purchase
bread for sandwiches. Meanwhile
Jonathan Middleton proudly displayed

his newly lost tooth. All enjoyed the is-

land — dock to lighthouse and museum.
After a choppy and wet return to

Louds, the group hiked to the

Raspberry Patch, Dick's island house for

a dinner of hamburgers, potato chips,

cocoa, and a delicious chocolate cake.

The last night was spent quietly around
a campfire listening to Artie Walsh
read.

On Thursday morning we left Louds
after a light breakfast and a heavy hike

to Little Harbor and the Snow Goose.

TONY TRAVERSO

July 10-14

North Bunker Hill-Moose River

with Cole Vastine and Frank Rutan

Frist Day Up at 5:30 so to get to

Jackman early. Long drive through the

fog. "100 bottles of beer on the wall",

"Mt name is Ricardo." Enough! Stop in
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Long Pond to pick up South Harris

gear for our trip. Fire permit and then

off to lumber camp to put in at muddy
slope. Starlight line, fellas. Follow me.

Threatening skies but a nice paddle.

Camel Rips prove to be interesting.

Thorne and Jim go over the hard way.

Cole demonstrates the correct method
of missing the channel. Play leapfrog

with another group. Get to portage trail

and thunder grows louder. About half

way through, it pours. Where is your
raincoat, Nick? Finish portage and pad-

dle across to campsite. No cold

sandwiches for dinner — flame broiled

burgers at dusk. Peter swallows a mos-
quito much to his own horror. Let's

hope it doesn't rain.

Second Day Up at a decent hour, sun
out. Break camp quickly and head down
the river. Mosquito Rips poke hole in

canoe of group in front of us so we line

it down. Ned and Jamie set their own
leisurely pace. Super-power canoe and
musical stroke canoe keep up with
Roots. Begins to cloud up and get cold.

Spencer Rips also prove to be impassa-

ble. Cole and Frank play catch the
canoe. Peter goes down alone. Lunch at

a spring that didn't exist. Attean Falls.

Ned, get changed. O.K. fellas, follow me
down. Slight miscalculation on the part

of the trip leader. Serre, Carter, and
David stary dry. You mean there is

another set? Cole and Frank show their

expertise by shooting the canoes loaded
(I hope you're reading this. Brown).
Camp is set and Ted and Jamie tackle

the fighting Moose River Chubb. How
many lures were lost? Roots predicts
rain so everything is packed down tight.

Cocoa, a story from Cole, then off to

the sack.

Third Day This is one day none of us

will ever forget. We break camp early,

paddle one mile out to Attean Pond.
The wind was howling across our bows.
Lee side of an island is a good place for

a rest. We rested until 4:15 a.m. the
next morning. The Powers do not want
us to cross Attean Pond this day. Ac-
tivities of the day include fishing con-
tests, island exploring, rock jumping,
reading, and sunning. Tuna sandwiches
for dinner. Curl up around a rock and
try to get some sleep. Roots stays awake

to wait for wind to die. Mosquitoes and
lots of Old Woodsman.
Fourth Day Hershey bars at 4:15. At-

tean Pond is as clear as glass and sun
hasn't even cleared the mountain. Sleep-

ing bags on legs to keep warm. Fog on
the lake — quite a scene. Pass through
Jackman at 6, no store open. Talk to the

Border Patrol. Down river that seems
endless. How many more bends and
straight-aways. Peter? Finally reach
campsite at 9:00 a.m. in time for break-

fast. Nap time for everyone. Charles
zips out on the beach. I have to clean

the mung pot. Beef stew and cocoa and
Edgar Allen Poe. Tim wallops almost
every pot. Jamie spreads his clothes all

over the beach.

Fifth Day Up early to paddle across

the lake. Mark and Greg arrive at 10:30

and we are off to Camp. A super time

for all.

ROOTS

July 12-14

North Glenayr-Vinalhaven
with Harry Bartlett and Mark Robinson

Peds dropped us off at the ferry slip

with moments to spare. We all quickly

loaded the equipment on the Governor
Curtis. Another beautiful Maine day.
Emil Kratovil shared his fudge with all

on board. Perry Boyden met us at the
other side and loaded all our gear into

his VW bus and headed off to his home.
We hiked through town, packs on our
backs, and had a brief stop at the Per-
rywinkle where David Foulke purchased
a box of french fries for all.

The walk up over the hill past the
Vinalhaven Historical Society and on to

the Boydens was nice. We arrived about
2:00 to find our campsite all clean and
ready for the tents. The tents went on
the platforms with ease.

Lawson's Quarry was soon invaded by
all. Yes, guys, please wear shoes. "Who"
or is it "Whom" cooked hamburgers and
dinner superbly while John Crowley and
comjDany ckeaned up. Harry had cocoa
waiting for the guys after they had
played ball at the Boydens.
Maypo eaten, sandwiches made, and

we walked out to the fields which we
hayed. This took place on the north end
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of the island which we found to be
somewhat colder. Under the supervision

of Perry, we hayed and then returned

with a quick stop at the Boom Quarry.
This swim was well deserved after the

morning's work. The guys returned to

camp where we split into two groups:

Harry took one to the southern end of

the island for exploring and photo-
graphy; Mark took the second back to

the Swallows for more haying.

Upon our return Niki von der
Schulenburg cooked the dinner with as-

sistance from just about everybody else.

Later young Perry arrived with an invi-

tation to come to the homestead for

popcorn, punch, and poker.

The morning of our final day arrived,

sunny and warm. Clean-up and then a

final plunge (or four) into the Boom
Quarry. And then it was the return
ferry and back to camp. Great trip with

a great bunch of guys.

MARK
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July 14-17

South Harris-Mt. Katahdin

with Bob Bishop, Bill Brown
and Tim Shenton

A leisurely breakfast at camp followed

by the six hour safari to Baxter State

Park found us at Avalanche Field about

mid afternoon. Weather reports were
not optimistic, but we were — so we ex-

pected the swirling mist, drizzle, and
low cloud to vanish at the snap of fin-

gers. The first shower convinced the

counsel that their tent was not well

placed so it was moved to higher and
hopefully drier ground.

The traditional hamburger deluxe,
mashed potatoes, tossed salad, and fresh

fruit were framed by the rude, but al-

ways appreciated, mayonion sandwich
and a cake that barely rose from its in-

gredients. The counsel sacrificed them-

selves to the no-seeums, but everybody
else slept well — probably because they

fastened the tent flaps.

An early climbing breakfast and we
were off to Roaring Brook to find that

our preferred trail was closed, that it

was a Class 2-3 day, and that we had
barely an even chance of proceeding
beyond Chimney Pond. Led by Bill

Brown (who insisted on breaking in his

new pack which resulted in a pace much
to my liking), we hiked to Chimney
Pond. Because of no views, our atten-

tion was more closely drawn to the

trees, shrubs, and moss at foot. A
friendly fawn greeted us and followed

us for some time. Why Chimney Pond
was so named remained a bit of a mys-
tery until the mists suddenly rushed
away to reveal the vast rock w^ll whose
ridge we hoped to walk another day.

Rain, thunder, lightning, the ranger's

written "not recommended," and good
sense convinced us that the climb would
have to wait. Back to Roaring Brook at

a brisk pace — soggy but glad to see dry

sleeping bags — saved our climbing
lunch and devoured tuna fish

sandwiches — and enjoyed an extended
rest period. We rallied at four and
drove/hiked to Sandy Stream Pond
where we saw several moose and much
of the mountain that had remained
hidden during the day.

Sunday morning did not seem much
better but after learning that it was a

Class 1 day, we hurried through break-

fast and were on the Helon Taylor Trail

at nine. In the woods, sunlight filtering

through birch, dank smell of moss, fern,

and leaf, giant boulders scattered in

some greater child's play, and on to

higher ground and some splendid views.

We were now above much of the mist

and cloud so that yesterday's frustration

was soon forgotten and the spectacle of
Katahdin was enjoyed anew.

We were at Pamola by noon — en-

joyed the oranges and had mixed feel-

ings about the next leg of the climb, the

spectacular Knife Edge Trail. Not really

difficult but always to be respected, the

Knife Edge was particularly welcome for

Tony and Chris who had missed it a

year ago because of high winds; on the

other hand, it was somewhat unnerving
to Phil McClure and Mac who were not

sure how they felt about heights. Each
member of the party did exceedingly
well and should be proud of his

achievement.

Raisins, cheese, chocolate, peanuts,

honey, peanut butter, and prunes — in

every conceivable combination —
formed our lunch break a few paces
down from Baxter Peak. Refreshed, we
headed on down the Saddle Trail. The
cold mountain springs on the way were
gready appreciated.

No sunshine back at the campsite, but

Phil McClure, Mac, Tony, Chris, and
the counsel went for a dip. The boys
managed to stay under for as long as

ten seconds. Thankfully, our final din-

ner was uninterrupted by rain. Just
lighting a fire had become a challenge.

A new camp group ready to pitch

their tents prevented our extended
breakfast from becoming a movable
feast. Sorry to have missed Abol Slide

but grateful for the main climb, we
headed back to Kieve.

Some comments:

Willy — I thought the trip was very
good; the food was good and the
weather wasn't that bad. Climbing
the mountain was tiring but reward-
ing.
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David — I thought the trip was great. I

especially liked the onion sandwiches.

I thought that Bill could have
brought along a better change of
weather.

Dick — I thought the trip was very in-

teresting. I had never seen moose be-

fore.

Chris — I went on the trip before so I

could appreciate it more, but I was
disappointed that we couldn't go to

,
Abol Slide.

Philip Moore — It was a fun trip, but I

' didn't like the two attempts at the

summit and also waking up so early.

Mac — Too much rain . . . great view

. . . well worth the climb . . . scary

being so high.

Sean — I enjoyed the trip enormously if

you don't count the rain, rain, rain,

and more rain. Too bad we didn't

get to Abol Slide. That tea will be
great.

BOB BISHOP

July 16-19

South Bunker Hill-White Mountains
with John Pedrick and Frank Rutan

First Day Packed up the Blue Van and
the Pedrick Van and headed for the

lush surroundings of the White Moun-
tains. Passed through beautiful

Lewiston-Auburn and saw the pretty

water in the Androscoggin River. Peds
buys us all lollypops which are con-

sumed in fast order, except for Ted
who turns his into an all-day sucker. Ar-

rive at Hastings Campground and set

up tents and tarp. Ranger tells us to

move the tarp (my shorts, ranger!) A
quick swim and then cheeseburgers in

paradise prepared by Ted, Skipper, and
Jimmy over a roaring propane fire. The
skies look threatening. Everyone shoves

off for the tents while the trip leaders

complete some important paperwork.

Second Day We arise at a fashionably late

hour. B.J. and Jon do the bacon. They
seem to have found their niche over a

frying pan. Watery maypo for breakfast.

The mafia in the next campsite practice

archery; the sheriff seems to be in-

terested. Weather is questionable.
Everyone piles into the Blue Van, and
we take off on the two dollar tour of the

Mt. Washington valley. First we climb to

the Roost. The view of the clouds is in-

credible! Colin, Jimmy, and Chris try

the spruce gum and pronounce it to be,

different. Short climb back down and
then off to Gorham, N.H. Drive to Glen
Ellis Falls where Ricky and Jon click

away; B.J. refuses to cross the stream.

Back in the van and back to Hastings.

Almost everyone goes, for a swim. Mid-

night Lumber Company begins its first

explorations. Peds whips up spaghetti

sauce supreme. I'm not going to wash
the sauce pot, no way! Everyone heads

off to bed; tomorrow promises to be a

long and tiring day. More paperwork
for the trip leaders.

Third Day Up and out of camp by
9:00. Long drive over to Franconia
Notch and Mt. Lafayette. You mean we

have to go all the way up there? Peds

takes the lead; William stays with the

van because of a high fever — Roots

wishes he could too. Perfect day for

climbing. Brad and Frank have a long

chat on the way up. Ben and Eric try

their best to keep up with John who is

proving to be a regular mountain goat.

The views along the trail are incredible.

Greenleaf A.M.C. shelter is a welcome
sight. Starts to get colder when we pass

the tree-line. Lots and lots of rocks. Fi-

nally reach the summit. We maybe
should have made reservations. Lunch
was enjoyed by all. Jimmy and Colin

then entertain us by jumping off a cliff.

After a short stay, we back down — it

takes half the time to get back down. No
one will ever forget the countless num-
bers of peaks that we all saw while at

the top. Back to Hastings and then
everyone into bed. Quite a day; a job

well done by everyone, especially Colin

and Brad.

Fourth Day Up again fashionably late.

Watery maypo and then off to Noble-

boro. Lunch at Macs in Cooks Corner

and then a quick trip back to camp.
Peds and I agree — one of the finer

trips that we have been on.

ROOTS
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July 18-19

East Bunker Hill-Loud's Island

with Bob Habgood, Greg Heher
and Henry Kennedy

After a wet weekend of much-needed
rain, the EBH crew set off on a shor-

tened Loud's Island trip. Poor Harry
Heher missed the boat as a fever con-

fined him to the infirmary. The day's

sunshine and on-coming heat wave as-

sured us of a super time.

Sure enough, the cool sea breeze wel-

comed us all to Round Pond with open
arms as everything was packed into the

Snow Goose. Mark was well prepared as

he had the foresight to bring his tennis

racquet. And off we were to the Loud's
Island beaches. Ahh, a whole afternoon
of fun in the sun. Zippy and Billy ven-

tured out into Muscongus Bay and
nearly didn't make it back due to a furi-

ous attack by the "Killer Seaweed."
Chris led the way in the battling hermit
crab contests as he found the biggest

and best fighter of all. Peter went
water-logging, a cross between water ski-

ing and logrolling while being towed
around on a log by a variety of East

Bunker Hillians. Meanwhile, Paul and
Drew dug many a hole in the poor clam
flats in a fruitless attempt to fmd a clam
anywhere near big enough to eat. On
the whole, a very tiring, enjoyable after-

noon.
The rest of the day was spent on a

hike across the island to the Kennedys'
house. Bob and Greg found a shortcut

that involved a little bit of bushwacking.
Drew, Zippy, and Paul chose to stay be-

hind and help HRK build picnic tables,

a fireplace, and collect wood. Unfortu-
nately, we built it down a little too far as

a full moon reduced it to a swimming
pool shortly before cocoa time, but it

cannot be said that everyone didn't try

to save it, right Drew? A new fireplace,

some yummy hot chocolate, then off to

comfy, sandy sleeping bags.

Our final day was yet another beauti-

ful Maine summer one. We spent the
morning taking down the campsite with

Justin leading the way in the tent-

collapsing department and a pair of
Henrys went to get the Snow Goose.
Lunch at the Raspberry Patch (the

mung finally tasted pretty good, eh,

Chipper) and allowance at the top of
the hill in Round Pond capped an awe-
some couple of days on Pardise Island.

HRK

July 7-20

North Harris-Allagash

with Chris Lickdyke, David Peters

and Tench Forbes

Day 1 After a long, tedious trip we ar-

rived at our landing site to go 3 miles to

our campsite. The authoritative mum-
bler handed out various duties. Later,

after some swimming, we had the dis-

tinct pleasure of meeting some interest-

ing boyscouts.

Day 2 We arose at a brisk 5:30 and
were met by a promising, sunny day.
After setting up camp, several showers
fell. Flying tents do present pro.blems
when trying to go to sleep. Dave
"Klepto" Harris whipped out his alleged

flashlight (No, Dave, you don't borrow
flashlights).

Day 3 Arising early again, for today is

the Mud Pond Portage, stretching over
2 miles of muddy terrain. Donsy Ken-
nedy showed unusual strength in carry-

ing his canoe; John Reneissen showed a

different style of strength patterned
from Maharishi Yoga. That night a

well-earned sleep was used.

Day 4 Awaking at unusual 10:00 we
ate our pancakes, for today was a rest

day. We washed the dishes and then
spent the rest of the day not doing
much. The skies were clear as we re-

tired for the day, hoping for a week of
good weather.

Day 5 Today was resupply day; we
awoke under clearing skies and a brisk

north wind. Most of us left after break-
fast to pick up resupplies at the Cham-
berland Thoroughfare Bridge. Since it

was south of our campsite, the trip

down was fast. We had no trouble since

Henry Kennedy was right on time with
the supplies and Ned and Jonathan
(who had been infirm when we left).

The paddle back to our campsite was
much longer, and when we finally made
it, we found that one of our boxes had
not been brought: a few items, there-
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fore, were missing, but dried leaves

work fine.

Day 6 We woke up at 5:45 this morn-
ing to clear skies and a brisk north
wind. After breakfast, we headed for

Lock Dam, about five miles away; this

paddle took us about 2V2 hours. We car-

ried over the dam, and continued
paddling, but after lunch, we decided to

camp because the wind was too strong.

Day 7 We got up at 5:00 to beat the

wind: too bad there wasn't any wind.

Instead, the skies started clouding up —
there is always something. Anyway, we
got to Churchill Dam, and decided not

to camp since there were people all over

the place. We carried over the dam and
shot the rapids. Chris and Tom had a

small spill, but nothing a little fast work
didn't correct. Later we ran into Camp
Chewonkee who were, as usual, doing
the river backwards. At the end of the

day, we made camp — it had been a

long one.

Day 8 Rest day: everyone had a slow

day, and really didn't do much of any-

thing. The weather was fair — just per-

fect for a rest day.

Day 9 We woke up under aggressive

skies with some drizzle. After a short

breakfast, we took off from Long Lake
and headed north. Fortunately for us

the rain held off, and we had an easy

paddle down the river. Allagash stroke

was the theme of the day, so all the

bowboys got experience in the stern.

The counsel bowmen seemed a little

slow, but everybody did well. We
camped about 2:30 and rested while

Chris tried to make a cake. The day
ended under clearing skies.

Day 10 Today we woke up under
more oppressive skies. We paddled
across Round Pond where we had
stayed the night and saw 16 canoes
about V2 mile ahead of us. In the trip

leader's usual optimistic view, he was
sure that his armada was headed for the

same campsite that we were. Fortunate-

ly, the mob only went a short way, so we
were unbothered after this. Tony found
that one of his friends was in the group.
More paddling brought us further down
a very shallow Allagash River. Chris and
Tom usually took their own route and
usually were stuck. We had lunch at

Michaud Farms and started seeing more

signs of encroaching civilization. To-
night, we camped in the middle of the

Allagash Falls portage. The falls, as

usual, were a source of great interest,

especially to "fearless" Pat, who gave the

trip leader some trepidations. We were
also threatened with a thunder storm,
but it never materialized. Everyone went
to bed late, as usual, after some conver-
sation that did not impress Jon at all.

Day 11 Today we got up a little late,

and everyone had a leisurely morning
since we only had a short paddle. The
lower Allagash is a lot more interesting

than the upper Allagash so everybody
had a good time dodging rocks and
shooting the rapids; it would have been
better, however, if there had been more
water. We camped early on a large
campsite and all relaxed. We saw the

airforce out in force and were im-
pressed with the 5-52's. The day im-

proved so we had a slow dinner and
some active wrestling matches. Then to

bed.

Day 12 Today was the last paddling
day, and everyone got up quickly, for a

change, but had another club breakfast.

Much later we got to the "mighty" St.

John River which was more like a mud
puddle. Eventually we got to Pelletier's

General Store where we took out.

Everyone filled up on food with ques-

tionable nutritional value. In the after-

noon, Chris, Billy, and Tony (and some
others) put M. Pelletier's sign back up
for him. Much later the Boy Scouts
proved that they kept up their real

reputation. Mark and George showed
up around six, and we packed the truck.

Late bed.

Last Day We got up at six and left as

early as we could since everyone was
anxious to be away. The trip turned out

to be eventful and fun. The weather
could have been much worse. All in-

volved enjoyed each other's company
and no one can ask for more on a trip.

TENCH AND THE CABIN
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July 29-August 1

South Bunker Hill-Damariscotta River

with Chris Lickdyke, Tim Shenton

and John Seamans

Day 1 After breakfast and inspection,

South Bunker Hill loaded canoes at the

waterfront and started down the lake to

the Mills. What? No head wind. We ar-

rived at the Mills at 12:30 and after a

quick portage of the canoes and gear re-

turned to the bridge for lunch and a lei-

surely swim. A short paddle across the

eddy, and we arrived at the Nelson
campsite. Tarp and tents up, then cards

before a supper of hamburgers with the

works. After supper a rousing game of

kick-the-can. Watch that tentline, Jerry.

Ghost story and others by Charlie New-
ton and off to bed.

Day 2 Rain fell at 4:00 a.m. but

•ceased by 7:00 giving us all hope for

another beautiful day. Due to the un-

favorable tide, reaching Fort Island by

water was impossible. A lazy morning
and relaxed pack-up. Sailing by two's

and canoe frisbee, a newly developed,

highly skilled toss game, highlighted the

paddle to the Damariscotta Bridge.

PBJ's and Hershey bars by the laun-

dromat and at 2:00 Frank and Tench
arrived to transport all down the River

Road. The overland portion of our trip

lasted 20 minutes and deposited us on
the west bank opposite our objective.

Fort Island. Canoes loaded and around
to the campsite. A top priority trip to

the spring by Colin and Tim while the

rest set up the tents. Spaghetti and meat
sauce for supper and peaches for de-

ssert. Volunteers for pot wolloping!
That's a change. Round-robin tourna-

ment of cards under flashlight by the

fire, a story by Chris, and to bed.

Day 3 Monday we awoke to clear skies

and a perfect rest day. Late breakfast of

peach pancakes and bacon was enjoyed

by all. We paddled down to East Booth-
bay to spend allowance and to see the

boats. Sailing was attempted on the re-

turn trip but proved futile against the

tide. Number 1 canoe powered by Char-

lie Newton and John Parker, sterned by

Chas Wilkins (with John S. as mojo)
proved best navigators by staying out of

the main current, and aided by a solo

sail rig overcame the tide to arrive far

ahead of the others. Tuna fish for lunch

and allowance candy for dessert. Rock
skipping, exploring, and cards occupied
the afternoon while overhead the os-

preys scolded the intruders. Wood
gathering after a beef stew supper.
Jamie Dowd won the birch contest and
our campfire was successfully lit. Still

another rock throwing contest for Eric,

James, and Jamie.
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Day 4 Tuesday brought early rain
dampening the clean-up and tide

rendezvous. Despite heavier rain as we
broke camp, spirits were high. Harder
rain during a Hershey break. As the
Dam Bridge came into sight we were vi-

sited by four bobbing harbor seals. We
arrived at the Walkers at 1:15 and un-
loaded the canoes; coke and crackers
from our hosts passed the time until the

van and truck arrived. As exhibited by
the constant smile of Joe NaStasi, the at-

titude of everyone was "What's a litde

rain." Great trip, guys.

JOHN SEAMANS

July 31-August 1

Old Bunker Hill-Windy Island

with Tim Shenton and Henry Kennedy

Billy Begienjed Old Bunker Hill into

the wilds of Windy Island. First on the

list of challenges which faced the crew

was to collect firewood — a task which

Troy Bunker met with ease as he sawed

and sawed until rewarded with the uni-

versal mode of exchange, the Hershey
Bar.

Witii the tents up and the wood
chopped, everybody went their separate

ways for some much heralded and
earned free time. Tommy Maiden and
Zippy Cooper chose to walk around the

island and found the wet, marshy areas

the hard way. Greg Beier and Rick

Koelle grabbed their fishing poles and
headed after the tuna and an occasional

eel. Free time was highlighted by the

ceremonial openings of Tom Sibley and
Billy Begien's CARE packages.

An ensuing spaghetti feed was par-

ticularly enjoyed by Zippy, the bottom-

less pit and Darrell Crowley who be-

came especially intrigued by the sizzle

the fire irons made when they hit the

water. Greg Nastasi found that being a

non-Red Sox fan can carry the supreme
penalty: pot wholloping. Stories of

murderers and counts closed a very

eventful afternoon.

Up to the promise of sugar snacks

(yuk) and bacon and sorry good-byes to

our quiet little island (except for a few

visitors around the witching hours) and
off we were back to camp. Rad proved
to be the hardest paddling bowman
while Scott Fulmer learned to steer a

canoe as we all made our way home,
well rested and happy from our day's

vacation.

HRK

August 2-3

South Glenayr-Windy Island

with Tim Shenton and Trippy Carey

Inclement weather postponed our
trip, and even this day, foreboding
clouds loomed over us. We arrived at

Windy Island to find that the tents were
already set up for us. The rest of the af-

ternoon was devoted to a diving contest

for the controtionists in the cabin and
an informal water polo match for the

others. The highlight of the afternoon,

however, was when a bee found refuge

on Ricky Malovany's rear end. The pain

was only surpassed by the embarras-
ment he felt when he spent a good fif-

teen minutes strutting about the

campsite, waiting for the Calamine lo-

tion to dry.

That night's supper proved to be a

fitting end to an eventful day. We all

enjoyed hamburgers cooked over an
open fire, along with a salad decorated

with French dressing. Boxball was both

the spectator and participant event of
the night. Stalwart performances came
from John Kaloust, Ricy Malovany,
Cleave Durey, and Mac MacAvoy.
Chimes from camp reminded us of our
proximity to home and also signalled

the end of the day.

After rescuing the victims of Jake
Garfield's curse (John Kaloust and Ricky

Malovany), we took a quick dip, and
then made the leisurely paddle home to

complete the trip.

TRIPPY CAREY

July 30-August 2

North Bunker Hill-White Mountains
with George Kahrl, Mark Robinson

and John Pedrick

It was an uneventful departure from
camp as we headed across Maine to the
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Hastings Campground in the White
Mountains National Forest. There was

one quick stop in Brunswick for Steve.

We stopped again for lunch in Bridgton

in the shadow of Pleasant Mountain. Do
you remember those turkey loaf

sandwiches!?

On our arrival at Hastings we found
that the two sites which we had hoped
to have were vacant. Everyone was par-

ticularly helpful in getting the tents and
the tarp up. We did up a duty "rooster"

(right Perry-O?) and everyone hissed

and booed over the pot-walloping'.

The afternoon was spent swimming in

the Wild River near the campsite. After

the swim we scouted the woods for

some firewood. Why were Mark and
George sneaking through the woods
and what was John talking to the ranger

about?

After dinner Steve met a friend from
school and everyone playe*d baseball.

Mark joined the game, David lost the

ball, and the final score was 31-33!

On Day #2 the sky was beautiful and
we headed off to climb Lafayette. The
climb was fabulous but it grew colder

and colder as we got up through the

trees and on to the ridge. Zucks sang
"Deck the Halls" with Mark, Frank lost

his way, and the views became more and
more spectacular. By the time that we
had readed Greenleaf Hut, the temper-
ature was in the 40's and so was the

wind. As we were trying to decide
whether or not to go to the summit, the

dark clouds began rolling up through
Franconia Notch and the decision was
finalized. While we were trying to stay

warm during our climbing lunch, Chris

Giles sat on George's lap to keep him
warm, and everyone was in every possi-

ble stitch of clothing to stay warm. As
we headed back down, we watched the

summit close in with fog and we knew
that we had made the correct decision

although we were disappointed not to

have gone all of the way to the top.

The trip back down went rapidly.

John and Steve smelled the flowers on
the way down — has anyone seen
Frank?

We made a stop in Gorham on the

way home and once back to Hastings we
headed striaght to the Wild River for a

refreshing swim. Chris Giles practiced

walking on water, Frank bathed with

Yardley soap, and Perry wouldn't go in.

(We all think that he is too accustomed
to the salt water on Vinalhaven). David

Wallis stood shivering in his usual

"pose".

Back at Hastings young love struck as

dinner was being prepared. Greg, John,
and Tom discovered that a girls' camp
had moved in. Sarah and Gretchen be-

came the topics of conversation and ap-

petites went out the window. Jansci was

cool, sophisticated, and somewhat be-

wildered by all of the silliness. Zuck
went into ultra-high gear and blew his

chances with Sarah by forgetting his

own address. Have you heard from
Sarah yet, Greg? Evening activity was
Capture the Flag with the girls and
while looking the wrong way Jansci and
Perry-O collided. What were you guys

looking at? Chris, Tom, Perry-O — hey

you guys — what is all of the commo-
tion in your tents?

Day #3 found us looking like a bunch
of tourists. We went off to Glen Ellis

Falls and then came back to Hastings

for lunch. We then took a hike up "The
Roost". May I introduce you fellows to

Spruce gum — its delicious. Back down
from "The Roost" — will David ever get

that stuff out of his teeth? Jansci doesn't

think that Switzerland is missing much
and he doen't think that the stuff

should be imported. More swimming in

the river, dinner, to bed — sob — the

girls have left.

Up late on day #4 to begin breaking

camp. I really was not angry Greg, that's

just the way I am in the morning. Mac-
Donald's received our business on the

way home and then back to camp. We
were all happy to be home, but sad that

such a terrific trip had ended. North
Bunker Hill is a superb group!

JOHN, MARK, AND GEORGE

August 2-4

South Harris-Mt. Katahdin
with Cole Vastine, Tony Traverso

and Henry Kennedy

After waiting for the computer results

as to where we could get the most gear
stowed and still have enough room for
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the campers, the SH mountain men
were on their way to Katahdin. We
stopped at a rest area somewhere in T-2
R-9 where Chris managed to re-injure

his aheady broken thumb, creating an

unplanned three-hour layover at a hos-

pital in Lincoln. Alex chose to occupy
this time by capturing bumble bees. Do
bumble bees sting, Alex?

On our way into Roaring Brook to

register, we came across a young bull

moose. Being surprised by the Silver

Streak full of Kieve boys, the moose
began to run in front of the van for

about a V4 mile. Dave, our official

photographer, moved quickly to capture

the tail end of a bull moose in full stride

only six feet away. We rounded a bend
to find a very startled hiker reaching for

the nearest branch.

A filling meal of cheeseburgers a la

Mike and Mishka and off we were into

our beds at the base of the most awe-

some mountain in Maine.

Up to Maypo, Chris Hagar's stories of

the midnight moose and her baby, over-

cast skies, and a pretty stiff breeze, we
were faced with a decision to make — to

climb or not to climb. The forecast of

showers for the following day helped
make up our minds. Off we went to

Roaring Brook and the Helon Taylor
Trail to Pamola Peak. The clouds even

broke to reveal the beauty of Chimney
Pond and the awe of the upcoming
Knife Edge. Mike and Mishka, who had
been up front the whole way so far,

were eager to tackle the Knife Edge.
Most everyone else had second thoughts

due to 40 mile per hour gusts of wind.

Dave said there was no way he'd go out

there. A quick scouting mission into De-

vil's Crotch and HRK brought back the

word: let's do it! Ford, who had been a

litde bit puffy on the Taylor Trail came
alive on the Knife Edge and rambled
right along. Mishka continued to show
his Alpine skills. Chris Mayer overcame
his fear of heights as he went from last

to third. Taco seemed to have fly paper
on his hands as he made sure to have at

least three holds onto life at all times.

Mitch negotiated the Edge with ease,

even though he did it in the dark with-

out his glasses. Finally, out of the mist

and ten foot visibility emerged the

summit's cairn. A quick and easy trip

down the Saddle and Chimney Pond
Trails and eight hours after we had left,

we returned to our warm, dry sleeping

bags with the promise of spaghetti in a

few short hours.

Sometime during the night the
heavens opened up with some much-
needed rain. Sure enough the forecast

proved accurate, and we were faced
with the decision of whether to sit at

Katahdin in the rain, in wet sleeping

bags, or at Kieve in .warm, dry beds.

Much to Alan's dismay (and his sister's

delight), we broke camp and headed
home.

HRK

August 4-7

South Bunker Hill-White Mountains
with Dave Peters, Tim Shenton

and Jeff Wheeler

Everything looked so dim as we drove
towards our destination, the White
Mountains. The rain fell all the way
over, but as we approached Hastings
Campground the sun appeared giving

us a beautiful evening. We cooked up
some great deluxe burgers and sat back
taking in the view, mobile homes and
everything just like I pictured it. Lights

out came early in order that we get a

good night's rest for the next day's climb.

Breakfast was quick, Maypo, bacon and
tang, then off we headed with a beauti-

ful morning in front of us. The skies

were clear and the views truely awesome
as the gradual climb took us up
Lafayette. Colin and Eric were in a race

to the top. When we reached Greenleaf

Hut lunch was served in order to give

us the needed energy to finish our as-

cent. Come on Joe, let's get going. The
panorama as we reached the top was
breathtaking; Presidential Range, Fran-

conia Notch, Vermont, etc. . . The trip

down was a quick jog and back to our
"mobile tents". Plastic Lady appeared
with her wig and T.V., sorry Mrs. May,
but my kids can not help but laugh at

you. The 250 lb. ranger gave us some
chuckles too! Dinner consisted of an ex-

cellent spaghetti meal and afterwards

the Forest Service provided us with
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some plant slides. It's been a tiresome

day, goodnight boys. A liesurely break-

fast and off to Glen Ellis Falls, which
was 62 feet of falling water at 600 gal-

lons a minute. We returned from our
home away from camp to encounter
"plastic lady" again. Lunch and back
into the van to Emeral Pool for a swim.
Sure is cold and deep too! Blackberry
picking on the way back and then some
frisbee football with Chas "Too Tall"

Wilkins starring. There was a quick stop

for a scenic view and some scenic wood.
A relaxed beef stew dinner, clean-up,

and more frisbee. As the fire grew, the

ghost stories began. Night boys, a bit

nervous. Packed and off we went on a

beautiful drive through the mountains
and back to camp. Thanks, South
Bunker Hill!

WHEELS

August 7-9

Old Bunker Hill-Camden Hills

with Cole Vastine, Greg Heher
and Ben Batchelder

Monday dawned brilliantly, as did our
prospects for Old Bunker Hill's second
trip of the session, to Camden Hills.

Equipment, provisions and campers,
gathered alike, were loaded and off by
10:00 A.M. After a comfortable but
noisey hour long ride north, we rolled

into the scenic town of Camden, a mile
after which was found our destination:

the National Park encompassing our
campsite and the hills we aspired to

surmount. Immediately following regis-

trations and the discovery of our re-

served group campsite, tents were
raised, water from the nearby public
toilet area gathered, and the pre-made
sandwiches from camp eaten.

Considering the prospects of
forecasted rain for the following day we
decided to take the opportunity of a

beautiful afternoon to navigate the

mountains before us. Leaving the tents

and wanagans at the campsite, we rode

on the Silver Streak Van to the bottom
of the nearby Megunicook Trail, where
upon all clambered out and began
lightheartedly up the mountain. Ocean
Lookout, elevation 1300 feet, was as-

cended after only a hour's time, afford-

ing a spectacular view over Camden, its

harbor, and the Atlantic Ocean. Quip-
ped Greg Beier: "Is that Damariscotta

Lake?" After a leisurely half hour
scrambling among the rocks, chomping
down of Hershey Bars, and the peeling

of oranges, the still energetic troupe
charged on to the summit only 80 verti-

cal feet further, and yet a half mile
horizontally, half that of the previous

mile long trek. The relatively easy walk
brought us to the summit, anti-climatic

due to the lack of view from trees

obstructing all but the sky overhead. A
practical jog down the hill sapped our
cherub campers only slightly, and after

a few errands in town, they truly

familiarized and broke on the campsite

during a cheeseburger dinner that could

not be snickered at. A bedtime story of

Poe's "The Masque of Red Death" sent

images of ghouls dancing through their

heads.

After a night's drenching, Tuesday
promised overcast and threatening. Not
to be put off, the campers breakfasted,

labouriously cleaned up and were then
sent off frolicking at the seashore close

at hand. Thus entertained, bodies were
next filled with Bush Hash before the

afternoon sojourn into town. Each
armed with a dollar in hand, the Old
Bunker Hillers descended upon Cam-
den with the purpose to search and
flush out any and all candy. A child-,

hood trauma come true, Zippy Cooper
dropped the ice cream off his cone;
otherwise, missions were accomplished
with relative ease. To top it all off, a

dinner of my famous Pasta followed,
after which a campfire with marshmal-
lows donated by Tom Maiden and a

ghost story sent all blissfullv to bed.

The Wednesday morning siui dawned
to scare off the racoons who succeeded
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in upsetting our garbage the night be-

fore, as well as to unstick the weariness

from our eyes. A breakfast and striking

of camp were followed by a return to

the shore for more scaling and explor-

ing of rocks and caves. Noontime and
check out time rolled around, so we
found ourselves on our way back to

camp.
BEN BATCHELDER.

Boydens for games. Later Phil Fisher

shared his marshmallows as we closed

out the day with cocoa.

The next morning was slow for some
of us, and the sun didn't shine until

after we had broken camp. A last swim
at Boom Quarry, some unexpected
burn, and off to the ferry. Great trip,

South Glenayr, and I thank you all.

MARK ROBINSON

August 9-11

South Glenayr-Vinalhaven

with Artie Walsh, Trippy Carey
and Mark Robinson

After ferrying across to the island, we
were met by Mark's parents and Perry

Boyden, Sr., who took our packs to the

Boyden campsite. On our tramp
through the town, we bought ice cream
cones. We heard all about the history of
Vinalhaven from the local historian Alis-

tair Cooke Robinson and peeked into

the Vinalhaven Historical Society. After

we arrived at the campsite and set up
camp, we went to Lawsons Quarry for a

long swim. Going back was made simple

by the smell of Trippy's hamburgers in

the Maine air. The dinner was as quick

as the ferry ride over — an hour and a

half. There was enough for seconds and
thirds. Campers closed their eyes about
10:00.

A beautiful Thursday took us out to

Juniper Ledge for a picnic lunch at the

Robinsons. Bill McCook reunited us

with the boys who had been infirmed

back at camp. After a swim and
sandwiches, we all went for a boat ride;

each group of three went to a different

place. Sorry, Cleave, the boat only goes

95 mph. After our goodbys to the
Robinsons, we visited the Boom Quarry.
Yes, Trippy, you may wear my sun
glasses. What a time jumping off those

30 foot cliffs into clear cold water. The
walk back to camp was filled with con-

versation by Ricky Malovany about all

kinds of topics — right Ricky?

Dinner was unexpected sticky

spaghetti. Sorry, Peds, I tried your
method, but to no avail. Dinner was
cleaned up and all were invited to the

August 9-13

South Harris-St. Croix
with Bob Habgood and Tench Forbes

Day 1 South Harris woke up early to

a hot, humid day and slowly loaded
their gear onto the truck. With every-

thing seemingly secure, the voyageurs
went barreling off, only to make apple

sauce half way down the West Neck
Road. Everything back in order, we
proceeded to far eastern Maine, and to

our put-in spot at Vanceboro. All canoes

were ready to go at 1:00 p.m., under
slightly ominous skies. We encountered
easy rips almost immediately so

everyone tried their skill at maneuver-
ing their canoes. We quickly left civiliza-

tion and continued on down the river

under increasingly threatening skies. We
decided to camp on the left bank of the

river as a shower was coming up. Since

the St. Croix is the international boun-
dary, we camped in New Brunswick,
under Atlantic time.

Day 2 After a brief morning shower,

the clouds scattered and a clear, dry

morning broke. We got off at 8:00 and
soon reached Little Falls; we decided to

portage our equipment around the falls

and shoot empty. Bob and Tench went
first and then counsel sterned the other

canoes with campers in the bow. Chris

Mayer, Mitch, Dave, Mike, and Mishka
all did a good job. Easier rapids fol-

lowed, but Mitch almost lost his glasses

on one set. We ate lunch on the Cana-

dian side with Dave and Mitch's PB&J's.

We continued down the river, reached

Loon Bay at 2:30 p.m., and found a

good campsite. Spaghetti was the fare of

the evening which was briefly inter-

rupted by two game wardens (with all
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the trappings of backwoods state police).

A noisy fishing party finished off the

evening.

Day 3 Rest day and what a perfect

day! The sun was warm, and the day
was perfect for reading and swimming.
Not much happened. The fishing con-
tinued to be excellent with Alex, Mish-
ka, and Chris Mayer catching the most.

Day 4 We woke up early, but got off

slowly. A short paddle brought us up to

a ledgy drop with not enough water.

Tench and Alan swamped while looking
for a way down; everyone else walks
down. After that the river widened and
the rips fizzled out. We ate lunch near a

fantastic hunting lodge. The rest of the

paddle down to Grand Falls Dam is

quiet. We reach the dam at 2:15, but
can find no good campsite. We finally

camp next to a shack and wait for the
following day.

Day 5 The day begins early with the

pitter-patter of rocks. Henry and Jeff
come at 12:30 and we're off by one.
The trip back is long, and everyone is

glad to get back to camp in one piece.

TENCH

August 10-14

North Bunker Hill-Moose River

with Frank Rutan and Bill Brown

We had the pleasure of being driven

to Holeb by Sarah Lickdyke and
Wheels. They dropped us by an aban-

doned farm. As we waved goodbye, we
reached for bolonga and cheese. The
sun shone on us, our apples, and our
nabs. After canoe combinations were
made known, we were heading down
the river for a sunny paddle.

Throughout the afternoon we gazed
at the river side scenery of alders, more
tracks, and occasional bird life. We pad-

dled through flat water primarily; we
would see our share of that before the

trip's end. Our long paddle, plus half a

day in which to accomplish it, brought
us to the Holeb Falls carry by six

o'clock. Everything had been trans-

ported with minimal grunts and groans
by 7:15. Once we arrived, all initiated

the trip's volunteer work program by

setting up tents, including the counselor
tent. Afterwards, David Wallis and John
Crowley packed burgers, while Perry
Boyden had the teary task of slicing

cheese and onions. Roots brought pine
from across the pool, and we were eat-

ers. Only a few ate seconds; then we
were sleepers, all of us. Roots takes the

awards for most comfortable bed.

Day number two followed a cold,

crispy night. We mealed on Ralston and
bacon in preparation for the long and
eventful day ahead. Not five minutes
after our leisurely departure we encoun-
tered the "Registered Maine Guide"
who had camped across the pool at the

falls. He and his friend were hung up
and swamped in Mosquito Rips, a small

stretch of rapids obviously requiring
scouting. Roots and Bill helped free the

Mad River canoe. John Crowley, Frank
Goldsmith, and others helped rescue
various articles from the gushing water.

Thanks to Steve Schofield for helping
with the outboard. Once we finished
aiding, we lined down, keeping canoes
as dry as a bone. Several miles later we
accomplished the same feat at Spencer
Rips, this time not having to free our
predecessors. Then we stopped there
for luncheon meat deluxe sandwiches
care of Chris Giles and "O". Tom An-
thony spent most of his time fishing

above the rips.

On to Attean Falls in the afternoon,

making fast time on the flat water. Once
in the shallow set preceeding the falls,

"O" lost his sneaker; but Zuck still

wanted to shoot the lower half. They
did.

Attean Falls themselves were shallow

enough to warrant another line. All per-

formed smoothly and without mishaps.
At the bottom most swam, including
Schofield, the fish, while Frank
Goldsmith and Bill went to check the

pond's wind. Our Maine Guide assured
us the water was calm. We went anyway,
hoping for a campsite at the base of
Sally Mountain. After investigating the

pond's available sites, we moved to share
one with a man and his wife, who
turned out to be enjoyable neighbors.
We wish a special hello to Kala, John
Crowley's favorite friend.

It also turns out that this was to be an
eventful campsite. To begin, we ate yet
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another meal in darkness. Chef Boy-
ar-Giles helped create our pusghetti and
sauce, complete with left-over

cheeseburgers. Everyone was hungry,
then happy once they had eaten.

"Waste-King" Crowley was beginning to

make his presence known at meals.

Come morning, Waste-King's break-

fast counterpart, Greg Zuckert, showed
prowess at the end of an oatmeal spoon.

Not to be outdone, David Wallis at-

tacked the lonely prunes. Special thanks

to Tom Anthony and the others who
helped clean the previous night's pots.

After the relaxed morning meal, after

sterilization, and after a swim, we
packed sandwiches and canoes for a day
hike up Sally Mountain, which was 2281

feet high and covered with dark blue

(almost black) blueberries. After the

hike, lunch, and an impressive view, we
picked almost a full large pot in ten mi-

nutes. Jancsi Hadik and Chris Giles

were the combines of the community.
They bared bushes as if they were born

to do that. Steve Schofield had a dif-

ficult time surrendering his cupful. We
all skied down the mountain, trying to

beat the rain, while talking the whole
time of ski equipment and related top-

ics. We hustled into the canoes, then

paddled a short but windy stretch back

to our camp and a mandatory rest

period.

That night, following the unsuccessful

rest period, we enjoyed the luxury of

seeing our meal. We ate Roots stew by

6:30, then washed with help from
everyone; then the events took place.

The Schofield-Boyden controversy
transformed into the Schofield-Zuckert

skirmish in canoes (Zuckert was an ex-

pert canoeist after his day's struggle

with the wind while fishing). Somehow
both parties managed to drench them-

selves, thereby beginning the processs of

eliminating all dry clothing in their pos-

session, a process which endured
throughout the trip. An afternoon driz-

zle helped, although they should claim

the major credit.

The counsel arose Sunday mornmg to

find an overcast but non-precipitating

sky, so they proceeded to awaken the

campers at 6:30. Anticipating rain. Bill

and Roots wanted no part of further

wetness for the group. We left by 8:00,

paddling into a tail southwest wind on
Wood Pond. Given the circumstances,

we had to sail. Jancsi and Frank crewed
for their sternmen, while the lagging

"clan" tried to hoist two sails, one green,

one orange. Steve Schofield and Tom
Anthony found paddling at the sailors'

pace just as effortless.

We arrived in Jackman early time for

most Moose trips. While Roots went
grocery shopping. Perry Boyden excel-

led in the 'cross-river stone throwing.

Giles posed the eternal question, "Bill,

where's Frank?". He's at the store,

Chris. Then Frank returned from the

store with donuts for all; what a

thoughtful kind of guy he is.

Then we drifted down to our long-

awaited lunch spot. Roots served mung
waiter style on a paddle. The only fly in

the ointment was Perry Boyden who
could not catch the sierra cup Bill had
thrown right into his hands. Roots tried

unsuccessfully, with a fishing rod and
paddles, to lift it from the mud. Zuck
also went fishing for food he had
thought he could sneakily place in the

water.

Down the rest of the flat water stretch

to the western end of Long Pond. By
this time the sun had begun to shine be-

cause Crowley and Zuckert were now
canoe partners, much to Bill's surprise.

We eased our boats to the shallow

beach, then unloadied for a swim and a

short-lived kick-the-can game. We
moved to other games, then before our

eyes appeared our night's host, Frank
Strassberger. He proceeded to relieve us

of our impurities via the sauna, then fill

us to the brim with barbecue chicken,

salad, and birthday ice cream
sandwiches. Happy Birthday, Frank and

John. Thank you, Frank, for a deli-

ciously bloating meal. All of us ap-

preciate your kindness.

Mark Hagar and Trippy "Let-me-get-

that-for-you" Carey arrived at 10 a.m.,

along with Mark's brother Daryl. Trip

took the van and campers while Mark
trailed, the canoes and Roots. All re-

turned safely and happily thanks to

cooperation and good humor. You are

an enjoyable group; Roots and I thank

you for a pleasant trip.

BILL BROWN
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THE LOG
TUESDAY, JUNE 27

The council went to breakfast know-
ing fully well that it was the calm before

the storm! As breakfast was nearly
finished, Patrick Gilligan arrived with

his father. Patrick was early for his sixth

year at Kieve.

With the camp in good order to begin

the season, the few remaining chores
were completed as Nancy Pedrick, Nan-
ney Kennedy, and Bob Bishop headed
to the Boston area to do the transporta-

tion of the boys from that area back to

Lake Damariscotta. It was a hot day
here and we all sympathized with
everyone headed up from the south,

particularly Dick and the boys who were
headed up from Philadelphia on the

bus.

A few boys arrived during the day
with their parents and by seven o'clock

all of the vans were here. The bus ar-

rived just before eight having been held

up in traffic around New York. The en-

thusiasm of the boys was marvelous and
it was great to see so many old friends

and new faces.

Following a delicious stew everyone
gathered in the super-heated Bishop
Room to receive a verbal welcome to

Kieve from Dick and me and to hear
the Kieve Song sung by the "Kieve
Cuties" (the council). Unpacking, a

bunkhouse meeting, and talking late

into the night got Kieve '78 under way.

JOHN PEDRICK

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 28

A beautiful, sunny morning greeted

us. Tris Warren and Ramsey Goodrich

raised the flag, and the first full day of
Kieve 19,78 was under way. During the

duty period after breakfast, all 8 cabins

were made inspection clean. In spite of
some choppy water beyond the point,

many new boys attempted and success-

fully completed the island swim, the 600
yards being the longest distance that

anyone would have to swim to land in

an emergency. The following campers
prevailed: Billy Begien, Chris Goodman,
Harry Heher, Henry Lapham, Justin
Murphy, Mark Sinkiewicz, Paul Whiting,

Tim Clark, Alex Hodges, Johnny
Kaloust, Luke Mandle, Chris Schwab,
David Wike, Peter Hunnewell, George
Lee, Max Ludington, Ricky Malovany,
Jonathan Middleton, Kenny Watts, Bo
Cashman, John Crowley, Gordon
Cromwell, David Foulke, Emil Kratovil,

John Parker, Nick Papin, Amos Scully,

Niki von der Schuleriburg, Christopher
von Oppenheim, Jon Bundy, Jimmy
Van Alen, Chris Smith, Ned CuUen,
Jamie Dowd, Ted Holguin, Nick
Ludington, Serre Murphy, and Carter
Peabody.

Chris Kreusser earned his white
arrow at archery, the first land qualifica-

tion of the season. During the after-

noon, while arrows were won by Phil

McClure and Johnny Kaloust; white
racquets in tennis were won by Peter
Fearey, Harry Heher, and Carter Pea-

body; and printers devils in printing

were acheived by Colin McNulty and
Brad McClure. At baseball. Comer's
Pyles outlasted Teddy's Bears 7-3.

The evening activity was a birthday
party game organized by Benjamin that

matched the 16 half cabin groups
against each other. Among the more
difficult items to be collected in a Kieve
canoe outside Innisfree were a smile
from Tench, a live frog (you should
have seen Billy Monroe's), a paper cup
from the West Neck Road Improvement
Association, a cancelled 130 stamp, and
a strand of hair from the birihdav bov.

South Bunker Hill #1 won the competi-
tion by collecting 39 of the 40 items.

Everybody earned a Hershey bar for
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spirit, and the winning group was prom-
ised something special.

All campers seemed tired but happy
after a busy day of making new friends,

trying new skills, and refining old ones.

BOB BISHOP

THURSDAY, JUNE 29

Phil McClure and Phillip Moore
helped us begin yet another bright,

sunny morning by raising the flag. Kind
weather in the early going allowed cam-
pers new and old to start achieving in

the activities right off the bat.

Wasting no time in the moring period
were Serre Murphy, Chris Smith, Jamie
Van Alan, and Ricky Talbot, all of
whom received their white racquets.
Next door, at archery, David Harris and
John Harvey won their white arrows;
Chris Harris his black. Everyone without
morning achievements tried their hands
during lunch at dropping peanuts into

their gaping mouths from all heights.

The afternoon began with a

"Hardback Rest Period". Campers who
doubted the validity of Spiderman or
MAD as legitimate literature were to

check with a counselor. After rest

period, even more boys than in the
morning collected achievements. Con-
gratulations should go to Tom Tanch
and Bill Munroe who swam their islands

with almost record ease and speed.
Robbie Guthrie broke the ice in printing

by receiving his printer's devil. Below
printing, on the tennis courts, Alex
Hodges and Charlie King won their

white racquets, while Ben Kahrl stroked
to his black; George Lee and Jon Har-
vey played for both their blacks and
whites. Rounding out the afternoon
achievements were the archers who shot

for their white arrows: David Conant,

Max Ludington, Jon Middleton, Ted
Holquin, Jimmy Van Alen, and Charlie

"Barn Door" Parsons. Chris Kreusser
joined the group by collecting enough
targets for his black arrow.

A long general swim to relieve the ef-

fects of humidity preceded dinner.
After dinner the entire camp migrated

to the baseball field for town ball.

Everybody hits. Fifty-five people make a

team. Highlight hits came from the bats

of C. J. and Web, while the tying run
arrived on the legs of Steven.

The mosquitoes carried us all back to

flag and some of us to a cooling evening

swim.
BILL BROWN

FRIDAY, JUNE 30

The morning began with a bright

blue sky. After the morning duties the

wide variety at activities was set into mo-
tion. Everyone participated producing a

very smooth morning for the O.D. Ted
Holquin and Phil McClure got their

black and blue arrows while Jamie
Dowd and Dick Brace received their

white, with Dick picking up his black

arrow too.

As the afternoon approached so did

the clouds, and the O.D. began to worry
about the coming activities. Light rain

began to fall at 3:30, but it did not last

long. Activities in the afternoon ended
with an optional general swim. Chris
Kreusser, Jon Crowley, and Skipper
Thomas were the three brave campers
who joined the Iceberg Club.

Afternoon qualifications were as fol-

lows: pro-marksman for Dick Brace,

John Crowley, Tom Tanch, and Jon
Bundy. In printing Ben Kahrl got his

printer's devil. On the courts Bo
Cashman and Gordon Cromwell re-

ceived their white and black racquets,

while Niki yon der Schulenburg and
Chris von Oppenheim got their white

racquets. On the arcf^ery range Max
Ludington got his white arrow and Phil

McClure achieved his red. Peter Hun-
newell, David Conant, and George Lee
all received their apprentice in ceramics.

Lastly Dave Foulke and Mac Cromwell
sailed away with their crews.

It was jock night on the hill as cam-
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pers played lacrosse, soccer, or tennis.

All in all a successful day at Camp
Kieve.

JEFF WHEELER

SATURDAY, JULY 1

The morning sky made the OD very

unhappy because it was overcast, and it

always seems to rain on his day. Break-

fast ran smoothly and quietly (we began
to see the sun!). Duties were followed by

an inspection that found all cabins to be

cleaner than expected (the sun breaks

through!). Morning activities brought a

rash of qualifications: white arrows went
to Peter Hunnewell, Ken Watts, and
Rick Malovany, black arrow to Jon Mid-
dleton, and blue arrow to Max
Ludington; pro-marksman went to

Jamie Dowd, Ted Holguin, and Nick
Papin; Jimmy Van Alen earned crew in

sailing and Nick Ludington won his

white racquet; David Southwick got his

apprentice in ceramics. Quite a morning
(the sun shines brightly now!).

Meanwhile the OD was meeting with

the three major television networks to

negotiate rights for the annual Kieve
Olympics. Even though no formal ag-

reement was reached, the games went
on. Teams from Outer Mongolia, Swazi-

land, Uganda, Bangladesh, Paraguay,
Laos, San Marino, Biafra, and Estonia

participated. Medals were awarded in

tennis, floor hockey, riflery, archery,
horseshoes, softball, and soccer. There
were many close matches and memora-
ble experiences, holding true to the
spirit of the Olympics. The competition
finally finished Sunday afternoon with

top honors going to Swaziland and Es-

tonia; Paraguay was a close third. Her-
shey bars were given to all competitors,

and the day ended with a new en-
thusiasm hanging over Camp Kieve.

The OD would like to thank the
counsel and the kids for all the effort

they put forth in the day's activities, and
would especially like to thank Bob
Bishop, John Pedrick, and Jeff Wheeler
for helping to organize the madness.

ROOTS

SUNDAY, JULY 2

A perfect day dawned for our first

Sunday. Lots of wild pancake flipping at

breakfast was followed by duties and the

Annual picture of the staff.

This morning's inspection was an ex-

cellent one; North Bunker Hill was let-

ter perfect and won extra ice cream. A
large enthusiastic choir was led by Joe
Cooper who won the cake for the

sweetest voice and Tim Wike who won
the cake for the loudest voice. Bill

Brown's sermon was most appropriate;

he used a Robert Frost poem as his text

and spoke about learning to cooperate

in a group, a lesson which almost all of

Kieve's experiences are designed to

teach.

Sarah Bliss's father, who has been
tireless in his efforts in setting up our

print shop, joined us for a delicious

chicken barbecue lunch.

During afternoon activities, the final

games of the weekend Olympics were
played. Estonia and Swaziland emerged
as the champions in a tie for first place,

with Paraguay in third. The games were
followed by swim and the traditional

Sunday tube steak dinner. Evening ac-

tivity was the movie Fail-Safe, a good
ending to our first Sunday in camp.

DICK KENNEDY/DAVE PETERS
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MONDAY, JULY 3

The sun was shining on another dear,

dry day as everyone rolled out of bed.

Following breakfast, we performed
some short duties and then headed for

morning activities. The activities were
very productive down at the archery

range: Chris Smith got his white and
black arrows, Phil Moore got his blue

and red arrows, Tony MoUer got his

black, blue, and red arrows, and Tom
Tanch got his white, black, blue, and
red arrows: the next step will be a wild

boar hunt. Other morning qualifications

included Billy Monroe's pro-marksman
in riflery, Mac Cromwell's skipper in

sailing, and Serre Murphy's black rac-

quet.

At lunch, we had sandwiches, for a

change. After an imaginary rest period,

everyone headed off to another active

activity period. Once again, the archery

range was bristling with qualifications as

John Kaloust, Tim Wike, and Ned Hal-

lowell got their black and blue arrows
while David Wike got his white, black,

and blue arrows. At the tennis club,

Charlie King, Alex Hodges, and Henry
Lapham got their black racquets. Activ-

ity continued at the rifle range where
Sere Murphy got his pro-marksman,
and Jamie Dowd got his markman.
Meanwhile Ted Holguin earned his

crew at sailing. The artistic activities

were also well represented: in pottery,

Pat Gilligan, Amos Scully, David Foulke,

Nick Papin, and Chris Clark all got their

apprentice. Finally, in shop Curtis

Schwab and Denny Goodrich got their

apprentice.

At dinner, Peter and crew did an
especially good job at giving us spaghetti

with home-made bread. After dinner,

almost everyone played an enthusiastic

game of capture the flag (led by North
Harris). The I's team won after a long,

hard battle. Following a raucus flag

ceremony, the whole camp went to their

respective places at more or less the

right time.

TENCH FORBES

TUESDAY, JULY 4

The Fourth dawned cold and overcast

— U.S.A.'s 202 and Sarah Lickdyke s

18th. The OD's prayers for a beautiful,

sunny day were not to be fulfilled, so

long sleeved shirts and long pants were
the garb of the day. After flag and
breakfast. South Harris departed for

Jackman and the Moose River. Later

North Glenayr left to occupy the

campsite at Windy vacated by South

Glenayr.
Morning activities saw a total of 22

qualifications achieved. In archery,

white arrows were earned by John
Woodward, Nick Ludington, Serre
Murphy, Peter Sage, and Andrew Rim-
mer who also received his black, while

Tim Wike joined the ranks of the red

arrow holders. In nature, chipmunks
were earned by Peter Fearey and Jamie
Spiess, while in pottery, Tom Tanch
molded his way to apprentice. In the

print shop, Jon Parker, Niki von der
Shculenburg, and Jim Schwarz became
printers devils. Down at the rifle range,

Nick Ludington and Ned Cullen got

their pro-marksman and Serre Murphy
got his marksman. The best shot of the

day was David Wallis's pinwheel
bullseye. At the waterfront Gordon
Cromwell and Emil Kratovil achieved

their crews, and in the shop, John
Kaloust and Andrew Rimmer became
apprentice first class.

Due to the weather general swim was
optional; seasoned polar bears Nick Pa-

pin, Chris Kreusser, and the Crowleys

were the only four to enter the chilly

water. An indoor lunch of turkey

sandwiches and cocoa completed the

morning.
The afternoon activities brought more

qualifications: John Woodward and
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Peter Sage winning black arrows and
Chipper Talbot and Pat Gilligan earning

chipmunks. On the courts, Andrew
Rimmer got his white racquet and Alex

Hodges and George Lee won black rac-

quets. In the print shop Chris Good-
man, Luke Mandle, Harry Heher, and
Timmy Clark all achieved their printers

devils.

Two more bears, Ram Goodrich and
Tris Warren, joined the Iceberg Club at

afternoon swim, again optional.

As evening came so did the sun, peek-

ing through the trees on its setting

course. The evening activity was a two

phased hide and seek game. As dark-

ness descended, all congregated at the

waterfront for a fanastic display of

fireworks. Thus ended a somewhat cold

fourth.

JOHN SEAMANS

their devils, while Robbie Guthrie took

the prize for the most qualifications of

the day as he got his compositor.

The evening was highlighted by Chef
Pierre's superb pork chop dinner and
by breaking the Kieve truck pile-in re-

cord (not to mention the suspension) —
50. A sweetly sung Kieve song topped
off by a rousing cheer ended a most en-

joyable day.

HENRY KENNEDY

WEDNESDAY, JULY 5

As the sun set on the Fourth of July

and fireworks took its place on the hori-

zon, we witnessed one of Nature's most

beautiful sights — the edge of a frontal

system. Out with the old, low pressure

area and in with the new high. The
pink sky at night surely delighted us all

with the prospect of a gorgeous day to

follow.

Sure enough, HRK's string of Ray
Ban days continued unbroken; an awe-

some, cloudless 75, still, Maine summer
day. Bye-bye, Wheels, Johnny S., and
North Bunker Hill. Tomorrow's forecast

of more of the same should prove to be

perfect for your trek up Katahdin.
Hello, Brick House women — was your

two hour party worth the six hour
drive?
With three cabins out of camp, the lit-

de guys had an excellent opportunity to

snap up the qualifications. Down at the

rifle range, Peter Hunnewell and Justin

Murphy shot their way to their pro-

marksman. John Parker and Robbie
Guthrie got their chipmunk in nature.

Billy Begien showed some fine Man-
chester form to get his black racquet.

And over in the print shack, Josh Kagan
and Timmy Clark printed their way to

THURSDAY, JULY 6

A beautiful day this July 6. The
weather has been good for three weeks
and no sight of rain in the blue Maine
sky. The highlight of the day's qualifica-

tions was Chris Clark's island swim —
congratulations! Josh Kagan ac-

complished both white arrow and pro-

marksman; Paul Whiting completed his

pro-marksman; Robby Zuckert, David
Conant, George Lee, John Crowley, and
Billy Monroe received printers devil;

and a special award was given to Chris

Peters for his excellence in printing —
Kieve Printer. In archery, Niki yon der
Schulenburg shot white arrow and Tony
Moller successfully completed his potter

qualification in ceramics.

Dinner was superb and the company
behind the counter made for an enjoy-

able meal. Evening activity was a giant

game of capture the camper. The
campers started at Westcott Point and
tried to make their way to Harriet
House field without being sighted by a

counselor. The two champs were a pair

of David's — Foulke and Wike. Flag,

prayers, song, and cheer — and the dav
was successfully done.

MARK ROBINSON
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FRIDAY, JULY 7

The sunshine met us first thing in the

morning with what promised to be
another beautiful and scorching hot

day. Despite the heat and the debut of

the first female O.D,, the bells were
sounded more or less on time. The re-

sult was a flurry of activities for the day
— interspersed with much appreciated

swims — and a slew of qualifications. In

the morning, all of South Glenayr 2

(Tris Warren, Rick Malovany, Peter

Hunnewell, Robby Zuckert, John Mid-
dleton, and Ken Watts) managed to

complete the ropes course to earn their

group white piton. Meanwhile, on the

landsports field in an (over) heated soc-

cer match, Bundy's Bombers squelched
Smith's Smashers 3-1.

The heat continued to rise without af-

fecting anyone's enthusiasm, or so it

seemed, as Drew Millhon earned his

white arrow in archery and David
Foulke earned both his white and black

arrows. Pro-marksman in riflery went to

Max Ludington, and Christopher von
Oppenheim received his crew down at

the waterfront. And then there were the

brave spirits on the green courts: John
Crowley, Ricky Malovany, David Wike,

Tim Clark, Chris Clark, and John
Kaloust all earned white racquets. John
Kaloust went on to get both his black

and blue racquets.

The arts center was also kept busy
throughout the day. Emil Kratovil

picked up his Alfred Steiglitz in photo-

graphy and Drew Millhon his appren-

tice in pottery. Peter Fearey, Bo
Cashman, and Drew Millhon all helped

keep the printing presses moving —
they each earned their printers devils,

and Chris Goodman got his compositor.

After dinner everyone moved down
to the waterfront where the South
Bunker Hill crowd was able to relax

after their return from their Damari-
scotta River trip and to be entertained

by skits performed by each of the other

cabins. A special guest appearance
finished off the evening as a greased
watermelon fell into the water to be
shortly followed by most everyone else.

When all the mischief was done, a drip-

ping, greasy group held flag by the

bathhouses. Off to bed — and soap.

PAM BABIN

SATURDAY, JULY 8

At 6:00 a.m., it was very warm, and
predictions for inland Maine were for

100 degrees. Ramsay Goodrich and
Robby Zuckert did the flag honors
under a hazy, blue sky, and we were de-

lighted to see Old Glory ripple out in a

light breeze. A short post breakfast in-

spection fround East and West Bunker
Hills in particularly good shape.

Archery continued strong with Emil
Kratovil and Peter Hunnewell earning
white and black arrow, respectively.

Peter doubled with a white racquet in

tennis — the courts were like ovens. Bo
Cashman spent the morning sailing and
won his crew. Harry Heher and Chris

Goodman potted to their apprentice.
General swim was eagerly anticipated

and everbody enjoyed a long soak.

Mid-way visitors included Chris
Schwab's parents, Denny and Ramsey
Goodrich's father, Charlie King's father,

and Billy Begien's father.

Rest period found most boys on the

porches. A steady breeze seemed to

clear away much of the humidity, but it

was still very hot. The tennis courts re-

mained busy with Niki von der
Schulenburg, Chris von Oppenheim,
Ricky Malovany, and Peter Fearey earn-

ing black racquet, Mark Sinkiewicz win-

ning white, and Henry Lapham serving

his way to blue racquet. Charlie Parsons,

Jon Bundy, and Chris von Oppenheim
earned printers devil, Tim Clark re-

ceived his crew in sailing, and Eric San-

born shot his white arrow.

The NBH Katahdin trip joined us for

dinner — cold cuts and salad. We then

expended our remaining energy in

baseball, soccer, and tennis. A refresh-

ing dip in the lake and we were once

again very ready for bed.

BOB BISHOP
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SUNDAY, JULY 9

Another lovely day — perfect in all

respects. Lots of visitors — particularly

Mr. Goodrich and Mr. King — marvel-

led as pancakes flew through the air at

breakfast. All cabins were in excellent

shape for inspection; North Glenayr was
at its shiny best. Bob Bishop gave a very

interesting sermon in chapel where he
wove together "Mending Wall" by
Robert Frost and the parable of the

good Samaritan to make the point that

as nieghbors in this community we had
many opportunites to help one another.

Denny Goodrich read the lesson and the

choir was led by Chris von Oppenheim
who had the sweetest voice and Harry
Heher who had the loudest voice.

The afternoon was highlighted by a

vertiable slew of qualifications. David
Conant, Jonathan Middleton, Niki von
der Schulenburg distinguished them-
selves in woodworking by achieving
their apprentice first class. Carter Pea-

body and Jamie Dowd impressed Pam
sufficiently to earn their apprentices in

ceramics. In riflery, Charlie King
earned his marksman, while Amos
Scully completed that which was neces-

sary for his pro-marksman. In photo-
graphy, David Foulke and John Parker
showed a high level of proficiency by
gaining their Alfred Stieglitz.

After the traditional Sunday "tube
steak" supper, the campers were treated

to a game of capture the flag, which was
chaotic at first due to the afternoon
O.D.'s ineptitude at organizing the
game. After a clarification of the rules,

the game proceeded without incident

until the very end. The bunkhouse
"ones" won, thanks to a last second mass
deluge of people. The game was not
without protest, however, as the bunk-
house "two's" claimed that Sam, the
Lickdykes' dog, was used to terrify

campers into submission.

DICK KENNEDY/TRIPPY CAREY

MONDAY, JULY 10

The weatherman predicted rain, but

that was not to be the case. The rising

sun shone warm and bright as NBH
made their early departure for the

Moose River, and contrary to reports,

we were in for a beautiful day.

The morning activities resulted in

many qualifications on the tennis courts

as David Foulke, Emil Kratovil, John
Parker, and Amos Scully all achieved

their white racquets, and Jonathan Har-
vey, Gordon Cromwell, Bo Cashman,
Niki von der Schulenburg, and Chris-

topher von Oppenheim achieved their

blue racquets. On the archery range,

Paul Whiting received his white arrow
while up in the arts center, Ricky Talbot

received his Alfred Steiglitz in photo-
graphy, and George Lee his apprentice

first class in shop.

After activities all enjoyed a welcome
swim to cool the sun's warmth and after

a lunch of ham and cheese and rest

period, once again all ventured to the

activity of his choice. All activities were
productive with Harry Heher becoming
a chipmunk and Emil Kratovil a print-

er's devil; on the courts Peter Hun-
newell received his black racquet and
George Lee and Jonathan Harvey re-

ceived their red racquets. Next door on
the archery range some good bowman-
ship was executed by Ken Watts who re-

ceived his black and blue arrows, and by
David Foulke who received his blue and
red arrows. "Good shooting!" Down at

the K.Y.C. Jon Bundy, John Parker,

and Niki von der Shculenburg received

their crew qualification.

After supper all enjoyed athletic com-
petition on the fields and courts of glory

with both a soccer and a lacrosse game
as well as many tennis matches. A quick

dip to cool the bodies, flag, and off to

bed.

JOHN SEAMANS



TUESDAY, JULY 11

We awoke to warbling loon song
which broke the early silence of a cool,

clear morning. With Camelot-like coop-

eration, the long-predicted rain had
come before, so that we were left with

clear, blue skies and a refreshing
breather from the hot weather we have

had since camp began. As a refreshing

start to his morning, Chris Richardson
toasted his birthday with champagne, a

somewhat incongrous companion to

Corn Flakes.

With only four cabins — East Bunker
Hill, North Glenayr, North Bunker Hill,

and South Harris — South Glenayr's

departure for Loud's Island left a small

group here to hold the fort. Undeterred
by their dwindling numbers, however,

the boys of the homefront battled on
for another slough of qualifications. In

tennis Chris Smith and Gordon Crom-
well received white racquets and John
Crowley received his black racquet. In

shop Henry Lapham, John Parker,

Peter Fearey, Denny Goodrich, and
Willy Russell received their apprentice

first class. In ceramices, Joe Cooper,
Mark Sinkiewicz, and Bo Cashman re-

ceived their apprentice. In archery, the

Cromwells shot white arrows and Drew
Millhon and Paul Whiting won their

black arrows. In riflery Niki von der
Schulenburg received his pro-marksman
and Chris Richardson won his

marksman. In photography Chris
Smith, for his third qualification of the

day, received his Alfred Stieglitz. And
down at the waterfront, our stellar

counselor, Goerge Kahrl, managed
(greatly aided by the high, boisterous

winds) to upset his boat for the first spill

of the summer.

After dinner all the campers and
some counselors played an intricate

game of tag. Called King's Base, this

game allows each person to tag out
those who have left their base before he
has left his — very confusing until one
pl^ys it, when it becomes easily under-
standable.

We ended the day at 8:45 with the

flag ceremony and Kieve song. Then
sent everyone packing off to bed for

another night.

JENNY KAHRL

WEDNESDAY, JULY 12

Another beautiful day commenced as

the campers slowly crawled out from
under their warm covers to meet a brisk

morning. A quiet breakfast was inter-

rupted by the presence of an axe stuck

in the wall of Pasquaney. It held up a

strange note' which stated that a man
named Phinias had returned to camp to

recover a secret treasure which he had
lost to thieves. After a quick period of

duties, all gathered at Indian Circle and
were then off to their various activities.

The wind picked up and a handful of

sailors fought the rising waves. Al-

though many came close to attaining

qualifications. Josh Kagan was the only

one to gain his crew. Meanwhile as the

heat rose of the nearby tennis courts,

Chris Clark, Jimmy Van Alen, Phil

McClure, and Harry Heher received

their black racquets, and Chris Smith
earned his blue racquet. Down at the

rifle range, the Kieve crackshots were in

full force as David Wike, Jimmy Van
Alen, Chris Goodman got their pro-

marksman, and Justin Murphy gained

his marksman. Finally Chris Richardson

zeroed in on his marksman first class.

At archery, Billy Begien and Harry
Lapham shot their way to white arrows,

while Charlie Parsons gained his black

arrow. John Kaloust went all the way to

red arrow! On the pottery wheels, Amos
Scully received his craftsman, while next

door, in the shop, David Southwick
hammered away to get his carpenter.

Down in the basement of the crafts
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center, Luke Mandle received his com-
positor, while Richard Russell finished

printing his last project to get his print-

er's devil.

A successful afternoon ended with a

refreshing swim and a good dinner,

where Phinias made yet another ap-

prearance — this time to warn West
Bunker Hill of the coming night. After

a good game of soccer and lacrosse, all

headed back to their bunkhouses, warily

awaiting the return of Phinias.

BOB HABGOOD

THURSDAY, JULY 13

Zow! The sun is out.

Did anybody hear an organ playing

funeral music last night? And what
about that axe stuck in the side of Innis-

free? We had better evacuate the area

and call in the sheriff to investigate the

strange goings — on. Ah, perfect excuse

for a beach day.

After a short morning activity period

where Ted Thayer got his blue arrow in

archery, Joe "Zippie" Cooper and Paul

Whiting printed their way to their de-

vils, Chris Richardson got his apprentice

and David Southwick his craftsman in

pottery, and nature boys Alex Hodges
and Johnny Kaloust got their chip-
munks, we all piled into anything that

would roll and headed to Pemaquid
Beach. A nice hot day combined with a

Jenny Kahrl special King Base made the

beach into a giant Kieve playground.

Back at camp, the rest of the after-

noon was spent in the lake which
seemed like a bathtub after the cold At-

lantic. An evening of capture the flag

capped a good, old fashioned, active

Kieve day. Moments after the flag came
down, all we could hear were a few dis-

tant yawns and an occasional cracking

twig — could that be Phinias?

HENRY KENNEDY

ife.

FRIDAY, JULY 14

What a day it was! Phinias visited

camp in the dark of the night last night

and was nearly captured by Wheels and
Henry. Phinias escaped and even had
the audacity to return later on to taunt

the campers again. The place was buz-

zing by morning circle. There were
rumors that he had been spotted
around various bunkhouses. Our suspi-

cion is that imaginations are playing a

very large part in these appearances.

This was a good day for qualifica-

tions. In ceramics Darrell Crowley, John
Woodward, Charlie Parsons, Billy Be-

gien, and Henry Lapham all received

their apprentice qualifications and
David Conant and Amos Scully received

their craftsman awards. In printing Rick

Malovany and Brian Johnson both re-

ceived their printer's devil qualification.

White pitons in ropes went to Luke
Mandle, Charlie Parsons, Andrew Rim-
mer, "Woody" Woodward, Eric San-
born, Ricky Talbot, Ted Thayer, Skip-

per Thomas, Jimmy Van Alen, and
Chris Smith. Crews in sailing went to

Peter Hunnewell, Henrv Lapham. Brad
McClure, and Ben Kahrl. In woodwork-
ing Timmy Clark, Alex Hodges, Josh
Kagan, Paul Whiting, Drew Millhon and
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Justin Murphy all received their appren-
tice first class awards. During the after-

noon, Peter Fearey received his com-
positor, Nick Papin received his Alfred
Steiglitz in photography, David Conant
and Amos Scully received craftsman in

ceramics. As a result of their diligence

on the Vinalhaven trip, Gordon Crom-
well and Niki von der Schulenburg were
ceremoniously awarded their "Chefet-
tes".

During general swim we were all

treated to the impressive sight of
thousands upon thousands of alewives,

having been spawned in late May, re-

turning to the sea.

Shortly after evening flag, Kieve was
turned into a residence for witches, war-

locks, and ghouls. The cellar of the Red
Farmhouse became a chamber of un-
forgettable horrors. Will Artie Walsh
ever recuperate from the surgery per-

formed by Ben Batchelder, or George
Kahrl's neck ever return to its normal
length after the hanging? What a night!

At least Phinias didn't return — or was
that Phinias in the graveyard?

JOHN R. PEDRICK

SATURDAY, JULY 15

I think my O.D. day really began on
Wednesday, when I began the story of

Phinias. The last few nights have bqen
filled with suspicion and terror. As we
awoke this morning there was no sign of

Phinias, so the assumption was that

perhaps he had gone away. The morn-
ing began with veterans Rutnap and
Kennedy shining the thrones to perfect-

ion, excellent Bank duty men. The sky

was gray and doubtful as the first activ-

ity got under way. Then the dark clouds

appeared and the rain followed momen-
tarily. The wetness continued on and
off for the rest of the day. The qualifi-

cations were Peter Feary and Chris
Goodman getting their white arrows,
Chris Kreusser his marksman 1st class,

Nick Papin and Amos Scully their

marksman, Chris Kreusser, again, this

time his Alfred Stieglitz along with Alex
Hodges, lastly Gordon Cromwell got his

printers devil and Timmy Clark his

compositor. The afternoon activity was
spent searching for Phinias's treasure as

the rain persisted. As the night grew
near it was movie time in the Bishop
theater. Tonights production was the ac-

tion packed, blood filled and fast mov-
ing flick called the Fyling Tigers star-

ring John Wayne. Overall a decent day.

WHEELS

SUNDAY, JULY 16

For our last regular Sunday, dawn
is threatening so chapel is planned for

the Bishop room. South Bunker Hill

cleaned up their cabin and shoved off

for the White Mountains; the rest en-

gaged in a massive clean-up for a rigid

inspection won by South Glenayr.

Chapel inside was pleasant and relaxed.

Jamie Dowd read the lesson well and
Jenny Kahrl spoke simply and with feel-

ing. She used the fable of the grasshop-

per and the ant to illustrate her point

that frantic work should not be allowed

to blind us to an appreciation of nature

and life. The choir was led by Niki von
der Schulenburg and Nick Ludington.

Since there was no wind on the water-

front, Bob Habgood and Cole Vastine,

organized an indoor hockey game in

Innisfree which was much enjoyed. The
gray skies and lack of wind interfered

with none of the other activities. Pam
Babin helped people glaze their pots

which she had recently fired. The dark-

room was filled with campers finishing

up their prints for the photo contest

which ended that day. The contest had
five categories and three places in each.

The double exposure was won by Emil
Kratovil who also received a second in

the same category. Chris Clark won
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third place. David Foulke, a boy who
has found true enjoyment in taking

pictures, swept all three places in the

people picture category. Chris Clark

took first place in the man-made land-

scape category, followed once again by
David Foulke with a tie for third place

between John Parker and Jon Bundy.
The fourth category, nature pictures,

was won by Lawrence Cook, second
place went to Chris Smith, and Ricky

Talbot won third. Last, the odd ball

category was won by Nick Papin who
was followed by Emil Kratovil in second
and Robby Zuckert in third.

Not only were there great happenings
in photography but also in archery

where Max Ludington won his gold

arrow, the first of the summer. At the

rifle range, Peter Hunnewell received

his marksman, and Jeff Wheeler shot

for and got his bar two.

The windlessness of the day made it

great for swimming one's isalnd — so

many tried again. The successful boys
were Denny Goodrich, Joe Cooper, Josh
Kagan, Andrew Rimmer, David Conant,
Robby Zuckert, Chip Talbot, and Drew
Millhon — congratulations!

After general swim the counselors

prepared the hot dog and potato chip

dinner while the kitchen staff was off.

Dinner was followed by "Devil at Four
O'clock" after which we had flag and
everbody was safely put into bed at the

end of a gray but full day.

GEORGE KAHRL

MONDAY, JULY 17

A late night decision that the day
would start at 8:20 — it was rainy and
took us all a little longer to get up. East

Bunker Hill's trip to Loud's Island was
postponed to the morrow. The wet day
called for numerous indoor activities.

The qualifications for riflery: pro-

marksman — D. Crowley, Luke Mandle,

John Woodward, and Jon Middleton;
Peter Hunnewell received his

marksman. The morning in photo-
graphy brought John Woodward his

Alfred Stieglitz. In nature. Thorn
Sparkman received his chipmunk as did

Ted Holguin. Peter Fearey received his

black arrow (and completed his island

swim in the afternoon). Zip Cooper was

heard calling from his rowboat, "I don't

have any oarlocks, what do I do?"

After tuna sandwiches, soup, and rest

period, indoor volleyball and other in-

door activities took place. In the

charades game, Nick's Knacks beat

Tris's Trashes with a time of 2:18.

Charlie Parsons and Josh Kagan com-
pleted their compositor in printing and
Peter Hunnewell received his devil. In

shop. Rick Malovany, Luke Mandle, and
Kenny Watts received their apprentice

first class. Denny Goodrich received his

carpenter. Photography for the after-

noon saw Chris Clark distinguish him-

self with an Alfred Stieglitz and David
Foulke received the first Edward Wes-
ton.

The evening activity was launched at

7:30 with the campers scampering off to

find the counsel who had hidden them-
selves. The winners — South Harris.

Flag down, prayers, song and cheer.

MARK ROBINSON

TUESDAY, JULY 18

East Bunker Hill was off to Loud's

Island for an abbreviated trip, while the

rest of camp looked forward to the day's

sun as a drying element for the damp
clothes. A number of visitors arrrived

the previous evening. The Margargees
came to see the Bishops and Tamarra
visited Pam.
The morning activity period saw an

expansive list of accomplishments.
Heading the list in the shop were John
Kaloust and Chris Schwab who received

their assistant carpenters. Jonathan
Woodward worked for his apprentice.

In nature, George Lee, Dave Southwick,
and David Conant achieved their chip-

munks. Archery produced some winners

in the form of white arrows by Tim
Clark and Ned Cullen, black arrows by

Josh Kagan and Ned Cullen again, and
a very rare gold arrow by John Kaloust.

On the riflery range both Chris Schwab
and Chris Clark received their pro-

marksman, while Kenny Watts and John
Crowley won their marksman, and Rick

Malovany his marksman first class. Pin-

wheels went to Luke Mandle and Serre
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Murphy. On the dried tennis courts,

Jamie Dowd, Phil McClure, and Peter

Hunnewell each won their blue rac-

quets.

Once we finished the hardback rest

period, Jonathan Woodward and Dar-

rell Crowley highlighted the afternoon

by swimming their islands. Back at na-

ture, David Wike and Chris Richardson

studied for their chipmunks, while next

door at the wood shop Chris Kreusser,

Peter Sage, Serre Murphy, Nick
Ludington and Ram Goodrich all re-

ceived their apprentices first class. Tim
Clark hammered out an assistant car-

penter qualification. Down below, in the

printing room, Dick Brace and Willy

Russell proved themselves worthy as de-

vils. Tris Warren and Ned Cullen (Ned's

third arrow of the day) shot to their

blue arrows. On the ropes course. Max
Ludington and Robby Zuckert achieved

their silver pitons.

A warm, sunny afternoon, a long
general swim, then the first rehearsal of
"Thursday Night Typhoid Fever". Parts

and plot were discoverd while Nancy
disclosed another of her masterful mus-
icals, performable only on the Kieve
stage.

The evening brought us a fun, noisy

challenge in Blind Soccer. Each
blindfolded kicker had a sighted partner
to direct him. The value of efficient

communication was eventually ap-
preciated. The younger cabins found it

easier to loose the ball than to kick it.

All to bed warm and tired. Good
night.

BILL BROWN

WEDNESDAY, JULY 19

The morning sun shone over the hill

once again and gave the O.D. great

confidence for another beautiful day.

Due to the perfect weather, an aquatic

afternooq activity was planned.

After breakfast and duties, the morn-
ing activities got underway and resulted

in 20 qualifications. The archers of the

day were John Crowley, Chris von Op-
penheim, and Bo Cashman who earned

white arrows; Niki von der Schulenburg
and Nick Ludington black arrows; and
David Wallis and Peter Sage their blue

arrows — good shooting, guys. In ten-

nis, Jamie Dowd swung his- white rac-

quet while Phil McClure and Peter

Hunnewell earned their blue. On top on
the hill, the productivity was also sub-

stantial. In photo, Emil Kratovil and
John Parker developed their Edward
Westons while in nature Dick Brace,

Mac Cromwell, and Tony Fearey got

their chipmunks. Across the way in the

shop, Ned Cullen, Jim Schwartz, Charlie

King, Thorne Sparkman, Ted Holguin,

and Jamie Dowd made cutting boards

and earned their apprentice first class.

Below the shop and noise, David Wallis

became a printers devil and John Crow-
ley a compositor.

During lunch the crew from South

Bunker Hill returned from a very suc-

cessful White Mountains trip and made
camp one cabin stronger for the after-

noon aqua attack game. After rest

period all gathered at Innisfree to di-

vide into orange and black teams. The
rules were explained. The orange went

off to Westcott Point and the black

scampered to Kistler Point. At the bell,

both teams loaded their marines and the

passage across the channel was underta-

ken. After the marines were landed in

enemy territory, heavy naval action oc-

curred with both flotillas making canoe

flag seizures.

On land the action was intense with

the orange and black defensive units

taking a number of prisoners. At the

bell naval history was about to be made
but both teams put aside the sword and
converged upon the waterfront for

swim. Cheers for North Harris who had
just returned form the Allagash Water-
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way. Song practice and then supper.

More song practice after supper, a

quick dip, early flag, and bed. Oh yes,

the orange team won.

JOHN SEAMANS

THURSDAY, JULY 20

When the O.D. arose, he knew it was

to be a hot and stinky day. Flag bell was

rung early to make sure Pete Nelson

was on his toes. Ben Kahrl and Chris

Smith did the flag raising honors, and
then the whole camp WALKED! Morn-
ing activities brought on a rash of qual-

ifications: marksman first class for Ben
Kahrl and marksman for Billy Munroe,
Dick Brace, and Josh Kagan; red rac-

quet for Bos Cashman, black for David
Foulke, and whites for Drew Millhon

and Chipper Talbot; beginner and ad-

vanced beginner swimmers for Ram
Goodrich and Max Ludington; Richard

Russell achieved skipper; Tony Moller

won chipmunk and Ned Cullen got

purple finch; and David Wallis earned
apprentice first class.

A long swim immediately followed

the successful activity period, and the

mercury continued on its upward path.

North Harris covered the cabins during
rest period while the whole counsel had
a meeting. Skits were practiced and
perfected at this time. The afternoon

brought on a threat of a shower but ol'

sol still shone down on the multitudes.

The afternoon qualifications were:

pro-marksman for Alex Hodges and
Peter Fearery; marksman for Luke
Mandle, Jon Bundy, and John Wood-
ward; marksman first for Serre Mur-
phy; Alfred Stieglitz in photo for Ted
Holguin, Ned Cullen, and Andrew
Rimmer; chipmunks for Peter Sage,

David Foulke, Bo Cashman, and Gor-
don Cromwell; purple finch for Jamie
Spiess, Robbie Guthrie, and Chris

Kreusser; apprentice first in woodwork-
ing for Chris Richardson, Bo Cashman,
Carter Peabody, and Ben Kahrl; assis-

tant carpenter for David Conant; prin-

ters devils for Amos Scully, Nick Papin,

Mark Sinkiewicz, and Ken Watts; jour-

neyman for Chris Goodman; skipper

for David Southwick; and gold racquets

in tennis for Chris Hallowell, Ned Hal-

lowell, Jim Schwarz, Chris Richardson,

Jonathan Harvey, George Lee, and
Gordon Cromwell.

Also Peter Sage finally braved the

tepid waters of the lake and completed
his island swim: congratulations! At
general swim we were visitied by a

checkered garter snake that couldn't

make up its mind about where to go.

Wheels bravely defended the shores

with a paddle. Free time was used for

song rehearsal, and the play begins to

take shape. Dinner was extremely noisy

as the heat affects old men's auditory

systems, certainly mine. Play rehearsal

and a quick dip finished off the day,

and everyone settled in for a warm
evening's rest. Musical evening you say?

Cashews.
ROOTS

FRIDAY, JULY 21

The 8:10 morning flag found all of

the campers and counselors sweltering

in the early heat of the day. Morning
duties progressed and the boys had a

long activity period to finish up their

qualifications. The "dress" rehearsal for

the play, "Thursday Night Typhoid"
followed. The water felt wonderful at

general swim!
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The atmosphere in camp on this last

day as a self-contained group is always a

mixture of happy anticipation and the

rather sad realization that the time to-

gether is drawing to a close. This has

been an exceptional camp session to-

gether and it has gone by entirely too

rapidly.

There were numerous qualifications

during the day. In photography, Jon
Bundy was awarded both his Alfred

Steiglitz and his Edward Weston. Carter

Peabody received his Alfred Steiglitz,

and Emil Kratovil and David Foulke

received their Henry Cartier Bresson

awards. Charlie Parsons received a great

round of applause for having swum his

island. In printing, Lawrence Cook re-

ceived his printer's devil, David Conant
and Gordon Cromwell were awarded
the compositor ratings, and Luke Man-
die, Niki von der Schulenburg, and
Harry Heher all received their jour-

neyman qualifications. In tennis, red

racquets went to Chris Smith, Tony
Fearey, Peter Hunnewell, and blues

went to David Wallis and Thorne
Sparkman. Gold racquets were proudly
received by Mac Cromwell and Brian

Johnson. Nature awards went to Amos
Scully, Phil McClure, and Charlie King.

They all won their chipmunk awards.

Ben Kahrl and Chris Richardson both

received their purple finches. In riflery,

Brad McClure received his pro-

marksman, Ted Holquin, Robbie Zuc-

kert, and Jimmy Van Alen th'eir

marksman, and Phil Moore received his

sharpshooter. In pottery, Max
Ludington and Ben Kahrl received their

apprentices. Ben Kahrl also received his

apprentice first class in shop and Peter

Sage, Serre Murphy, Justin Murphy,
Nick Ludington, Peter Fearey, Josh Ka-
gan, Ted Thayer, and Phil McClure are
now assistant carpenters. Quite a day
for awards!

The afternoon continued brutally hot
and we moved into evening with the

traditional hamburger cook-out. Flag
followed with a reading from the Kieve
manual of 1931 — how times have
changed! As dusk was falling we all

proceeded to Kistler Point for the bon
fire and a talk from Dick as he recalled

the highlights of this session. The
candlelight procession followed back to

the top of the hill where, as a camp for

the last time, we sang the Kieve song.

Tomorrow the parents arrive.

JOHN PEDRICK

SATURDAY, JULY 22

A real scorcher was in the works as

early as 6 a.m. when the OD walked
down to the waterfront for a swim. Nick
Papin and Emil Kratovil were up the

hill first so they rang the bell for flag.

Alex Hodges and Andrew Rimmer did

the honors.
The boys went right back to the

bunkhouse after breakfast and prepared

for a strict inspection at which time

duties were assigned. There was still

time for a short activity period, final

play rehearsal, a short swim, and, by
now, a late lunch.

Many happy faces walked the paths of

Kieve as the boys were reunited with

their families. The Watersports Program
began at 3:15.

1. Old Bunker Hill 25 yd. swim — 1.

J. Murphy 2. Hodges 3. Rimmer
2. Old Bunker Hill canoe fours — I.

C. Clark, T. Clark, Parsons, Wood-
ward

3. South Glenayr 25 yd. swim — I.

Lee 2. R. Goodrich 3. M. Ludington
4. Glenayrs canoe fours — 1. Foulke,

D. Goodrich, Kratovil, Papin
5. North Glenayr 50 yd. swim — 1.

Cashman 2. G. Cromwell 3. Kreus-

ser
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6. North Glenayr obstacle race — tie:

von der Schulenburg, von, Op-
penheim

7. South Bunker Hill double canoe —
1. C. Smith &: Kahrl 2. Thayer &
Johnson 3. Thomas &: R. Talbot

8. South Bunker Hill rowboat race —
1. Bundy 2. Van Men 3. B.

McClure
9. North Bunker Hill double canoe —

1. Sparkman & N. Ludington 2.

Holguin & S. Murphy 3. Cullen &:

King
10. North Bunker Hill rowboat race —

1. Sage 2. T. Wike 3. Peabody
11. South Harris double canoe — LP.

McClure &: Moore, C. Richardson &:

R. Russell 3. W. Russell & South-
wick

12. North Harris single canoe — 1. C.

Hallowell 2. Moller 3. Gilligan

13. Old Bunker Hill war canoe race —
tie between East and West

14. Canoe Pile-In — South Bunker Hill

& South Harris 2. North Bunker
Hill &: North Harris (18)

Over an hour of family time saw a

record number engaged in some activity

in or on the water. Refreshments were
served at Harriet House, and in spite of
the heavy shower everybody had a good
time.

The chicken barbecue outside Pas-

quaney was delicious; it was followed by
the play, Saturday Night Sauna or
Thursday Night Typhoid Fever (which
is as SOS for falling satellites). Nancy
Kennedy's Playbill follows:

Congratulations on driving the dis-

tance you have in this drippy weather.
Thank you for '.sticking to the schedule
and coming to this evening's entertain-

ment.

Each skit is created by the boys them-
selves under the valiant inspiration of
the respective bunkhouse counselors.

Whatever happens, remember, these are
YOUR children. You created their

minds.

The format of the play was inspired
by Katarina Arvedsen of Stockholm,
Sweden, who is visiting for the month of
July. Other leading roles are: Tony
Fearey, Chris Richardson, Ned Hal-
lowell, Chris Hallowell. There are so
many characters that to start to mention

anyone is to mention everyone. The
drums are played by Greg Heher. He's

non-union and has pulled us through
the heat with his UP-beat. The sets are

the spontaneous creations of South
Harris, Tony Moller, and Sarah Kahrl.

The director is Mark Robinson assisted

this summer by Jenny Kahrl. Their
enthusiasm has never waned. Nancy
Pedrick is behind the curtain much to

the peace of mind of everyone. C. J.

Pedrick may make an entrance (and
did). He is a member of Kiddie Kamp
all of whom have dissolved into tears

during rehearsals. His entrance is one
of those exquisite gambles that occur in

a Kieve theatrical. His understudy is

Drew Millhon. Kiddie Kamp's reaction

to walking onto this stage should sharp-

en your respect for the courage, perse-

verance, and loyalty of your sons. And
Kat.

Cabin parties and a very late sack.

BOB BISHOP

SUNDAY, JULY 23

Just about the hottest day at camp
that any of us can remember. Breakfast
outside — no flipping the pancakes —
and then the cleaning up process began
anew. Believe it or not, Innisfree was
returned to its pre-play pristine state.

Chapel brought us together again,

and the awards were presented by the

head bunkhouse counselors after the

service. The splendid accomplishments
of so many in a relatively short time
were heartily applauded. A final cold

buffet luncheon, strong handshakes,
and many lumps in the stomach; believe

it or not, first session had come to a

close.

PHINIAS
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TUESDAY, JULY 25

The day began with the final pre-

paratory touches on the bunkhouses
and waterfront. The counselors were
busily checking bunkhouse lists to make
certain that everyone was remembered
and we didn't have a nine year old

living in the oldest cabin!

The afternoon moved along lazily

with the arrival of the few campers who
were driven to Kieve by their parents.

The anticipation built as the time for

the arrival of the bus drew nearer. It

wasn't until 7:45 that the bus arrived

and very tired Bill Brown and a very

worried and expectant group of new
campers stepped out. Dinner followed

immediately and then Ben showed slides

of the first session after the welcoming
talk. Then back to the bunkhouses for

the bunkhouse talks and off to bed in

this environment which is so strange to

the new campers. Second session —
Kieve '78 is under way!

JOHN PEDRICK

WEDNESDAY, JULY 26

Surprisingly quiet as the O.D. walked

around at 7 a.m. on this beautiful morn-
ing — but then the boys had had a long

traveling day, and the night had been
perfect for sleeping. The Innisfree

chimes and flag bell transformed the

hill into a hive of activity as the new
boys realized where they were.

Chris Mayer and Mike Bent did the

flag honors and then breakfast of bacon

and scrambled eggs. Don Gordon,

James's father, was introduced as were

Scott and Lynne Smith' who were visit-

ing with their sons Scott and Brett.

While a school of swimmers splashed

out to the island, the O.D. visited with

North Bunker Hill who were at the

ropes course with Tony. A Kieve cheer

for Troy Bunker, Scott Fulmer, Rick

Koelle, Greg Nastasi, Rad Roberts,

Cleave Durey, Philip Fisher, Mike
Maiden, Billy Parsons, Joe Nastasi, Tom
Anthony, Yanchi Hadik, Perry O'Grady,
Stephen Schofield, Mishka Hadik, Alan
Ireton, Mark Mitchell, Dave Morrisse,

and Alex Rose — all of whom com-
pleted the island swim.

Tennis discoveries during the day
were Billy Parsons, David Morrisse, and
Mark Mitchell each of whom gave indi-

cation of sweeping the five qualifica-

tions.

After supper, North Harris captained
ten teams in an exciting scavenger hunt.

Geoff Edmund's team of Troy Bunker,
Phillip Fisher, James Gordon, Perry
Boyden, and Mishka Hadik collected all

but three items. Chris Peter's team of
Tom Maiden, Rick Malovany, Charlie

Newton, Yanchi Hadik and Mark
Menedez were applauded for obviously

being the most honest. Frank Rutan's

frog received the yuk award, and the

girls, a surprise entry, received the
hardest to catch award — well, just

some of them I guess. After running to

the ball field, vegetable patch, two diffe-

rent points, and lugging a canoe up
from the waterfront, everybody was
ready for a good sleep.

BOB BISHOP

THURSDAY, JULY 27

Chris Hagar and Mark Menedez
started our sunny day by raising the

flag. The sun had risen a couple of

hours earlier and would stay shining

throughout the eventful Thursday.
Several boys led the way in activities

by gaining more than one qualification.

Jancsi Hadik received his pro-

marksman, his white racquet, and his

apprentice first class in woodworking.
Stephen Schofield shot to his pro-

marksman and won his white racquet.

Christian Gal also received two qualifica-

tions: his apprentice in ceramics and his

apprentice first class in woodworking.
Charlie Newton joined the achievers by

winning his white racquet and his print-

er's devil. Rounding out the list of
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morning accomplishments are the fol-

lowing: Billy Begien — printer's devil,

Joe Cooper — Alfred Stieglitz, John
Kaloust — potter's apprentice, Frank
Goldsmith — white racquet. Perry

O'Grady — blue racquet. Goeff Ed-

monds highlighted the morning ac-

tivities by showing prowess on the rifle

range with a double pinwheel from the

sitting position.

In the afternoon, after each cabin had
created a count-off system for itself, we
continued to perform in the various

activities. Dave Morrissee and Alan Ire-

ton received their pro-marksmen; Geoff
Edmonds shot for his bar II, an award
camp has seen very few of in its history.

In nature Eric Sanborn won his chip-

munk. Billy Parsons proved himself on
the tennis courts by recieving his black

racquet. Jamie Dowd did his best in

photography, thereby earning an Alfred

Stieglitz. Across the way, Mike Maiden
made things for his apprentice first class

in woodworking, while in printing Dave
McKee and Mike Bent received their

devils.

The evening brought the first half of

Bridge On the River Kwai. The group was
held in suspense with part two to be
shown the following night. Once the

first two reels had ended, we snuck
quietly to the door of the Birthday Girl,

Nancy Kennedy. We rivaled John Cage
with our rendition of "Happy Birthday"
in rounds. Flag on the Red Farm House
lawn, then we all walked back down the

driveway to bed.

BILL BROWN

FRIDAY, JULY 28

A dark cloud hung over camp today
due to a very evident low pressure
center which located itself in Nobleboro.
A nice raising of the flag and prayer,

then down to Pedro's Palace for break-
fast. Bacon and eggs warmed all, espe-

cially the North Harris guys who were
eager to set off on their three week
Canadian trip. They were driven to

Quebec City by Torch Forbes and his

angels. Morning duties were quick so all

could get to activities. Darrell Crowley,

with his keen eye, received his

marksman in riflery, while Scott "dead
shot" Fulmer shot his pro-marksman as

did Rad Roberts. Down on the tennis

courts, Billy "Ace" Parsons completed
his blue racquet. The morning swim was
well deserved after such rigorous morn-
ing activities. In the first raft to dock
race, Scott Fulmer won by a hand.
The King Zephyr was blowing very

hard before the thunderheads broke in

the early afternoon. This left Commo-
dore Carey the decision on whether to

sail or stay on shore. His crew chose to

go to Innisfree to play bombardment.
Another gang played a successful game
of mud soccer. It ended with Fisher's

Fishermen over the Rosebuds 2-1. The
lax field saw Greg Zuckert, a member of
Peters' Professionals, the leading scorer

as his team turned back Robinson's

Roamers 6-4. No more rain — so

another dip. Kieve's second dock race

was close but "O" Grady managed to

win.

A beautiful evening as the clouds

zipped east and the sun dipped west.

The conclusion of the Bridge kept all

spellbound. The opening notes of the

song — well, choir on Sunday — now to

bed.

MARK ROBINSON

SATURDAY, JULY 29

When the O.D. awoke, he was looking

out the window from the third floor of

Miles Memorial Hospital. After a little

recouperation, he returned to camp to

find the day running smoothly under
the auspices of Peds. Somewhere in the

shuffle, the list of qualifications for the

morning was misplaced, but congratula-

tions to those boys who did get

achievements in the morning. The O.D.
then started to drift into a concussed
oblivion.

The second annual Kieve olvmpics

were slated for the afternoon. Camp
divided up into countries and competi-
tion took place in archery, riflerv, floor

hockey, and tennis. All events were
hotly and closely contested, and
everyone enjoyed the activity.

Evening activity saw the continuation
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of the competition with each team com-
peting in soccer and softball. As ex-

pected, the sun withdrew before the

competition could be finished so the

results were still unknown by flag.

Thanks to the whole counsel, but

especially to Jeff Wheeler for running
the events while the O.D. drifted into

oblivion, I think — I can't remember.
ROOTS

SUNDAY, JULY 30

A lovely first Sunday for the second

session, clear, crisp, and breezy. Lots of

pancakes flew through the air, one land-

ing on the rafter. After breakfast, we
varied the routine by having the Olym-
pic championship softball game, won
handily by Botswana (win we're gonna),

led by John Kaloust, Greg Zuckert, and
Alex Rose.

Then duties^ and a great inspection.

Old Bunker Hill, South Glenayr, and
South Harris were all so neat that

everybody got extra ice cream for sup-

per. Since there were a lot of cabins out

on trips, almost all the boys left in camp
sang in the choir. The sweetest voice

belonged to Alex Rose and Chris had
the loudest voice. Dick's talk in chapel

about patience, peace, and happiness

was illustrated by a passage from Death

Comes for the Archbishop by Willa Gather.

Peter's delicious barbecued chicken

lunch was enjoyed by all, including Troy
Bunker's family, Ghris Hagar's family,

and Alex Rose's family.

A number of qualifications were

earned during afternoon activities. In

riflery, Billy Begien, Alex Rose, Gleave

Durey, and Troy Bunker received their

pro-marksman while Rick Malovany re-

ceived his sharpshooter. On the tennis

courts Phil Fisher earned his black rac-

quet, and red racquets were earned by

David Morrisse, Mark Mitchell, and
Billy Parsons. In archery Christian Gal

got his white arrow. The traditional hot

dog dinner was held at Westcott Point

much to everybody's pleasure. After ice

cream, the campers played capture the

flag which was won by the two's. Flag

and then off to bed.

DIGK KENNEDY/DAVE PETERS

MONDAY, JULY 31

It was cool and brisk as the camp
arose this morning the 31st of July.

There were only three cabins in camp
making the morning activities flow very

smoothly, with the qualifications being
abundant. In archery, Alex Rose and
Dave Morrisse worked their way
through the first three arrows, white,

black and blue, along with Mike Bent,

Mishka Hadik, Alan Ireton and Mark
Mitchell achieving their white. In tennis,

Rad Roberts, Rick Koelle, Tom Maiden,
Greg Nastasi, Joe Gooper, Scott Fulmer
and Troy Bunker all received their

white racquets. Mike Maiden got his

apprentice in ceramics and Darrell

Growley got his Alfred Steiglitz in

photo. As the afternoon began Old
Bunkerhill left for their overnight on
Windy Island. All the activities were
offered for the twenty boys remaining
in camp. The qualifications were Mark
Mitchell and Alan Ireton getting their

marksman, Alex Rose his apprentice in

ceramics and Mark Menedez, Mishka
Hadik and Ghris Hagar finishing their

printers devil.

An excellent dinner of hamburg pizza

was served making everyone glad they

were in camp. Afterwards we split into

two teams to play some hard throwing
softball. The final outcome was three

runs for Alan Ireton's team and two for

Dave Morrisse's team. A great, but re-

laxing day.

WHEELS

TUESDAY, AUGUST 1

This day started in much the same

way as the day before, with storm clouds
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threatening. In a way, this is poetic

justice, for in the first session we had an

inordinately high number of brilliant

days.

Despite the presence of only two ca-

bins in camp (South Glenayr and South

Harris), Kieve was a regular "beehive"

of activity. Billy Parsons received his

pro-marksman, while Philip Fisher and

Mike Maiden earned their chipmunks in

nautre. Chris Hagar got his Alfred

Stieglitz in photography, and David

McKee impressed us all by' achieving

both his white arrow and his apprentice

in pottery in the same morning. The
imposing rain clouds fulfilled their

promise at 11:15, at which time, we
gathered in Innisfree for a spirited

game of bombardment. Mark
"Tacomania" Menendez used some of

his Mexican jumping-bean tactics to

elude the ball. In one game, Taco saved

his team, the Bunkhouse "I's", from
defeat three times, but the "I's" bowed
gracefully to the Bunkhouse "2's" by a

score of three games to two.

The imminence of rain during the

afternoon activity period did not dam-
pen the kids' spirits. Charlie Wilkins

received his chipmunk, while Alan Ire-

ton received his sharpshooter in riflery

and both Mark Mitchell and Philip

Fisher received their marksman first

class. Also, the list of compositors in

printing grew to include Mike Bent,

Mishka Hadik, and Mark Menendez.
Billy Parsons, Cleaves Durey, and John
Parker all received their apprentice in

ceramics. Chris Hagar, Tom Maiden,
and Cleave Durey proved to be profi-

cient enough to earn their apprentice
first class in woodworking.

After a dinner of pork roast, the kids

enjoyed a campfire in Innisfree. The
campfire used to be a nightly occurance

in the early days of Kieve (late 1920's

and early 1930's) and this night, the

campers found it to be a refreshing

change of pace. While cooking marsh- 1

mallows around a warm fire, we
heard an Edgar Allen Poe story from
Bill Brown, singing by the world-

renowned Kieve Singers, and had a

rather wet visit from a Hephalump; the

night proved to be a success.

TRIPPY

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 2

Nine years ago today in Miami Beach

Tommy Sibley was born, and I am sure

the weather that day was better than the

overcast skies that greeted the O.D. this

morning. The threat of rain did not

prevent us from having a very full day.

While the remaining cabins had
duties. South Harris packed up and
departed for the wilds of Baxter State

Park and their ascent of Mt. Katahdin.

During morning activities, Billy Begien

shot a pinwheel bulleye on route to his

marksman in riflery. On the courts, Joe
Nastasi got his white racquet. Chip-

munks were awarded to James Gordon
and Colin McNulty; Christian Gal along

with Ricky Malovany developed their

Alfred Stieglitz; and David McKee com-
pleted his printer's devil qualification by

making a shopping list for his house.

During rest period. South Glenayr left

for Windy Island with the hope that

they would not be christened by liquid

sunshine. The afternoon was dampened
briefly and the pursuit of qualifications

continued. In tennis Scott Fulmer got

his black racquet and in archery Troy
Bunker shot his white arrow. At the

rifle range, the shooting was hot and
heavy — when the smoke lifted Greg
Beier had achieved his pro-marksman,
Rad Roberts his marksman, and Jamie
Dowd and Billy Begien their marksman
first class. Finally, amongst the flora and
fauna, Tom Sibley and Greg Nastasi

achieved chipmunks. As the afternoon

activities came to a close, our numers
were again increased by the return of

North Bunker Hill from the successful

White Mountain Trip.

The evening found all engaged in

athletic competition both on grass and
asphalt. As the daylight diminished, we
were cooled by a swim. The sky may
have been overcast but not spirits and so

another rewarding dav in the summer
of '78.

JOHN SEAMANS

THURSDAY, AUGUST 3

The skies threatened to lighten their

burden as I trudged up the hill over-
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looking the dormant camp, but I was
laden with mine for a day's time, the

burden of responsibility: the Officer of

the Day. But whereas the clouds could

only sprinkle, as they did only briefly

that morning, my burden once hefted

and made familiar, as is often the case,

was of no trouble at all.

The campers' day began with a prayer

during the Morning Flag that asked for

a productive day, and as the record

goes, that it was: in archery, Tom An-
thony, Phil Fisher and Steve Schofield

received their white arrow qualifications,

Perry Boyden, John Crowley and again

Steve Schofield their black and Chas
Wilkins his blue; tennis was the bene-

factor of white racquets to Darrell Crow-
ley and Greg Beier and a blue racquet

to Phil Fisher; the sole nature qualifica-

tion of chipmunk was awarded to Zippy

Cooper; the honors of an apprentice in

pottery was given to Tom Maiden;
printing qualifications included the de-

legation of devils for Joe Nastasi and
Jerry Mack, the compositor for John
Parker; and riflery took top honors with

the completions of pro-marksman for

Greg Zuckert, Perry OGrady, Zippy
Cooper; marksman for Mac MacAvoy
and, again, Greg Zuckert; the shooting

of pinwheels by Mssrs. Zuckert and
Jamie Dowd which were awarded by

Hershey bars; and the prestigious

achievement of his third riflery qualifi-

cation of the day, Greg Zuckert con-

quering the marksman first class. With
the presence of only the four youngest

cabins, one of which. South Glenayr,

returned from Windy Island only be-

fore midday, the record, indeed, was
impressive.

The normal routine of rest period,

afternoon activities, an optional general
swim, free time and dinner was followed
by, to the glee of all campers. Casino
Nite. The counsel cooperated with the

setting up of our own mini Las Vegas —
poker, black jack, backgammon and
roulette — as well as by dressing for the

occasion, such as the pecuniary sheik of
Bob Bishop or the promiscuous garb of
the gambler's ladies, alias kitchen girls.

Campers' tastes varied from Charlie
Newton's Arabic free and easy look to

Perry O'Grady's punk rock apparrel, to

a few "come as you are" dressers from
Old Bunker Hill. Regardless of attire,

however, after a viscous hour of very
smooth and untraumatic wheeling and
dealing, everyone was a gambler at

heart. Prizes were many and wild, the
most prominent of which were: one
Boston Red Sox batting helmet awarded
to gambler extraordinaire, David Wallis;

one make your own dress doll be-
quethed by Trippy to Greg Zuckert for

second place standing; and one match-
ing pair of plastic two inch groom and
bride statuettes bestowed upon Perry
Boyden for this third place honors.
Alas, sportsmen were so prevalent that

everyone was a winner after a vigorous
evening flag and an eventual trudge
down the hill to cabins with a Hershey
bar for every bunk.

BEN

FRIDAY, AUGUST 4

As day broke, the predicted clouds

and rain appeared. Camp rolled slug-

gishly out of bed at 8:00, and slowly

began to move. After a long duty
period, the three cabins in camp began
indoor activities. In the morning, the

only qualification occurred in nature
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when Rick Malovany got his chipmunk.
Later in the morning, we had roll call

and inspection; everyone was reasonably

calm and neat. Swim was optional, and
lunch was inside.

A long rest period followed lunch;

many took advantage of the time as

energy levels were rather low. After rest

period, we got afternoon activities go-

ing. Along with the regular indoor ac-

tivities, there was also a mud soccer

game. The afternoon was more produc-
tive than the morning, since Troy
Bunker, Billy Begien, and Scott Fulmer
got their Alfred Stieglitz in photo-

graphy. The mud soccer game had win-

ners and losers, but the clothes lost out

most of all. Since the afternoon was
partly sunny and warm, we had a long

swim.

Despite the fact that the day finished

out clearing, we all saw "The Great
Race" with Tony Curtis and Jack Lem-
mon. Almost everyone had a great time.

A late flag ceremony preceded everyone
to bed, at the end of a not-so-bad rainy

day.

TENCH

SATURDAY, AUGUST 5

The rain clouds departed during the

night, and camp awoke to a beautiful,

clear morning. Campers, filled with a

delicious coffee-cake breakfast, hurried
off to their activities. Many took advan-
tage of the weather and worked hard to

finish the last portions of their qualifica-

i

tions. Down on the tennis courts, Frank
Goldsmith gained his black racquet, as

John Crowley attained his blue. On the
nearby archery range, Mac MacAvoy

shot his way to his white arrow, while

Steve Schofield received his blue. The
rifle range was filled with a group of

skilled crackshots. Among these were
Mike Maiden gaining his pro-
marksman, while John Kaloust and
Steve Schofield acquired their

marksmans, and Perry O'Grady received

his marksman first class. Riflemen of
the day were Yanchi Hadik and Greg
Zuckert who attained their marksman-
marksman first and sharpshooter-bar
one, respectively. On the calm waters of

the lake, Greg Beier received his crew,

while Chris Mayer gained his skipper.

Up in the art center, many busily com-
pleted their projects — in the shop,

Zippy Cooper, Tom Sibley, Scott

Fulmer, and David McKee all received

their apprentice first class, and Mike
Maiden got his assistant carpenter. Next
door on the pottery wheels, Tom An-
thony and Rick Koelle attained their

apprentices. Below in the print shop,

Ford Wilgis and Phil Fisher gained their

printers devils.

A long afternoon general swim and
then after a good dinner, all divided up
into two groups. The soccer players

headed down to the landsports field and
played a tremendous game which ulti-

mately ended up in a 2-2 tie. The other

group hustled off to the baseball field to

play "tennis ball". In the final innings,

Mitchell's Midgets built up a substantial

lead to beat Morrisse's Marauders 10-6.

All gathered for a late flag and made it

back to their cabins just before the rain

started.

BOB HABGOOD

SUNDAY, AUGUST 6

Sort of a glowery, threatening day,

but we never received the deluge that

affected the rest of the northeast. A
lazy, get-ready-for-inspection morning
with lots of families who visited the

following: David McKee, Darrel and
John Crowley and Rick Malovanv, Billv

Begien, Joe Cooper, and Tony Traver-
so.

Inspection was a good one; North
Bunker Hill and South Harris walked
off with the prize, extra ice cream at

supper. At indoor chapel, John Pedrick
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spoke simply and effectively about being
conscious of our thankfulness — the

best way to exhibit it being through
consideration of others. Jancsi Hadik
and David Morrisse read difficult les-

sons well, and the choir was led by

sweet-voiced Perry Boyden and Alan
Ireton who had the loudest.

The bell for the end of rest period

hearalded a fun afternoon that was split

in half. During the first half, the boys

had free choice of selective activities. In

that time Phil Fisher was able to shoot

very well to get his black arrow in

archery. At riflery, Billy Parsons and
Scott Fulmer shot their marksman. In

the arts center, Tom Anthony and Perry

O'Grady received their printers devil.

At the second bell, we walked to the

landsports field for a combination game
of townball, tennis, and baseball. North
Bunker Hill and South Glenayr took on
South Harris and Old Bunker Hill. Un-
limited outs, everybody bats, tennis ball

and racquet, and two innings of play

saw South Harris-Old Bunker Hill win
12-11.

A long general swim under a sky

which had lost grasp of the morning
and then some free time while the

counsel prepared supper: not only tube

steaks but peanut butter and jelly

sandwiches, too. The evening activity

was a rousing game of capture the flag

between the light one's and dark two's.

The lights made a last rush, seized the

flag and brought it back across the line

to win the game.
A special treat — we all went down to

the lake for a campfire, marshmallows,
and a reading of "The Judge's House".
The fire died down and the story's

ending sent us scampering for our beds

— with an occasional look over the
shoulder for the rat with baleful eyes
DICK KENNEDY/GEORGE KAHRL

MONDAY, AUGUST 7

The day dawned bright and clear, not
too hot, nor too cold in any way, and it

and the camp continued in a cheerful
and energetic mood throughout. Al-

though only half the camp was here for

the morning activities, everyone kept
themselves busy in campcraft, tennis,

and other activities. In sailing which
went on despite the near lack of wind,
Mark Menendez and Alex Rose received

their crew. In tennis led by Bob Bishop,
Mishka Hadik received his white, black,

and blue racquets. A peaceful lunch was
had by all at which time we were visited

by the Kahrl family (a return visit by
Ben and David Conant) and their

French friends, Jean-Pierre and Janine
Bouillon and their daughter Eveline.

South Bunker Hill returned from the

White Mountains in the afternoon, and
while the rest of the campers followed

their afternoon interests, South Harris
with Tench, paddled out onto the lake

to practice canoeing skills for the St.

Croix. There was some skillful shooting
at riflery where Greg Zuckert finished

his targets for bar II and Rick Malovany
proved his aim with a pinwheel.

The long-awaited evening activity ar-

rived after dinner, and everyone walked
down to the baseball field for a spirited

series of King Base games. A hot and
tired group arrived at the top of the hill

for fiag, after which several cabins sped
down the hill to the waterfront for a

long refreshing evening swim.

JENNY KAHRL

TUESDAY, AUGUST 8

Raising the flag, Mishka Hadik and
Frank Goldsmith, helped us begin our
day. The weather promised to be unde-
cidedly cloudy all day, but spirits re-

mained persistently high.

Leading the list of morning ac-

complishers was David McKee, who
persevered to his island swim despite
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cool water. Congratulations, David. You
deserve credit for an obstacle overcome.

Also active in the early hours were Tom
Anthony with his pro-marksman, Mish-J

ka Hadik with his apprentice in pot-

tery, and Alan Ireton with his printer's

devil.

The afternoon began with a visit by

Phil Fisher's Mom and her sister. Ironi-

cally, Phil and his Mom, who live in

Italy, saw each other on the day follow-

ing the death of Pope Paul VI. The
other main attraction of the afternoon

was Perry Boyden who received both his

marksman first class and apprentice first

class in shop. Dave Morrisse received his

potter's apprentice with Pam. In the

natural world, Charlie Newton worked
to his chipmunk while Eric Sanborn and
birthday boy, Charlie Wilkins achieved

purple finch status.

The afternoon was completed in

grand style at six o'clock by chicken

fricasee care of Peter and cinnamon
rolls care of Doloris. We ate that night

one of the session's tastiest meals.

Thanks to the cooks.

Shortly following our delicious dinner

we bombarded the Bishop room with

pillows and bodies to see a second show-

ing of "The Great Race", in order to

accomadate South Bunker Hill who had
missed the first showing. All seemed to

enjoy the repeat performance.
Late to bed. Special thanks to John

Seamans for his time, patience, and
expertise with the movie projector.

BILL BROWN

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 9

After a few rainy days, the sun de-

cided to shine brightly for my day.

Camp was small because of the number
of trips out so breakfast was quiet.

Trippy and Artie did the honors of
bank duty, and it was done to perfec-

tion. Morning activities produced a

good number of qualifications. John
Parker got his pro-marksman and Colin

McNulty his marksman in riflery; Yansci

Hadik his apprentice in ceramics; Chas
Wilkins his purple finch in nature, Steve

Schofield his apprentice first class in

shop; and South Glenayr achieved its

white piton in ropes.

Morning swim was long due to the

rapidly rising mercury. Rest period saw

the return of Old Bunker Hill from
Camden Hills. Afternoon activities were
limited: there was an all-out soccer

game, some animal tennis, and riflery.

The mercury continued to rise so swim
lasted nearly an hour. Evening activity

found the camp down at the landsports

field for tennis-ball townball. The
kitchen girls joined the festivities, and
Jane Shotwell showed everyone the

proper method of sliding home. Camp
then headed for the waterfront for a

dip, and everyone piled into the sack. A
good day but a little too hot.

ROOTS

THURSDAY, AUGUST 10

Our day in camp began with the 7:30

departure of Bill Brown, Frank Rutan,
and the gang from North Bunker Hill.

They were headed off for their Moose
River trip. If the weather holds for their

trip as it did here in camp today they

will, indeed, be fortunate. Today was
superb with a few billowing clouds and
a breeze to keep things cool.

At breakfast we had the happy occa-

sion of the Bishop's tenth anniversary to

sing about and although there are only

two bunkhouses in camp, it was a rous-

ing "Happy Anniversary".

The morning activities moved along
well and a long general swim followed.

Chris Fudge and C. J. Pedrick were
rescued in the camp boat just before

lunch. They had been off on the islands

picking berries and didn't realize how
windy it had become and Chris was
having a difficult time rowing back in.

During the afternoon the entire camp
was opened to choice of activity and it

was a productive day for qualifications.

In riflery Troy Bunker received his

marksman, Scott Fulmer and Rad
Roberts received their marksman first

class, Billy Begien his sharpshooter, and
Scott Fulmer also had a pinwheel bull's

eye, (as did Jenny Kahrl this afternoon).

In tennis, both Eric Sanborn and
Charlie Wilkins received red racquets.

In printing John Parker was awarded
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his journeyman, and Tom Maiden and
Billy Begien received their assistant car-

penters in shop.

This afternoon Walter Morris and
Shippen Bright were here for a visit,

and the Linkers joined us at dinner. Its

great to have these old friends back in

camp.
Capture the counselor was the even-

ing activity and flag was held under a

perfectly clear sky.

JOHN PEDRICK

FRIDAY, AUGUST 11

Of course we'll go to the beach today!

With twenty-one campers and fifteen

staff members, our little family gathered

the coppertone, raybans, frisbees, sand

shovels, and bathing suits and headed
for Pemaquid Beach. The sun proved to

be very strong all day so Joe Nastasi,

Colin McNulty, John Parker, and all

decided to burrow deep into the cool

sand and built a very impressive tunnel

between their foxholes. HRK even fit

through it, though emerging at the

other end minus his swim suit. Mean-
while Zippy, Troy Bunker, and friends

constructed an enormous drip casde.

Jerry Mack, Billy Begien, and some

other Colby-bound lacrosse stars put on
a lax clinic in front of Peachie, Ped's

favorite bathing beauty. Finally, after

long, hot naps and a quick, sobering
swim, we threw in the towel and left for

home.
The only qualification of the day goes

to Tom Sibley who showed his Wimble-
don form in acquiring his white racquet.

Congratulations, Tom; it's nice to know
we've got a least one tennis player in the

family.

An evening activity of the Flying Ti-

gers in action in the Kieve cinema and
some late night star gazing with the

beautiful new telescope — thanks Aunt
Sarah and Jenny — closed out a long

but eventful day.

HRK

SATURDAY, AUGUST 12

The day ran very smoothly, mainly

because there were only 29 campers
present. The skies were dubious, but

the rain held off till just after dinner.

There were many activities because of

the abundance of staff.

The qualifications in the morning
went to Billy Begien (blue racquet),

Jerry Mack (black racquet), Philip Fisher

(apprentice first in shop), and John
Kaloust (Alfred Stieglitz in photo). Gen-
erally, a very relaxing morning. Care

packages were numerous in the morn-
ing mail.

The afternoon ran beautifully with a

free choice and qualifications piling up.

First off, Tommy Sibley, Christian Gal,

and Greg Beier completed their island

swim which made all of us proud. In

riflery, Chas Wilkins received his

marksman and Colin McNulty his

marksman first. Jerry Mack finished up
his compositor in printing, Scott Fulmer
got his blue racquet, James Gordon his

black racquet. Greg Nastasi and Chas
Wilkins their apprentice in printing, and

Joe Cooper and Darrell Crowley their

assistant carpenters. Also John Kaloust

and Billy Parsons received their Alfred

Stieglitz.

A quick swim around the rafts — and

the afternoon was over. After dinner it

began to rain causing the O.D. to shift
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plans from capture the camper to

charades, slides, and two ghost stories.

The evening ended quietly and to bed

everyone went. Night now!
WHEELS

SUNDAY, AUGUST 13

Our final regular Sunday in camp
dawned sort of glowery but then burned
off and was beautiful. Our breakfast

visitors were amazed as blueberry pan-

cakes flew through the air. Our visitors

were: Jerry Mack's family, Gordon
Thompson, Don McCaughan, andi Matt

Kavanagh.
With few cabins in camp, everybody

spent much effort getting ready for

inspection, and Old Bunker Hill won
big. Chapel was great fun. Nancy illus-

trated her animated talk about the Holy
Spirit using a number of different

props. Charlie Newton and Greg Beier

won the choir prizes, and three visitors

read the lessons: John Ames, Don
McCaughan, and Tim Kavanagh.
Another one of Pete's chicken delight

dinners made even more joyful by the

return of the Quebec Labrador Staff

from the Allagash. We also welcomed
Jamie Dowd's grandmother and Uncle
as luncheon guests.

Afternoon activities brought several

qualifications. In pottery, Darrel Crow-
ley and Rad Roberts got their appren-
tices, and John Kaloust got his

craftsman. Down at the waterfront, Joe
Nastasi sailed his way to crew qualifica-

ton, and Phil Fisher shot his red arrow
in archery. After dinner there were two
good games of capture the camper, and
we brought the flag down in the dark.

Then off to bed.

DICK KENNEDY/COLE VASTINE

MONDAY, AUGUST 14

Today dawned clear and bright but
this was not to be a normal day by any
means because we were all honored with

the presence of our devoted contingent
of trustees. In honor of their presence,

the O.D., with a lot of help, started pre-

parations for an awesome day.

After breakfast, duties, and a short
inspection, the morning activites got

underway and at the completion proved
very successful with SBH receiving its

group white piton at ropes. In tennis,

Cleave Durey, David McKee, and Mike
Maiden received their white racquets

while Ricky Malovany and Phil Fisher

achieved their red. On the archery
range, Mark Mitchell shot his white ar-

row, and David Morrisse and Alex Rose
won their red. At riflery, Ford Wilgis

and Mishka Hadik shot pro-marksman;
Troy Bunker, Mac MacAvoy, David
Morrisse, and Mark Menendez their

marksman first, and Chris Mayer his

sharpshooter.

At lunch we were joined by the re-

turning NBH group from the Moose
River which enlarged our numbers so as

to make adequate teams, for the after-

noon activity of acqua attack. The
Orange under Genral Wheeler and
Admiral Forbes defended Kistler Point

from the invading Black under General

Traverso and Admiral Robinson who
were headquartered at Westcott Point.

The first canoe to measure its length on
the bottom was Admiral Robinson's.

Penalties seemed to be an important fac-

tor as the Black' came out on top by hav-

ing a lighter negative score.

H.H. — what's that?

The first part of the evening was
spent in Innisfree tuning up with Nancy
Kennedy. Afterwards, tennis and soccer

till darkness made it hard to see either

kind of ball. An early flag and back to

the cabins without counsel. Hmm, sus-

picious. H.H. What could it be? What is

this witch doing at our door? Where is

she taking us? It's a haunted house.
Headless corpses and ghouls aplenty

beneath the Red Farm House and back
to the cabins via the graveyard. Lights

out?

JOHN SEAMANS
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TUESDAY, AUGUST 15

The carillon woke us gently at eight

o'clock, which gave us an extra half-

hour to rest and repair our depleted
psyches, the result of a successful

haunted house the night before. The
sun greeted us at flag with unpre-
cedented brilliance. Morning activities

proceeded as usual, yet finished with a

flurry of qualifications. The highlight of

the morning period was North Bunk-
erhill receiving its group white piton.

They, working as a group, managed to

shave almost sixteen minutes off their

previous time for the ropes course
(from nineteen minutes to three mi-

nutes and forty seconds).

The marvelously clear weather con-

tinued well into the afternoon, and it

proved to be further impetus for

achievement. After dinner, campers re-

hearsed musical numbers and disco

dances for the upcoming watersports

weekend play. Then they released their

aggressions in either a game of soccer

or tennis doubles. A chaotic but
nonetheless enjoyable swim concluded
the evening. Flag was slightly different

than usual in that some of the more un-

inhibited members of South Glenayr
began to do the new disco dances that

they had learned to the sound of the

Kieve song (is anything sacred any-

more?). In any case, the number of

qualifications was nothing less than
awe-inspiring; they are as follows:

MORNING — Eric Sanborn — appren-

tice first class in shop, Charlie Newton
— apprentice first class in shop, Dave
Morrisse — printer's devil, Chris Mayer
— printer's devil, Alex Rose — printer's

devil, North Bunkerhill — group white

piton, David McKee — pro-marksman,

John Kaloust — marksman first class,

Tom Anthony — white racquet, Rad
Roberts — black racquet, Ricky

Malovany — black arrow, Mac MacAvoy
— black arrow, Jerry Mack — crew —
AFTERNOON — Tom Anthony — ap-

prentice first class in shop, Jerry Mack
— apprentice first class in shop, James
Gordon — apprentice first class in shop,

Chris Hagar — assistant carpenter,
Jamie Dowd — assistant carpenter. Ford
Wilgis — skipper, Frank Goldsmith —

skipper, James Gordon — crew, John
Parker — kingbird (first of the year),

Charlie Wilkins — kingbird, Billy Be-
gien — red racquet, Ricky Koelle —
white arrow, Mike Maiden — white ar-

row, Christian Gal — black arrow,
Cleave Durey — marksman, Colin
McNulty — sharpshooter, Rad Roberts
— sharpshooter, Dave Morrisse —
sharpshooter, Yanchi Hadik —
sharpshooter, Mark Mitchell —
sharpshooter, Mike Maiden — printer's

devil, Billy Parsons — printer's devil,

Mark Mitchell — printer's devil, John
Crowley — master printer (first this

year), David Wallis — craftsman. Perry
O'Grady — craftsman

TRIPPY CAREY

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 16

The day began overcast, warm, and
humid. Most of the camp got started

right off and were anxious to begin the

day. After breakfast, the first set of
warm-up duties unveiled, so everyone
did extra cleaning. Activities followed

duties, and they were productive. Al-

most all fronts achieved qualifications as

Frank Goldsmith got his devil in print-

ing, John Crowley and Billy Parsons got

their apprentices first in shop, James
Gordon got his black arrow, Charlie

Newton and John Parker got their

marksman in riflery, and Perry Boyden
and Tom Anthony received nature
chipmunks.
We had a long swim, a short lunch,

and a restless period that preceeded
feverish afternoon activity. At sailing,

Charlie Newton got his skipper, and
Tom Anthony got his pro-marksman,
while at photo Perry Boyden got his

Alfred Stieglitz and Chris Giles got his

Edward Weston. The printing presses

were in high gear as Rad Roberts,

Cleave Durey, and Perry Boyden got

their devils, Chris Giles got his com-
positor, and John Parker got his master

printer.

Another long swim followed activities.

After dinner, a songfeast wtih Nancy
and the play began to take shape. Lights

out and to bed.

TENCH
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THURSDAY, AUGUST 17

John Kaloust and Greg Zuckert
helped us begin the day by raising the

flag. Greg wanted to share the duty
since this was to be his last morning at

Kieve this summer.
Potential rain showers transformed

into sunny skies. They were warm skies

I might add, bringing the temperature

above ninety degrees. The heat, how-
ever, did not seem to phase the achiev-

ers. Activity was spread among many
areas and campers: Mishka Hadik —
Alfred Stieglitz; John Parker — assistant

carpenter; Greg Zuckert — printer's de-

vil; Perry O'Grady — crew; Mike Bent,

Mark Menendez, and Ford Wilgis —
black racquets; Alex Rose — white rac-

quet; Troy Bunker — black arrow; Rad
Roberts — white arrow.

While others rested during rest

period, several of the counsel members
replaced all the tripping gear that South
Harris had so generously removed from
the shed so that we could sweep out and
organize the area. Thanks to both
groups. After rest period, the gates

were' opened for the campers to acquire

even more qualifications. Here they are:

Nature — C. Hagar - Chipmunk; R.

Koelle - Chipmunk; P. Fisher - Pur-

ple Finch.

Printing — D. McKee - Journeyman; C.

Newton - Compositor.
Archery — J. Dowd - Black Arrow; J.

Cooper - Black Arrow.
Photo — T. Anthony - Alfred Stieglitz.

Tennis — T. Anthony - Black; J. Gor-
don - Blue; C. Mayer - Red; J. Crow-
ley - Red.

Riflery — E. Sanborn - Marksman; C.

Wilkins - Marksman 1st; D. Crowley -

Marksman 1st; M. MacAvoy -

Sharpshooter; A. Ireton - Bar I.

Shop — J. Nastasi - Apprentice 1st

Class; C. McNulty - Apprentice 1st

Class; M. Bent - Apprentice 1st Class;

M. Hadik - Apprentice 1st Class; F.

Wilgis - Apprentice 1st Class; P.

O'Grady - Apprentice 1st Class; P.

Fisher - Assistant Carpenter; P.

Boyden - Assistant Carpenter; R.

Malovany - Carpenter; J. Kaloust -

Carpenter.

After dinner and a brief calming

period, we embarked on an evening
play rehearsal. Things rang surprisingly

smoothly thanks to the efforts of actors,

actresses, producers, and directors. I

think our efforts will pay off.

BILL BROWN

FRIDAY, AUGUST 18

Our string of hot days continues. It

has been an extremely busy day with

lots of qualifications which are listed

below. Camp must be drawing to a close

as the cereal is gone.

Following breakfast and duties, there

was an inspection of the bunkhouses in

preparation for the weekend — is that

really as well as you could do North
Harris? It is good to have you guys back

in camp.
The morning and afternoons progi es-

sed as usual. The substantive changes in

the course of the day began after the

general swim this afternoon. Dress re-

hearsal for "Saturday Night Typhoid
Fever" took place and lasted until 6:30.

At that time we all went down to Wcst-

cott Point for a hamburger C(X)k-out. B^

eight o'clock we were all back up for

flag and then we processed in silence to

Kistler Point where Dick gave an in-
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teresting talk about the history of Kieve

and how importatnt every boy is who
passes through here. Our torch light

procession back up to the top of the hill

was magnificent under a great full

moon coming up over the lake. The
Kieve song was sung with enthusiasm
and then many of the boys elected to sit

out on the porches of the bunkhouses
and drip the wax of their candles into

their hands.

It has been a great day. Listed below
are the many qualifications:

Archery — Jamie Dowd - Blue Arrow;
Tom Anthony - Black Arrow; Perry

Boyden - Blue Arrow; Frank
Goldsmith - Black Arrow; Jansci

Hadik - White Arrow; Perry O'Grady
- White Arrow; Chris Mayer - Red
Arrow; Mitch Mitchell - Black Arrow;
Dave Morrisse - Gold Arrow.

Sailing — Barrel Crowley - Crew; John
Kaloust - Crew.

Printing — Chris Newton - Jour-
neyman; Eric Sanborn - Devil; David
Wallis - Journeyman; Mike Bent -

Journeyman.
Riflery — Scott Fulmer - Sharpshooter;

Mike Bent - Marksman; Chris Hagar
- Marksman; Alan Ireton - Bar II;

Alex Rose - Marksman 1st.

Nature — Philip Fisher - Kingbird; Billy

Parsons - Chipmunk; Joe Nastasi -

Chipmunk; David Wallis - Purple

Finch; Alex Rose - Chipmunk.

Tennis — Cleave Durey - Black Rac-
quet; Cristian Gal - White racquet;

John Kaloust - Red Racquet; Tom
Anthony - Blue Racquet; Jansci

Hadik - Black and Blue Racquets;
- Alan Ireton - Red Racquet.

Gold Racquet Club — Billy Parsons,

David Morrisse, Mitch Mitchell and
Perry Boyden.

Ropes — South Harris - Group White
Piton

Shop — Zippy Cooper - Apprentice 1st;

Darrell Crowley - Assistant Carpent-
er; Jansci Hadik - Assistant Car-

penter; Mark Menendez - Apprentice
1st; Mitch Mitchell - Apprentice 1st;

Dave Morrisse - Apprentice 1st.

Congratulations to you all!

JOHN PEDRICK
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SATURDAY, AUGUST 19

What a beautiful day for watersports!

John Kaloust and Mac MacAvoy raised

the flag under a canopy of perfect blue,

no wind, and sweetened by warmth and
no humidity. The boys were extra dili-

gent during the duty period which in-

cluded a walk-through inspection. High-

lights of the morning activity period

were Geoff Edmund's Bar III, Don
Kennedy and Ted Pell's gold racquets,

Mitch Mitchell's red arrow, and Greg
Nastasi's skipper. The last qualification

of the summer and perhaps one that

symbolizes the purpose of Kieve, was
Tom Maiden's island swim. During gen-

ral swim, Tom started for the island,

guided by the strong bond of trust in

and friendship for his counselor, Henry
Kennedy.

Play practice, lunch, and then joyful

reunions between the boys and their

families. The Watersports Program fol-

lowed and here are the results:

1. Old Bunker Hill — 25 yd. swim: 1.

Fullmer 2. G. Nastasi

2. Old Bunker Hill — rowboat race: 1.

Begien 2. Cooper
3. South Glenayr — 25 yd. swim: 1.

Durey 2. Parsons
4. South Glenayr rowboat race: 1.

Kaloust 2. R. Malovany
5. South Bunker Hill double canoe: 1.

Dowd 8c Wilkins 2. Gordon & J.

Nastasi

6. South Bunker Hill rowboat race: 1.

Mack 2. McNulty
7. South Bunker Hill double canoe: 1.

Giles &: J. Hadik 2. J. Crowley 8c

Goldsmith 3. Schofield & O'Grady
8. North Bunker Hill rowboat race: 1.

Anthony 2. Wallis 3. Boyden
9. South Harris double canoe: 1. Rose

8c Mitchell

10. Obstacle race: tie between Giles 8c

O'Grady
11. North Harris single canoe (first

heat): 1. Renneisen
12. North Harris single canoe (second

heat): 1. Smith
13. War canoe race: 1. South Cilenayr

14. Canoe pile-in: 1. North Harris &:

South Bunker Hill

The family activity period found boat-

ing, swimming, and tennis very popu'ar.

Refreshments were served at Harriet

House and then a delicious chicken

barbecue at Pasquaney Hall. Thank you,

Peter, Jane, Dolores, Nanney, Jane,
Emily, Jane, Mary, and Sarah.

Saturday Night Sauna, a one night

theatrical extravanganza at Kieve (be-

fore going on a very successful road
tour), followed in Innisfree. Here are

Nancy's notes: The campers and their

counselors are responsible for the vari-

ous scences. They created this play in

the shortest amount of time that I can
remember. They have also been the

easiest group to work with. And pa-

rents, you must be awfully intelligent

because they memorized the words in

record time. Everyone is a star. In

somewhat the correct order, you will

hear: Charlie Wilkins as the spokesman
for ABBA; Perry O'Grady as

Michaelangelo and Chris Giles as

Leonardo; Joe Cooper sings a hard solo;

George Kahrl and Mark Robinson clone

as do Jenny Kahrl and Nanney Ken-
nedy; Kiddie Kamp is written and di-

rected by C. J. Pedrick who has become
Kieve's answer to Shirley Temple; Perry

Boyden and Yansci Hadik are gourmet
cooks; Charlie Newton is Dick Kennedy
and Tom Sibley is his sidekick. And
everybody is somebody. Nancy Kennedy
has given her spirit to this play and if it

flies, she will have succeeded. She's got

quite a spirit so all systems should be go.

The sets were painted by John Seamans.
The hot air was provided by the Cana-
dian trippers. The unsung hero is Greg
Heher on the drums.
The critics were ecstatic in their re-

veiws — congratulations to everybody.
Parties and late night scissoring and
writing in the office capped a lovely

day. SO 1 SAY . . . Thank you for the

music and good night.

BOB BISHOP

SUNDAY, AUGUST 20

Last days are always filled with hap-
piness, applause, nostalgia, and tears.
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The weather seemed to sense this so we
had a Hght rain following our chapel

service. But the applause in Innisfree

raised our spirits again. We smiled and
cried our way through the cold buffet

lunch, and then all too suddenly it was
over for Kieve 1978.

If you have read this far, you are

doing great. Several things to re-

member.^ First, remember how "we

applauded each other at the final

campfire; second, those lines from W.
B. Yeats — Count where man's glory

most begins and ends - And say, my
glory was I had such friends.

WHERE'S MAWY?
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Kieve Salutes Three Generations
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KIEVE COUNSEL, 1978

RICHARD CROFT KENNEDY, Director; Camper, 1939-45; A.B., Columbia
University, 1956; Harvard University; M.A., Stamford University, 1973;
Assistant Headmaster, Pingree School; South Hamilton, Massachusetts 01982

JOHN ROGER PEDRICK, Co-Director; A.B., Bates College, 1966; M.S.,
University of Pennsylvannia, 1970; Assistant Headmaster, Head of the Lower
School, Shore Country Day School; 379 Linebrook Road, Ispwich,
Massachusetts 01938

ROBERT RIDGWAY BISHOP, Assistant Director, Tennis; Camper, 1949-52; A.B.,

Princeton University, 1962; L.L.B., University of Pennsylvannia, 1965;
M.A.T., Harvard University, 1972; Director of the Devon Campus, The
Episcopal Academy; 403 Grange Road, Devon, Pennsylvannia 19087

COUNSELORS

PAMELA ANN BABIN, Ceramics; Counselor, 1977-78; Oberlin College, 1981; 37
Peterson Road, Duxbury, Massachusetts 02332

HENRY PARISH BARTLETT, Photography; Counselor, 1978; Phillips Academy,
1980; 301 Berkely Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02116

BENJAMIN AMES BATCHELDER, Photography; Counselor, 1977-78; Harvard
University, 1982; Great Meadows Road, Concord, Massachusetts 01742

SARAH LINCOLN BLISS, Printing; Counselor, 1978; Westover School, 1979; 14

Fairfield Road, Greenwich, Connecticut 06830
WILLIAM PEARCE BROWN, JR., Headbunkhouse Counselor, Waterfront Director;

Camper, 1968; Counselor, 1969, 1970-73, 1977-78; B.A., Trinity College,

1976; Faculty, The Nichols School; 1250 Amherst Street, Buffalo, New York
14216

GALLOWAY CHESTON CAREY, III, Headbunkhouse Counselor, Sailing; Camper,

1972-73; Counselor, 1978; Princeton University, 1982; 6002 Charlesmeade
Road, Baltimore Maryland 21212

TENCH COXE FORBES, Headbunkhouse Counselor, Tripping; Camper, 1970-71;

Counselor, 1972-78; Duke University, 1980; 111 Montrose Avenue, Rosemont,
Pennsylvannia 19010

ROBERT PATTON HABGOOD, IV., Sailing, Tennis; Camper, 1970-71, 1973,

1975; Counselor, 1976-78; Lake Forest College, 1982; 94 Rockwood Lane,

Greenwich, Connecticut 08630
GREGORY JOSEPH HEHER, Tennis, Archery, Landsports; Camper, 1972-75;

Counselor, 1977-78; Denison University, 1982; 4396 Province Line Road,
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

GEORGE ALLIN KAHRL, Sailing, 1974-75; Counselor, 1978; Harvard
University, 1983; 209 South Columbia Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43209

JENNIFER MERRY KAHRL, Nature, Counselor, 1978; Harvard University,

Camp Kieve, Nobleboro, Maine 04555
NANCY KENNEDY, Choir, Dramatics; B.A., Vassar College, 1957; The Pingree

School, South Hamilton, Massachusetts 01982
CHRISTOPHER LICKDYKE, Fishing, Riflery; Camper, 1975-76; Counselor, 1978;

Brooks School, 1979; 18 Bray Street, West Gloucester, Massachusetts 01930
DAVID LAMBORN PETERS, Archery, Sailing, Campcraft, Landsports; Camper,

1970-75; Counselor, 1977-78; Kenyon College, 1982; 72 Knoll Drive,

Princeton, New Jersey 08540
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MARK KILBOURNE JEFFREY ROBINSON, Headbunkhouse Counselor, Tennis;

Counselor, 1978; Kenyon College, 1981; Box 1074, Gambier, Ohio 43022

FRANK ELMER RUTAN, IV., Headbunkhouse Counselor, Archery; Camper,

1968-71; Counselor, 1972-76, 1978; University of Virginia, 1978; 163 Rugby
Road, Charlottesville, Virginia 22903

JOHN BENSON SEAMANS, Headbunkhouse Counselor, Shop; Camper, 1970-72;

Counselor, 1973-76, 1978; Thomas College, 1981; 5 Harbor View, Marblehead,

Massachusetts 01945
TIMOTHY OWEN SHENTON, Shop, Archery, Landsports; Camper, 1974-77;

Counselor, 1978; Brooks School, 1980; Todd Pond Road, Lincoln,

Massachusetts 01773
ANTHONY ALEXANDER TRAVERSO, Ropes; Counselor, 1978; The Pingree

School, 1980; 38 East Street, Ipswich, Massachusetts 01938

COULSTON PFAHLER VASTINE, Riflery, Sailing, Landsports; Camper, 1974-76;

Counselor, 1978; Episcopal Academy, 1979; 1157 Lafayette Road, Wayne,
Pennsylvania 19087

ARTHUR HERMAN WALSH, Ropes, Archery; Counselor, 1978; The Pingree

School, 1980; 801 Cabot Street, Beverly, Massachusetts 01915

JEFFREY WESTON WHEELER, Headbunkhouse Counselor, Riflery; Camper,

Counselor, 1977-78; B.A., Colby College, 1978; Faculty, The Salisbury School;

61 Old Niskayona Road, Loudonville, New York 12211

STAFF

EMILY JAUDAR BATCHELDER, Kitchen; Pingree School, 1979; 5 Chestnut

Street, Salem, Massachusetts 01970
PAULA CUNNINGHAM, Infirmary; Simmons College, 1979; R.F.D. #1,

Newcastle, Maine 04553
NANNEY KENNEDY, Kitchen; Bowdoin College, 1982; Camp Kieve,

Nobleboro, Maine 04555
SARAH HAYNE LICKDYKE, Laundry; Colby College, 1982; 18 Bray Street,

West Gloucester, Massachusetts 01930
PETER GEORGE NELSON, Chef; Southern Maine Vocational-Technical

Institute, 1977; P.O. Box #612, Kennebunkport, Maine 04046
MARY CARLYLE NEWHALL, Kitchen; The Pingree School, 1979; 8 Hamilton

Street, Salem, Massachusetts 01970
JANE SHOTWELL, Kitchen; The Pingree School, 1979; Old Neck Road,

Manchester, Massachusetts 01944
VIRGINIA H. WROTH, Nurse; B.S., University of Pennsylvania, 1953; Glidden

Street, Newcastle, Maine 04553

QLF

ROBERT OWEN LINCK, Quebec Labrador Foundation — Allagash Program;
Counselor, 1978; St. Lawrence University, 1980; 124B Washington Road,
West Point, New York 10996

MARGARET ANN ROCKSTROH, Quebec Labrador Foundation — Allagash

Program; Counselor, 1977-78; North Carolina State University, 1980; 677
Bruce Way, Lilburn, Georgia 30247

JOHN VIGGIN TRAFTON, Quebec Labrador Foundation — Allagash
Program; Counselor, 1978; Princeton University, 1980; Box 470, Auburn,
Maine 04210
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TRUSTEES

ALEXANDER K. BUCK, Chairman; 4535 Province Line Road, Princeton, New
Jersey 08540

GORDON BENSLEY, Audio Visual Center; Phillips Academy; Andover,
Massachusetts 01810

DOROTHY ADDAMS BROWN, Vice President Boston Safe Deposit & Trust; 1

Boston Place, Boston, Massachusetts 02106
ALEXANDER K. BUCK, JR., Apple Street, Essex, Massachusetts 01928
THOMAS HAAS, 311 Maple Avenue, Keene, New Hampshire 03431
HENRY S. PATTERSON, II., One Elizabethtown Plaza, Elizabeth, New Jersey

07207
SARAH ERASER ROBBINS, Easter Point, Gloucester, Massachusetts 01930
ELISABETH RUSSELL, 928 Summit Road, Narberth, Pennsylvania 19072
DONALD C. SEAMANS, 5 Harbor View, Marblehead, Massachusetts 01945
HARPER SIBLEY, III, Ocean Reef Club, North Key Largo, Florida 33037
BRADFORD P. STEVENS, Stevens Garage, Keene, New Hampshire 03431
WILLIAM M. WALKER, II, N. D. Meyer & Co.; Suite 1600 - Two Girard Plaza,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19102
MICHAEL WESTCOTT, Attorney; Vine Street, Damariscotta, Maine 04543
SUSAN S. WINTHROP, Topsfield Road, Ipswich, Massachusetts 01938

CAMPERS 1978

THOMAS WAYNE ANTHONY — Kieve, 1978; Lincoln School; R.F.D. #1,
Vinalhaven, Maine 04863

WILLIAM MUNSELL AVANTAGGIO — Kieve, 1977-78; Franklin-Newcastle

Elementary School; Bristol Road, Damariscotta, Maine 04543
WILLIAM CHURCH BEGIEN — Kieve, 1978; Brookwood School; Proctor

Street, Manchester, Massachusetts 01944
GREGORY CALDWELL BEIER — Kieve, 1978; School of the Holy Child; 403

Olde House Lane, Media, Pennsylvania 19063
MICHAEL JAMES BENT — Kieve, 1974;78; Nobleboro Central School; The

West Neck Road, Nobleboro, Maine 04555
PERRY TRAFFORD BOYDEN — Kieve, 1975, 1977-78; Lincoln School; Box

218, Vinalhaven, Maine 04863
RICHARD GOULD BRACE, JR. — Kieve, 1977-78; Dexter School; 2 Maple

Lane, Dover, Massachusetts 02030
JONATHAN MACGEORGE BUNDY — Kieve, 1978; Shore Country Day

School; 39 Walker Road, Manchester, Massachusetts 01944
TROY ALLEN BUNKER — Kieve, 1978; Nobleboro Central School; R.F.D. #1,

Bayview Road, Newcastle, Maine 04553
ROBERT TAYLOR CASHMAN — Kieve, 1978; St. Paul's School; 1717A Circle

Road, Baltimore, Maryland 21204
CHRISTOPHER THAYER CLARK, JR. — Kieve, 1978; Rye Country Day

School; 10 Manursing Way, Rye, New York 10580
FORRESTER ANDREW CLARK, III — Kieve, 1978; Shore Country Day

School; 308 Sagamore Street, South Hamilton, Massachusetts 01982
DAVID LORING CONANT — Kieve, 1978; Brown School; 70 Old Farm Road,

Wellesley Hills, Massachusetts 02181
LAURENCE LOMBARD COOK — Kieve, 1977-78; Dexter School; 7 Dexter

Street, Dedham, Massachusetts 02026
DAVID STEWART COOLIDGE — Kieve, 1976, 1978; Roxbury Latin School;

85 Mt. Vernon Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02108
JOSEPH WILCOX JENKINS COOPER, III — Kieve, 1978; Tokeneke School;

33 Searles Road, Darien, Connecticut 06820
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GORDON PITT CROMWELL — Kieve, 1978; The Calvert School; 1710 Circle

Road, Baltimore, Maryland 21204
PATRICK MCEVOY CROMWELL, JR. — Kieve, 1977-78; The Oilman School,

1710 Circle Road, Baltimore, Maryland 21204
DARRELL MARTIN CROWLEY — Kieve, 1978; Academy Elementary School;

15 Island Avenue, Madison, Connecticut 06443
JOHN ANTHONY CROWLEY — Kieve, 1978; Academy Elementary School; 15

Island Avenue, Madison, Connecticut 06443
EDWARD EVERTT CULLEN, V. — Kieve, 1978; Rieck Avenue School; 42

Porreca Drive, Millville, New Jersey 08332
JAMES REYNOLDS DOWD — Kieve, 1978; Epiphany School; 9725 SW 123rd

Terrace, Miami, Florida 33176
FORBES CLEAVELAND DUREY — Kieve, 1978; Shore Country Day School;

38 Candlewood Road, Ipswich, Massachusetts 01938
GEOFFREY HOPE EDMONDS — Kieve, 1973-74, 1976-78; East Junior High

School; 14 Hidden Field, Andover, Massachusetts 01810
MORTON LAZELL FEAREY, II — Kieve, 1976-78; The Eaglebrook School;

170 East 79th Street, New York, New York 10021

PETER SENIOR FEAREY — Kieve, 1978; The Buckley School; 170 East 79th

Street, New York, New York 10021
PHILIP BURT FISHER, III — Kieve, 1978; Overseas School of Rome, Italy;

Via di Parione 12, 00186 Rome, Italy

DAVID P. FOULKE — Kieve, 1978; The Germantown Friends School; 25
Summit Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19118

SCOTT WILLIAMS FULMER — Kieve, 1978; Princeton Day School; 99 Poe
Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540

CHRISTIAN B. GAL — Kieve, 1978; Shore Country Day School; 861 Hale
Street, Beverly Farms, Massachusetts 01915

CHRISTOPHER KIRWIN GILES — Kieve, 1976-78; The Episcopal Academy;
1153 Norsam Road, Gladwayne, Pennsylvania 19035

PATRICK JOHN GILLIGAN — Kieve, 1973-78; Cardigan Mountain School; 16

Jefferson Street, Marblehead, Massachusetts 01945
FRANK BEATMAN GOLDSMITH — Kieve, 1977-78; The Mooreland Hill

School; 199 Garry Drive, New Britain, Connecticut 06052
CHRISTOPHER JAMES GOODMAN — Kieve, 1978; Lawrenceville Elementary

School; 4390 Province Line Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
DENNETT WILLS GOODRICH — Kieve, 1977-78; The Brookwood School; 18

Sea Street, Manchester, Massachusetts 01944
RANSEY WOODWARD GOODRICH — Kieve, 1977-78; The Brookwood

School; 18 Sea Street, Manchester, Massachusetts 01944
JAMES ANDERSON GORDON — Kieve, 1977-78; Stuart Hall School for Boys;

128 Primrose Way, Palo Alto, California 94303
RANDOLPH H. GUTHRIE, III — Kieve, 1977-78; Browning School; 15 East

74th Street, New York, New York 10021
JOHN PETER HADIK — Kieve, 1978; International School of Geneva; 37

Chemin Grange-Canal, 1208 Geneva, Switzerland
MICHAEL HADIK — Kieve, 1978; International School of Geneva; 37 Chemin

Grange-Canal, 1208 Geneva, Switzerland
CHRISTOPHER ALLEN HAGAR — Kieve, 1977-78; Nobleboro Central

School; The West Neck Road, Nobleboro, Maine 04555
CHRISTOPHER LOGAN HALLOWELL — Kieve, 1976-78; Germantown

Academy; Box 876, Drummer's Lane, Valley Forge, Pennsylvania 19482
NATHANIEL HAYDOCK HALLOWELL — Kieve, 1976-78; Chestnut Hill

Academy; Box 876, Drummer's Lane, Valley Forge, Pennsylvania 19482
DAVID HANSROTH HARRIS — Kieve, 1976-78; The Oilman School; 5222

Springlake Way, Baltimore, Maryland 21212
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JONATHAN E. S. HARVEY — Kieve, 1978; The Rippowam-Cisqua School;
Hook Road, Katonah, New York 10536

HARRY TAPPAN HEHER — Kieve, 1978; Laurence Intermediate School; 4396
Province Line Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540

ALEXANDER WELD HODGES — Kieve, 1978; Shore Country Day School;
Apple Street, Essex, Massachusetts 01929

EDUARDO HOL^UIN — Kieve, 1978; Coregio Bolivar; Calle 8 No. 1-31 Calj,

Colombia ^
PETER REMSEN HUNNEWELL — Kieve, 1978; The Dexter School; 62 Pond

Road, Box 71, Wellesley, Massachusetts 02181
ALAN LEWIS IRETON — Kieve, 1978; Central Junior High School; 17 Porters

Cove Road, Hingham, Massachusetts 02043
BRIAN HARKER JOHNSON — Kieve, 1976-78; Allen-StevensDn School; 1050

Park Avenue, New York, New York 10028
JOSHUA PARKER KAGAN — Kieve, 1978; Noah Wallace School; 33 Tunxis

Street, Farmington, Connecticut 06032
BENJAMIN RICHARDS KAHRL — Kieve, 1977-78; Columbus Academy; 209

South Columbia Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43209
JOHN WILLIAM KALOUST — Kieve, 1978; The Brookwood School; Off

Jersey Lane, Manchester, Massachusetts 01944
DONALD DAVIDSON KENNEDY, III — Kieve, 1972-76, 1978; The Episcopal

Academy; 266 West Valley Road, Wayne, Pennsylvania 19087
CHARLES PARSONS KING — Kieve, 1977-78; 6 Gerrys Landing Road,

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
RICHARD MICHAEL KOELLE — Kieve, 1978; Wallingford Elementary

School; 210 Engle Drive, Wallingford, Pennsylvania 19086
EMIL A. KRATOVIL, III — Kieve, 1978; Allen-Stevenson School; 129 East

69th Street, New York, New York 10021

CHRISTOPHER ROBERT KREUSSER — Kieve, 1977-78; The Episcopal
Academy; 401 Mill Creek Road, Wynnewood, Pennsylvania 19096

HENRY GEORGE LAPHAM, JR. — Kieve, 1978; Shore Country Day School;

25 Sea Street, Manchester, Massachusetts 01944
GEORGE CABOT LEE — Kieve, 1978; Noble and Greenough School; 23

Pleasant Valley Road, Westwood, Massachusetts 02090
MAX VAN ALEN LUDINGTON — Kieve, 1978; The Episcopal Academy; 2035

Twinbrook Road, Berwyn, Pennsylvania 19312
NICHOLAS SALTUS LUDINGTON, III — Kieve, 1978; The Episcopal

Academy, 2035 Twinbrook Road, Berwyn, Pennsylvania 19312
MATTHEW WEBSTER MACAVOY — Kieve, 1977-78; The Foote School; 652

Nut Plains Road, Guilford, Connecticut 06437
MICHAEL SAYRE MAIDEN, JR. — Kieve, 1978; Tenafly Middle School; 150

Newcomb Road, Tenafly, New Jersey 07670
THOMAS TRIPPER MAIDEN — Kieve, 1978; MacRay School; 150 Newcomb

Road, Tenafly, New Jersey 07670
RICHARD KAREL MALOVANY — Kieve, 1978; Academy Elementary School;

15 Island Avenue, Madison, Connecticut 06443
LUKE HARRISON MANDLE — Kieve, 1978; Maumee Valley Country Day

School; 326 West Front Street, Perrysburg, Ohio 43551
CHRISTOPHER JOSEPH MAYER — Kieve, 1975-78; Red Oak Junior High

School; 1335 Sherwood Road, Highland Park, Illinois 60035
BRADFORD CRANE MCCLURE — Kieve, 1977-78; Noah Wallace School; 25

Hatters Lane, Farmington, Connecticut 06032
PHILLIP HUSTON MCCLURE — Kieve, 1977-78; Irving Robbins School; 25

Hatters Lane, Farmington, Connecticut 06032
DAVID BRAXTON MCKEE — Kieve, 1978; Country Day School; 23 Lovers

Lane, Guilford, Connecticut 06437
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COLIN ANDREW MCNULTY — Kieve, 1976-78; Green Farms Academy; 47

Brookbend Road, Fairfield, Connecticut 06430
SEAN ALEXANDER MCNULTY — Kieve, 1976-78; Green Farms Academy; 47

Brookbend Road, Fairfield, Connecticut 06430
MARK MANUEL MENENDEZ — Kieve, 1977-78; St. Paul's School; 923

Rolandvue Road, Towson, Maryland 21204
JONATHAN NEWELL MIDDLETON — Kieve, 1978; The Episcopal Academy;

705 Old Gulph Road, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania 19010
ANDREW CLAUSON MILLHON — Kieve, 1978; Maumee Valley Country Day

School; 420 West Front Street, Perrysburg, Ohio 43551
MARK STEVENSON MITCHELL — Kieve, 1978; Pingree School; 122 Bailey

Road, Andover, Massachusetts 01810
MANTON WALTER MOLLER ^ Kieve, 1974-75, 1977-78; The Woodlynde

School; 129 Upper Gulph Road, Radnor, Pennsylvania 19087
PHILIP WINSOR MOORE — Kieve, 1976-78; St. Alban's School, 5027

Sedgwick Street, North West, Washington, D.C. 20016
DAVID WILLIAM MORRISSE — Kieve, 1978; Andover Junior High School; 5

Oriole Drive, Andover, Massachusetts 01810
WILLIAM MACY MUNROE, III — Kieve, 1978; The Pike School; 8 Durham

Drive, Lynnfield, Massachusetts 01940
JUSTIN MURPHY — Kieve, 1978; Rippowan-Cisqua School; Buston Road,

Bedford Hills, New York 10507
SERRE MURPHY — Kieve, 1978; Rippowan-Cisqua School; Buxton Road,

Bedford Hills, New York 10507
MICHAEL ALLEN NELSON — Kieve, 1975-78; Nobleboro Central School;

R.F.D. #1, Newcasde, Maine 04553
PERRY CHRISTIAN O'GRADY — Kieve, 1978; The Haverford School; 1160

Norsam Road, Gladwyne, Pennsylvania 19035
NICHOLAS WEBSTER PAPIN — Kieve, 1978; The Brookwood School;

Middleton Road, Bedford, Massachusetts 01921
JOHN OTIS PARKER — Kieve, 1978; Shore Country Day School; Summer

Street, Manchester, Massachusetts 01944
CHARLES BIGELOW PARSONS — Kieve, 1978; The Buckley School; 830 Park

Avenue, New York, New York 10021
WILLIAM CHASE PARSONS — Kieve, 1978; The Buckley School; 830 Park

Avenue, New York, New York 10021
CARTER ENDICOTT PEABODY — Kieve, 1978; The St. Albans School; 3105

36th Street, North West, Washington, D.C. 20016
THEODORE THOPSON PELL — Kieve, 1978; Noble and Greenough School; 2

Willow Raod, Weston, Massachusetts 02193
CHRISTOPHER LAMBORN PETERS — Kieve, 1974-78; Princeton High

School; 72 Knoll Drive, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
JOHN DANIEL RENNEISEN — Kieve, 1974-78; Bala Cynwyd Junior High

School; 306 Bryn Mawr Avenue, Bala Cynwyd, Pennsylvania 19004
CHRISTOPHER LYLE RICHARDSON — Kieve, 1975-78; Kingswood-Oxford

School; 44 Colton Street, Farmington, Connecticut 06032
ANDREW TALBOT RIMMER — Kieve, 1978; The Brookwood School; Box

246, Hamilton, Massachusetts 01936
RADCLYFFE LEE ROBERTS — Kieve, 1978; Princeton Day School; 39 Deer

Path, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
ALEXANDER LLYOD ROSE — Kieve, 1978; The Crosby School; R.F.D. #1,

Box 178, Kennebunkport, Maine 04046
RICHARD MATHER RUSSELL — Kieve, 1976-78; The Potomac School. 1453

Waggaman Circle, McLean, Virginia 22101
WILLIAM BARCLAY RUSSELL — Kieve, 1977-78; The Fenn School, Bedford

Road, Lincoln, Massachusetts 01742
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PETER WILLIAM SAGE — Kieve, 1978; The Peabody School; Middlesex
School, Concord, Massachusetts 01742

ERIC WILLIAM SANBORN — Kieve, 1977-78; The Pike School; 43 Porter

Road, Andover, Massachusetts 01810
STEPHEN PAUL SCHOFIELD — Kieve, 1978; Pentucket Regional Junior High

School; Indian Hill Street, West Newbury, Massachusetts 01985
CHRISTOPHER SCHWAB — Kieve, 1978; The Renbrook School; 157 Main

Street, Farmington, Connecticut 06032
JAMES MARSHALL SCHWARZ — Kieve, 1977-78; The Buckely School; 108

East 82nd Street, New York, New York 10028
AMOS APPLETON SCULLY — Kieve, 1978; Chustnut Hill Academy; 218 West

Chestnut Hill Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19118
THOMAS SPENCER SIBLEY — Kieve, 1978; Shore Country Day School; 50

Labor-in-Vain Road, Ipswich, Massachusetts 01938
MARK PATTON SIENKIEWIEZ — Kieve- 1978; Princeton Day School; 55

Winfield Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
CHRISTOPHER SMITH — Kieve, 1978; Allen-Stevenson School; 12 Clark

Avenue, Brooklyn, New York 11201
TEN BROECK GRAY SMITH — Kieve, 1976-78; John Witherspoon School,

485 Kingston Road, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
DAVID C. SOUTHWICK — Kieve, 1978; The Pingree School; 77 Cross Lane,

Beverly, Massachusetts 01915
THORNE SPARKMAN, III — Kieve, 1976-78; The Shipley School, 351 Church

Road, Devon, Pennsylvania 19333

JAMES PIERCE FENN SPIESS — Kieve, 1977-78; Shore Country Day School;

Davis Road, Marblehead, Massachusetts 01945
CHARLES MACDONALD TALBOT — Kieve, 1978; 48 Drummer Lane, RT.D.

2, West Redding, Connecticut

WILLIAM RICHMOND TALBOT, III — Kieve, 1976-78; 48 Drummer Lane,

RT.D. 2, West Redding, Connecticut
GEORGE THOMPSON TANCH — Kieve, 1978; Salem High School; 23

Pleasant Street, Salem, Massachusetts 01970
FREDERICK MORRIS THAYER, II — Kieve, 1976-78; The Brookwood

School; 49 Walnut Road, South Hamilton, Massachusetts 01982
STIRLING HIBBERD THOMAS, III — Kieve, 1977-78; Deans Mill School;

Box 7A, R.F.D. 2, North Main Street, Stonington, Connecticut 06378
JAMES LAURENS VAN ALEN, JR. — Kieve, 1978; The Episcopal Academy;

950 Plumsock Road, Newton Square, Pennsylvania 19073
CHRISTOPHER ALFRED VON OPPENHEIM — Kieve, 1978;

Friedrich-Wilhelm Gymnasuim; Wieselweg 6, Cologne 50 Germany
DAVID POTTS WALLIS — Kieve, 1977-78; Chustnut Hill Academy; 140 West

Chestnut Hill Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19118
TRISTAN URQUHART WARREN — Kieve, 1977-78; The Brookwood School;

431 Hale Street, Prides Crossing, Massachusetts 01965
KENNETH MARSHALL WATTS — Kieve, 1978; Charles River School; 8

Garden Road, Wellesley, Massachusetts 02181
PAUL LEO WHITING, JR. — Kieve, 1978; Maumee Valley Country Day

School; 340 West Front Street, Perrysburg, Ohio 43551
DAVID ASHBY WIKE — Kieve, 1978; The Episcopal Academy; Twinbrook

Road, Berwyn, Pennsylvania 19312
TIMOTHY ANDERSON WIKE — Kieve, 1975-78; The Episcopal Academy;

Twinbrook Road, Berwyn, Pennsylvania 19312
EDWARD FORD WILGIS — Kieve, 1975, 1977-78; St. Paul's School; 1207

Malvern Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland 21204
RICHARD STOCKTON WILLS — Kieve, 1974, 1976-78; St. Paul's School;

7914 Sherwood Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland 21204
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JOHN HOBSON WOODWARD — Kieve, 1978; Shore Country Day School; 5

Lookout Court, Marblehead, Massachusetts 01945
CHARLES CHRISTOPHER TROWERIDGE WILKINS, JR. — Kieve, 1977-78;

Riverband School; 326 Wildwood Road, Stanford, Connecticut 06903
GREGORY PERRY ZUCKERT — Kieve, 1977-78; Allen-Stevenson School; 55

East End Avenue, New York, New York 10028
ROBERT PERRY ZUCKERT — Kieve, 1977-78; Allen-Stevenson School; 55

East End Avenue, New York, New York 10028
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